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Project No. 5-0339

Contract No. OEC-3-7-066339-0450

DIGEST MATERIALS

FOR

IMPROVING AND EXTENDING THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA

REPERTORY

20th 1 diff.

20th 2 mod.

20th 3 easy

20th 4 diff.

20th 5 diff.

20th 6 mod.

20th 9 mod.

20th 10 diff.

20th 14 diff.

20th 15 diff.

20th 17 mod.

20th 18 easy

20th 19 mod.

?Oth20 diff.

20th 22 mod.

14.0th 23 mod.

VOLUME IV--20th CENTURY

MARCH PAST OF THE KITCHEN UTENSILS

BARTOK SUITE

DER ROSENKAVALIER

FOUR DANCES FROM FACADE

LETTER FROM HOME

MAZURKA

RITUAL FIRE DANCE

SYMPHONY NO. 2

INTRODUCTION, MARCH AND SHEPHERD

DANCE FROM AMAHL AND THE NIGHT VISITOR

COMEDIANS GALLOP

DANSE RUSSE

TWO SHAKESPEARE SKETCHES

LE POLICHINELLE (PUNCH)

A SHAKESPEARE SUITE (RICHARDIII)

PRELUDE 49th PARALLEL

PAVANE

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

BARTOK-Serly

STRAUSS-Perry

WALTON

COPLAND

DEBUSSY

cue FALLA

GIANNINI
MENOTTI

KABALEVSKY

STRAVIN SKY

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

VILLA LOBOS

WALTON

VAITGHAN WILLIAMS

RAVEL



MARCH PAST OF THF, KITCHEN UTENSILS
20th-1
difficult

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

1



TWENTIETH CERTURY

1900-

Every generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficult to comprehend.
This is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. However, modern

music is not necessarily new and new music is not necessarily modern. The Roman-

tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius

and Rachmaninoff. But in other more revolutionary hands it was transformed beyond

recognition. However, it is only fair to say that modern music is a result of

evolution not revolution.

How has twentieth century music been so drastically changed? Let's first examine

the natural step-by-step progress from tonality to atonality which to most listen-

ers is synonymous with so-called "modern" music.

In the Classical Period as has been stated, Beethoven and his friends used the

diatonic scales with a definite tonality. Wagner wanted more variety so he added

chromaticism - the use of half-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at one

time (polytonality) in his ballet, Petrouchka, and found it highly successful.

But Arnold Schoenberg was to go even further and use a system of no key at all

(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps in an arbi-

trary order, or series, and then keeping them strictly in order throughout the

piece. Schoenberg and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or "Serial'

composers.

But all twentieth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-

gone a change towards freedom. Shifting time signatures are a feature of music in

the modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as

Stravinsky likes to use.' The new composers seem to feel an increasing role for

the percussionist in their music.

Then one can find the "extremists" anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number

or music composed by a computer. Electronic music as well as unusual combinations

of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schoenberg and Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers

who has most influenced contemporary music. He has written an immense amount of

chamber music but his music has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in

the form of Jazz, that uniquely American and very influential idiom of twentieth

century music. Also to be included is the Broadway "musical colnedy," a new kind

of opera. This highly successful American form of art has been enthusiastically

received all over the world.

Perhaps the best way to understand modern composers and their music is to remember

that in their day there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as

the most daring iconoclasts of their time.



Twentieth Century - pg.2

Musicians of Twentieth Century

Stravinsky World's greatest living composer.

Rachmaninoff Last of Romantic virtuosos.

Prokofiev Composer of Peter and the Wolf.

Vaughan Williams Greatest English composer since aeventeenth century.

Schoenberg Twelve-tone composer.

Walton English composer for movies made from Shakespeare "s

plays.

Strauss Master of the tone poem.

Sibelius Composer of Finlandia.

Bartok Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Copland Great American composer.

Bernstein Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Hindemith Composer of modern "tonal" music.



RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

b. Down Ampney, England 12 October 1872
d. London, England 26 August 1958

Ralph Vaughan Williams had no intention of being anything other than an exception-
ally good church musician whose main contribution up to 1904 was the editing of

an English hymnal. When he came in contact with English folk music he became
passionately interested in building new musical works from this forgotten material.

He had received excellent training at the Royal Academy of Music in London and

had studied with Max Bruch in Berlin. With his new desire to elaborate upon
English folk tunes, he felt the need for more instruction.

In 1908 he went to Paris to study with Maurice Ravel. Soon he was ready for one

of his most frequently heard compositions, the Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas
Tallis. Within the next few years he made rapid progress and his most important
works at this time included his famous London Symphony.

During World War I he enlisted in the Territorial Royal Army Military Corps.
After this three-year absence from music he joined the faculty of the Royal College

of Music.

He made two visits to the United States. At one time he was visiting lecturer at

Bryn Mawr College. He was recognized in his own country as well as throughout
the world as England's greatest twentieth century composer. In 1935 he was award-

ed the Order of Merit, one of the highest awards that His Majesty's government can
bestow upon a composer.

His seventieth birthday was a national event in England and again in 1952 when he

was eighty years old. Four months after this birthday he =ivied his secretary,

Ursula Woods.

Works:

Fantasia on a Theme b Thomas Tallis
7 Symphonies - London Symphony

Pastoral Symphony
Violin and orchestra - The Lark Ascending
Concertos for violin and orchestra
Concertos for piano and orchestra
Concertos for viola and orchestra

2 Operas
Choral works - Mass in G Minor
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March Past of the Kitchen Utensils

from The Wasps
20th

1

difficult

R. Vaughan Williams

Ralph Vaughan Williams wrote The Wasps as incidental music for the stage presen-

tation of the play in 1909.

Aristophanes, a Greek dramatist born about )450 B.C. wrote The Wass to satirize

the huge popular Athenian courts "buzzing" with 500 to 2000 jurors who irre-

sponsibly judged both law and fact according to their pleasure and the orator's

plausibility. This play is invaluable for its insight into the Athenian culture

of this time.



March Past of the Kitchen Utensils
from thelristganic Suite

"The Waspa"

Vaughan Williams

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES:

20th
I

Mod.-diff,

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin -- ext., 1-2, 2-3.
2nd violin - ext., 1-2, 2-3, 3-4; chromatic scale.
Viola -- ext., 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1-2-3, 23-4, 1-2-3-4; chromatic scale.
Cello -- lowered extension.
String bass -- 1st finger extension (pivot).

Positions: 1st violin -- I, II, III, IV, V, VI.

2nd violin -- I, II, III, IV.
Viola -- I, II, III.
Cello -- I, II, III, IV, thumb position.
String bass -- 1/2, I, II, III.

Bowing: martele, colle, detache porte, staccato, legato, spiccato, flying
staccato, hooks, lifts, legato arpeggio.

Pi-zicato: R.i., rapid switches from pizz. to arco and visa versa. Left hand

pizzicato in the string bass part.

Ornaments: double grace-notes.

Tremolo: fingered tremolo in viola part.

pynamies: pp, p, ff,fff, 2

Rhythms: triplet 8th-notes, divided triplets. 5 note trill and tremolo group-

ings,

Meters, Tempos

Double-notes:

and tempochanges: 4/4, moderato alla marcia, I?istesso tempo poco
animato, animato, strineendo.

o 4 2 2

1st violin 2-m3, 1-138, 3-P4, 4-M3.

2nd violin -- 1 1 3 2 2 3

3-M3, o-M6, 3P5, 4-m6, 1-m6, 2-M6.Viola --1- 1 o12 lioo
3-m3, omm6, o-P5, 1-P5, 1-m6, o-M6, 3-P4, 2-m3, 1-P4,

4 3

1-P8, 3-P5.
Cello -- 1

1-P5.



March Past of the Kitchen Utensils
from the Aristophanic Suite

"The Wasps"

GENERALITIES: cont.

String Critique - Page 2

Chords: 1st violin -- 2 Viola 3

1 2

1-E minor. 2-E minor.
2nd violin -- 4 Cello -- 0 A

3 o D.
2-E minor. 1 A

1 D.
Harmonics: 1st violin -- mid-string G and E.

Signs: MAY, *4- 17 °,,; y . . . - r-r C3
Vocabulary: pizzicato, arco, fine, segue trio, scherzando, marcia D.C. senza

replica, sempre pizzicato, restez and see above.

Comment: thumb position and tenor clef for the cello.



March Past of the Kitchen Utensils
from the Aristo hanic Suite

The Wasps

PARTICULARS:

String Critique - Page3

Beginning to (10): III position used in the 1st violin and string bass parts
to avoid open strings for the pizzicato. The dynamic
'_level is piano.

The string bass also uses II position after (5).

(10) to the trio: violin and viola parts -- the chord in the first measure after
laz) should be quite short but not too dry. Strike all three

notes at the same time and use vibrato. The arpeggio 2 before
(20) should sound as clearly as possible. The string crossing
can't be completely even because there are more notes than
strings.

Violin viola and cello parts -. the arco quarter notes should
be played colle; the 8th notes spiccato.
Cello -- the 4 note chord may sound better divided either
2 and 2 or 3 and 3.

Trio: beginning to (30): Bowings are - spiccato-detache for 1st violin;
detache-legato for 2nd violin; detache porte for viola,
detache changing to spiccato 1 before (30) for the cello;
broad detache porte for the bass changing to spiccato 1 beore

(30).
After (30): 1st violin and 2nd violin -- players should notice where quarter-

note --8th-note triplet patterns are slurred instead of being
hooked. The slurred ones are to be played legato but the
hooked ones will either be flying spiccato or flying staccato.
The separate 8ths are spiccato. First violin has some shifts
back & forth between III and II positions which might need
some special practice.
2nd violin and viola -- 2 before (35) no separation between
the quarter and the 8th, simply shorten the 8th note.
Viola: note the fingering 123 close and 234 close for the
chromatic triplet groups beginning 3 after (35). In the 1st

measure after (40) is a partially "written-ott" measured trill
and its special ending. To do this correctly as written will
very likely require extra time and effort. It is quite

logical to consider the problem not worth the effort just
for this piece but when one considers later efforts it really
is worth the effort - the 1st violin part in the "Prelude to
Act III of "Lohengrin" by Wagner for instance.
Beginning 2 after (40) is a series of "written-out" 5 note
trills and tremolo patterns. The thorough study of this
section should increase the ability of the players to
apprehend and correctly perform even numbered as well as odd
numbered groupings of tones. The comments as to being "worth
the effort" or not in the paragraph immediately above also
apply here.
The 1st three measures right after (45) should probably
alternate hooked martele and detache bowings.



PARTICULARS: cont.

String Critique - Page4

March Past of the Kitchen Utensilsw .ter
from the Aristophanic Suite

The Wasps"

Cello: beginning at 3 after (35) is a passage in thumb
position and in tenor clef. The students should practice
naming these notes but should not write the note names in
the part. To write them in mostly avoids the process of
really learning to read them. The bowing here should be a
good crisp spiccato that will "project".
The five..note chromatic groupings of notes beginning at (45)
are probably easier to keep track of than those for the
viola (see above). The 1st group starts in IV position.
String bass -- to use left hand pizzicato for the quick changes
riiie7T7Trzz.) might be of help. The parts are marked for
this.

Grand martele bowing should be used beginning at (45).
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March Past of the Kitchen Utensils
20th

1
difficult

R. Vaughan Williams

BRASS CRITIQUE

First horn must blend with woodwinds in opening. Trumpet must be predominant in

measure 3; very short stexcato sound but with plenty of tone. Horns must strive

to match string pizzicato.

fff at measure 26 must be firm, but well controlled - not strident. Insist that

horns match viola and 2nd cornet at measure 37. In measure 45, style should be

firm but very short, "clipped," well -- marked staccato.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet.- The parts get a little tricky from (30) on.

1st clarinet - For fast B to C# passages (3 after 35) (and 1 before 4o), use either

I or QT IN for C# whichever is easier. 1 before (40) finger D - (QTP).

2nd Clarinet - Hard passage at (45). For 3 measures at (45) use only chromatic

F#, D#, and B.
It might be easier to feel the 5 groupings as groups of 2 and 3 rather than an

even 5.

Bassoon - Finger 4th space G pp-1121

45

The bassoon goes to high C in bar (38). As this solo is doubled in the cello please

leave out bassoon. This is the top of the range!

Oboe - Use Folic F in bar 16, bar 29 and 30. Don't clip staccato notes too short.

Piccolo - The tendency will be for too much separation in staccato. A line over

each staccato note may help overcome this problem.
At (38) trill with D# triller C to D - same at (40).

Triplet figure at (41) - more length on quarter note than eigth note.

Flute - Simple part. Same comment as piccolo concerning triplet rhythm.

PERCUSSION CRITIQUE

Timpani, bass drum and cymbals stop sound immediately after the eighth note in

Measures 10, 26.and..in..2nd ending.

Triangle must match rhythm of the muted trumpet in measures 37-40.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggii.oLe7g

ato_

in the
taking

arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves
same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc ( or)
1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearpegio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves
in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or fete) arpeggio -- same as #1 above
except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Coll -- the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the

bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col lees_ -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

Dgmpfer -- the mute.

Detach4'-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes.
simple,de'tache' to distinguish it from

This bowing also thels

1. Grand detache -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented detache -- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed

and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele--
no separation between the notes.

3. Accented grand detach4 -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note.

4. Detacherporti-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are slightly separated.



String Terminology - page 2

Detache -- (continued)

5. D4tachllanc -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martele' without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2 -3 _pattern means 3. 23 4 The basic finger apite/J:ps_

3. 3-4 pattern means 3. 2 34.

4. Extended or All-whole-step or whole tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato -- indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette (whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Frog -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping finger" (artificial nut).



String Terminology - rage 3

"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jete 0111111 see ricochet.

Legato -- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" see "hook".

Loure -- see portato.

Martele -- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple martele (usually just martele) -- bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the si-rt of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly, Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple martele except that the tone is held

out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand marteler-- the simple martele executed with the whole bow.

Martel attack see #2 and #1 under martele above and also under "pinch".

Martellato

"Pinch" MOONS

Pizzicato

this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martele,

i.e., in a martele style.

the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martele attack.

plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato

is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (malao destra) and M.S. (man°
sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato(lour4 -- two or more detache porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, mbounding or bounced.



String Terminology - page 4

Sautille'-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file'(spultone) -- the long sustained tone. The best point of contact is

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of

the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see point of contact.

Spiccatc -- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The flying spiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same

bow direction.

Staccato -. a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.

-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

(Also called solid staccato and mextele staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous, staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter pretsure so that the bow leaves the string between

notes.

Staccato volante -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Su___l. pout cello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la toache -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detache or detache port.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detacherlanc4, a modified spiccato or

a modified martelL

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the.

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,

flying staccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato
(lour4).

1. The staple-shaped sign (r1) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some

editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or r, or v), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign
X

(or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. 1414, I/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(hi) - half position.
I - 1st position.

II - 2nd position.
III - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.
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Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinge Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic spP:ch than to song.

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo

4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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TWENTIETH LtniURY

1900-

Every generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficult to comprehend.
This is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. However, modern

music is not necessarily new and new music is not necessarily modern. The Roman-

tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius

and Rachmaninoff. But in other more revolutionary hands it was transformed beyond

recognition. However, it is only fair to say that modern music is a result of

evolution not revolution.

How has twentieth century music been so drastically changed? Let's first examine

the natural step-by-step progress from tonality to atonality which to most listen-

ers is synonymous with so-called "modern" music.

In the Classical Period as has been stated, Beethoven and his friends used the

diatonic scales with a definite tonality. Wagner wanted more variety so he added

chromaticism - the use of half-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at one

time (polytonality) in his ballet, Petrouchka, and found it highly successful.

But Arnold Schoenberg was to go even further and use a system of no key at all

(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps in an arbi-

trary order, or series, and then keeping them strictly in order throughout the

piece. Schoenberg and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or "Serial'

composers.

But all twentieth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-

gone a change towards freedom. Shifting time signatures are a feature of music in

the modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as

Stravinsky likes to use. The new composers seem to feel an increasing role for

the percussionist in their music.

Then one can find the "extremists" anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number

or music composed by a computer. Electronic music as well as unusual combinations

of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schoenberg and Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers

who has most influenced contemporary music. Be has written an immense amount of

chamber music but his music: has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in

the form of Jazz, that uniquely American and very influential idiom of twentieth

century mnsic. Also to be included is the Broadway "musical comedy," a new kind

of opera. This highly successful American form of art has been enthusiastically

received all over the world.

Perhaps the best way to understand modern composers and their music is to remember

that in their day there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as

the most daring iconoclasts of their time.
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Musicians of Twentieth Century

Stravinsky World's greatest living composer.

Rachmaninoff Last of Romantic virtuosos.

Prokofiev Composer of Peter and the Wolf.

Vaughan Williams Greatest English commser since seventeenth century.

Schoenberg Twelve-tone composer.

Walton English composer for movies made from Shakespeare "s

plays.

Strauss Master of the tone poem.

Sibelius Composer of Finlandia.

Bartok Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Copland Great American composer.

Bernstein Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Hindemith Composer of modern "tonal" music.



BELA BART&

b. Nagyszentmikles, Hungary 25 March 1881
d. New York City, USA 26 September 1945

0
The world had never known what Hungarian music was really like until Bela Bartok
started out on his tremendously exciting adventure of collecting Hungarian folk
music. For eight years he recorded, wrote down, or memorized the indigenous
song and dance of eve locality he visited. Sometimes alone, sometimes with his

fellow musician, Zoltan Kodttly, he soon discovered that all Hungarian music was

not just gypsy music. It was a whole new world to him and `he used this treasure

house of melodies when he composed his six famous string qUartets.

His mother had encouraged his musical training as much as possible with her meager
schoolteacher's salary, but Bart& managed to study at the Liszt Academy in
Budapest and was later professor of piano at the Academy.

He was an excellent pianist, and his 1927 trip to the United States was sponsored
by Baldwin Piano Company. His work was not enthusiastically received and the
audience attitude did not change much thirteen years later when he came to New
York to live.

The last years of his life were very unhappy. For three years he was ill with
leukemia, but managed to write some of his most compelling music during this time.
To save time he devised a system of shorthand, later to be decoded by his friend,
Tibor Serly; he even asked his own son, Peter, to help in marking tempi, dynamic,
and incidental markings. Even with his preparation, death took Bartdk before he
could finish the last seventeen bars of his piano concerto.

Bart& did not live to know any general acceptance of his music. Within two years

of his death several all-Bartok cycles were performed in different cities. Within

five years most of his important works were available on phonograph records. Today

he is recognized as one of the most significant and individual composers of the
twentieth century.

Barta's music is not easy to listen to but it is dynamic music that grows on the
listener, compelling him to absorb, and finally to accept with love. His style

is discordant, rhythmically barbaric, intense and dramatic.

Works:

Concerto for orchestra
6 String quartets

Piano music

3 Piano concertos
1 Violin concerto
1 Viola concerto
Divertimento for strings
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Bartok
arr. Serly

The Bartok Suite as arranged by Serly comes from Ten Easy Pieces for Pianc by Bela

Bartok. The first number is a Peasant Song, a slow 2 metre piece done in octaves

by Bartok for the piano.

The second number is called Emniall20122Lidm (Transylvania in the recording).

In this music Bartok used the Aeolian mode, one of the ecclesiastical modes found

in ancient Hungarian folk music. The Aeolian mode is the natural minor. Bartok

used an interesting device of a pentatonic tune for the two contrasting themes -

one rubato, the other vivo, non rubato. The pentatonic tunes (built on five

tones) are quite easy to find.

The Bear Dance is run through with rapidly repeated single notes, above and below

a rustic dance-tune which is blocked out in chords. Slovakian Dance is the con-

cluding part of the Suite.

The arranger is Tibor Serly, composer, teacher and conductor who has lived in New

York City most of his life, having been brought here in 1903 when he was three

years old. While completing his preliminary education in the public schools, he

received his early musical instruction from his father, Lagos Serly, who was a

well-known Hungarian composer and former conductor of the National Light Opera in

Budapest. In 1921, Tibor Serly went abroad to complete his musical education. He

studied composition and orchestration under Zoltan Kodaly, Leo Weiner, and Hans

Koessler, and violin under Jeno Hubay. There, too, commenced the association with

Bela Bartok which resulted, after a long friendship, in Serly's being entrusted

with the completion of the last bars of Bartok's Third Piano Concerto and the en-

tire completion of the Viola Concerto commissioned by William Primrose...a work

which at Bartok's death was left only in sketch form.

Before giving up active playing in 1938 to devote his time to composing and teach-

ing, Mr. Serly had been a violinist with several of our major symphony orchestras,

including eight years with the Philadelphia Orchestra under Leopold Stokowski. He

was also an original member of the NBC Symphony under Arturo Toscanini. His other

works include a Symphony, Sonata for Solo Violin, Concerto for Two Pianos and

Orchestra and a Concerto for Trombone and Chamber Orchestra.
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STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

Finger Patterns, Extensions and Contractions:

First violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext.; 1st finger extension.

Second violin -- the same.

Viola 1-2, 2-3, 3-43 ext.

String bass -- 1st finger extension (pivot).
Cello lowered extensions.

Positions:

First violin I, II, III, IV, V, VI. Viola -- I, II, III.

Second violin h, I, II, III, IV, V. Cello -- I, II, III, IV.

String bass hi, I, II, III, III,

Bowing: Legato, lifted bowing, soliFile, flying staccato, spiccato, colle,
portato, sautille, sustained martele, flying spiccato.

Pizzicato: R.H., single- notes, double-notes, triads.

Ornaments: grace-notes (1st violin part).

Tremolo: 32nd note tremolo (P).

Dynamics: P, mP, mf, pit, f, ff, , dim., sfz.

Rhythms: triplets against duplets (after (20) in No. 3).

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 2/2, 4/4, 3/4, alternating 4/4 and 3/4,

= 6o, 41= 132, of 80, j = 104.

Double-notes: 1st violin -- 1 1 1 2 1

3-m3, 2-P4, 1-P5, 1 -M6, o-M6.

2nd violin 1 1 o 2 o 1 1 o

1-P5, o -M6, o -P5, 1-m6, 2 - m3, 3-M3,0-m6, 3-M2,

3 1 1 1 2 4 0

0-P8, 3-m3, 2-P4, 2-A4, 1-M6, 2-M7, 1-P4.

viola -- o 1 3 o o o 2 3 1

2.M3, 2-A4, 2 -M6, 1-P4, o -P5, 1-M2, 2-P5, 3-P5, 2-P4,

2 1 1 1 2 3 1 2

o -m7, o -m6, o -M6, 3-M3, 4-M3, o-P8, 1-P5, o-M7.

cello -- 1 o 3 4 4 1 3

1 -P5, o -P5, 3 -P5, 445, 0.138, 0446, 0.m7.
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Bartok Suite

GENERALITIES cont.
2 2 2 o

Chords: 1st violin -- 1 1 2 1

o -G Major, o-G Major, 1- C# minor, 2-quartal triad.

o 2 1 2 2

2nd violin -- o 1 1. 1 1

o-G Major, o-C Major, o-E minor, 1-E minor, o- G Major,

3 2

2 1 =

1-C# minor, o-C minor.

viola -- 2 2 o 2 2

1 _2 2 1 1
o-F Major, :2-Bb Major, 3-P Major, 1-C# minor t 1-A minor,

o
2
1-quartal triad.

cello 1 2 2

o 1 1

o-G Major, o-C Major, 1-C# minor

Harmonics: 1st violin -- mid-string E.
viola -- mid-string A and D
cello -- mid-string C, D, A
string bass -- mid-string D

Signs: di) s "s n, Vl "
Vocabulary: divisi, forte, piu forte, unison, sforzando, mezzo forte,

diminuendo, allegro, broad spiccato, pizzicato, arco, mezzo piano,

volta subito (v.s.), crescendo, subito piano, crescendo molto,

poco ritardando, lento, rubato, allegretto, non rubato.

Comment: viola part makes use of treble clef.
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1. Peasant Song -- all string parts generally move together.

The style is a very well sustained legato at a relatively high dynamic

level. The quality of tone and the sostenuto style present the problems.

Except for the high notes in the 1st violin, the fingering was determined

through the demands of smoothness and the need to produce a consistent

quality of tone. The parallel 4ths and 5ths, beginning 1 before (10),

must be very well tuned.

2. Slovakian Dance -- 4 before (10): flying staccato in all string parts.

The bow shoula not leave the string until after the sounding of the first

8th-note.
The fingering in the viola art is designed to make use of the stronger

fingers as well as to keep the tone quality consistent.

2 and 1 before (10): all string parts spiccato, but broad - not the

"pecky° type. The bow should barely leave the string.

3 and 2 before (50): the strings (except for the bass) enter canonically.

Each section should understand how its part relates to the others.

viola -- treble clef.

Last 3 measures: inaudible bow change necessary on the sustained notes.

Last two notes colle to get greatest possible accent.

3. EztaL1111Aassalaam.. Beginning to (10): Tremolo (piano) in the

1st and 2nd violins iD the upper 1/3 of bow. The rubato melody, vi_ ola

and cello parts, should be very expressive with good clear emphasis to

make the melody stand out. The conductor, of course must dictate the

rubato,

(10): 1st violin crisp but not too short spiccato bowing at the middle

of the bow. The dotted quarter-note should move the bow to the frog, the

half-note dictates movement back to, but not beyond, the middle. The

following 8th -note is slurred on to the ri but jerked slightly to begin

the spiccato anew.
Two fingerings are given for 4 and 5 after (10): Neither is utterly

comfortable tat each has its adventw,es. The upper one maka's more use of

the brighter E string; the lower one does not require such quick shifting.

This is a good passage for the teaching of shifting among II, III, and IV

positions.
3 middle parts -- the pizzicato punctuation is quite important. The

players should play as many of the double-notes and chords as they are

capable of doing,

Lento rubato after (20): the triplet accompanying figures should be

spiccato but with not much separation and with very little lifting of

the bow.
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1 before (45) and similar places; use detache Porte for the syncopations in

order to make them clear.

4 before the end: strisgLIEs-- extend (pivot) 1st finger so that the notes

B and D can be played without a shift.

3 before the end: viola,. cello, string bass -- inaudible bow change is

required.

Bear Dance -- Be inni 1st and 2nd violin Since the tempo creates

quite rapid 8th-notes played sautille), the 1st two notes (16ths) are

likely to be played twice as slowly as they should.

5th measure: this melody must be played very incisively. Since the bow

leaves the string between each note some players will be quite likely to

bounce the bow placidly instead of giving each note the strong attack it

requires.

5 before (30): cello -- stay on the D string starting in IV position

rawness of the open A &to keep a consistent tone quality. At

3 after 30, let the open D string ring along with the fingered D

G-string, This applies also to the string bass 3 before 40.

to avoid

on the

5 after (70): 2nd violin -. finger Gb as if it were F#. Stay on the G string

during most of the crescendo and to the climax for more power.

5 before (80): viola to avoid the dangerous intonation problem in taking

the perfect 5th with the same finger, use II position as indicated.

2 after (100): 1st and 2nd violins and viola -- last two quarter-notes flying

spiccato but do not take bow beyond the middle so that the following

whole-note (only 2 beats) will not be started with a chattering.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --
1. iseggo_mamr11 (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth erc (--N4

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautille'arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. Springiu(saltando, ricochet or fete) arpeggio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the Ilu or the heel of the bow.

Colle -- the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the

bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col leas-- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward

the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

Dgmpfer -- the mute.

Detache'-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simple detache to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detache -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented detache -- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed

and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele--

no separation between the notes.

3. Accented grand detache -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. Detach4orter-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a

small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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Detache (continued)

5. Detache land -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martellwithout the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger211R-- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 attern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns
3. 3- pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All-whole-step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1LIIIllapitttgaindicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato -- indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouettef(wtipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Frog -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping fingei:5-Taitificial nut).
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"Hook" attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jets -- see ricochet.

Sato -- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -. bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve thf: proper effect.

"Link" see "hook".

Loure -- see portato.

Martele,-- a staccato producing type of bcw stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. RERILETnele(usually just mar_ te14) -- bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained mart ele -- same as simple martele except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele -- the simple martele executed with the whole bow.

Martele attack -- see #2 and #1 under mar_ tele above and also under pipail.

Martellato this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martele,

i.e.? in a mar, tele style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martel4 attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato

is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (mano destra) and M.S. (mano
sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bac is placed.

Portato(tourel -- two or more detache porteP notes performwd on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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SaitiU -- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son filee(spun tone) -- the long sustained tone. The best psliatof contact is

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of

the tone with bow speed and soundineill,. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

SoundingEgInt -- see 22111t of contact.

PliES2I2

Staccato --
--

the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The 11AREspiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same

bow direction.

a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.

a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

marteis,4 strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

Til;37alled solid staccato and martele staccato.)
*a MIN 10

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying. staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter pressure so that the bow leaves the string between

notes.

Staccato volante -. flying staccato (see immediately above).

Su]. yonticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detache'or detache port.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detache lance, a modified spiccato or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,

flying staccato, fitziaspiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato

(lour4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (fl) means down -bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some

editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( y ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or A, or v), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign /2cc (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:

a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.

b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.

c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of ';he bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/48, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(1/2) - half position.

I - 1st position.

II - 2nd position.

Irk - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.



Bartok Suite
20th
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BRASS CRITIQUE

Brass parts are not difficult in this work but care must be taken to preserve

correct style.

In Peasant Song, insist on full rich tone without force and with good tuning.

In Slovakian Dance 8th notes must be well separated and played in "clipped" style.

gaItt......,ieCountnLEvenin,i presents a tuning problem in measure 19. Low C# in trumpet

must be "lipped" quite low. Theme at 41 should be broad and full.

Bear Dance must be played in very short staccato with special emphasis on accented

half-notes.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet - arnpaglaltesvaam First clarinet 5 after (20) finger C#

QTKL. This is difficult because of register crossings and the key.

In the Bear Dance the second clarinet should always alternate little finger keys.

Fourth space Eb is preceded by Db or B; Db several times.

Bas_ soon . Play very legato, use "da" syllable, not "ta." Use "da" for staccato

lov D, "ta" for staccato on 3rd line D. After (70) use little finger G#, thumb

F#. This is only in Bear Dance.

Oboe - In Slovakian Dance use Fork F in conjunction with Eb and D.

In Evening in the Count, after (20) keep throat very open to facilitate motion

across break.

In Bear Dance use Fork F fingering in E# in first bars, in conjunction with C#.

Flute - In first number phrase in 2-bar sections or flutist will breathe more

often. High G entrance 3 bars from the end may need more volume than mp.

In final movement, the flute part is tricky; will take much practice.
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Bartok Suite

PERCUSSION CRITIQUE

Peasant Song . Seven measures after 10 and eight measures after 20 the timpani

pitch is in unison with the basses. Use soft or medium soft sticks.

Slovakian Dance . Snare drum throughout is in unison with the strings. Play near

rim (about 1 to 2" from rim) to achieve pp.

Seven measures after 40 the bass drum is in unison with the ensemble.

Four measures after 60 cymbal must be played secco.

To facilitate the bass drum roll in the third measure from the end the bass drum

may be tipped on its side and played with timpani sticks.

Evening in the Country - At 30 snare drum play near rim (as above) for pp.

Bass drum use a small firm beater.

Bear Dance - Opening rim shot should be played with left stick resting on the

rim of the drum with the bead of the stick in the center. Strike left stick

with right stick about 2" from the rim. Bass drum in the third measure should

use a soft beater. Observe all note values. For example, the sound of an

eighth note should be stopped on the following rest. Triangle notes markedi

let ring.
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DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

Absolute music In contrast to prcgramme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria A song for one or more voices.

Atonality No key used.

Avant garde Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4. octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a -*lry, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing L., ci Is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally e. "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY

1900-

Every generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficult to comprehend.
This is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. However, modern

music is not necessarily new and new music is not necessarily modern. The Roman-
tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius

and Rachmaninoff. But in other more revolutionary hands it was transformed beyond

recognition. However, it is only fair to say that modern music is a result of

evolution not revolution.

How has twentieth century music been so drastically changed? Let's first examine

the natural step-by-step progress from tonality to atonality which to most listen-

ers is synonymous with so-called "modern" music.

In the Classical Period as has been stated, Beethoven and his friends used the

diatonic scales with a definite tonality. Wagner wanted more variety so he added

chromaticism - the use of half-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at one

time (polytonality) in his ballet, Petrouchka, and found it highly successful.

But Arnold Schoenberg was to go even further and use a system of no key at all

(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps in an arbi-

trary order, or series, and then keeping them strictly in order throughout the

piece. Schoenberg and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or "Serial'

composers.

But all twentieth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-

gone a change towards freedom. Shifting time signatures are a feature of muec in

the modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as

Stravinsky likes to use. The new'composers seem to feel an increasing role for

the percussionist in their music.

Then one can find the "extremists" anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number

or music composed by - computer. Electronic music as well as unusual combinations

of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schonberg and Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers

who has most Influenced contemporary music. He has written an immense amount of

chamber music but his music has remained very tonal.

Any account of .ewentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in

the form of Jazz, that uniquely American and very influential idiom of twentieth

century music, Also to be included is the Broadway "musical comedy," a new kind

of opera. This highly successful American form of art has been enthusiastically

received all over the world.

Perhaps the. best way to understand modern composers and their music is to remember

that in their day there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as

the most daring iconoclasts of their time.
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Musicians of Twentieth Century

Stravinsky World's greatest living composer.

Rachmaninoff Last of Romantic virtuosos.

Prokofiev Composer of Peter and the Wolf.

Vaughan Williams Greatest English composer since seventeenth century.

Schoenberg Twelve-tone composer.

Walton English composer for movies made from Shakespeare"s

plaYs.

Strauss Master of the tone poem.

Sibelius Composer of Finlandia.

Bartok Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Copland Great American conposer.

Bernstein Hisical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Hindemith Composer of modern "tonal" music.



RICHARD STRAUSS

b. Munich, Germany 11 June 1864

d. Garmisch-Partenkirchen 8 September 1949

(Bavarian Alps)

Richard Strauss was one of the few musician-composers of his time who received a
thorough academic training as well as musical instruction. His father was a

celebrated horn player who was an avid anti Wagner musician and tried to influence

his son in the same direction. Later in life. Strauss became a passionate Wag-

nerite and championed his music.

While Strauss was at the University of Munich he was made assistant conductor to

Han von Blilow, one of the first in the long line of virtuoso conductors. Hans

von Billow was attracted to young Strauss' music and commissioned him to write a

suite for the orchestra. Through von BVIlow's recommendation, Strauss was given

the job of Kapelimeister of the opera at Munich.

Strauss married a young singer and enjoyed a happy, satisfying home life. Soon

he was called to Berlin for a twenty-year appointment as Conductor of the Royal

Opera. The success of his own music was helped by his concert tours which took

him all over Europe and even to America.

Strauss demonstrated to the world the defiance of an old man who had found his

place in the world and knew where it was During World War II Hitler had banned

all non-Aryan music but Strauss refused to dismiss his Je'Tish librettist, Hugo

von Hoffmannsthal. This defiance between Strauss, the respected old man of German

music, and Adolf Hitler went right on but Strauss lived peacefully at his villa in

the Bavarian Alps. There the American soldiers found him still writing music at

the age of eighty-one. In 1948 the grand old man died with a whimsical note, "I

have had a fine time in life, much of it spent in explaining that I am not the

man who wrote the Blue Danube."

To be a successful business man, to have a happy marriage, to keep calm when all

other musicians were on tenterhooks, these were unique characteristics of a
musician. Perhaps the Romantic movement needed the cool, calm intellect of such

tt man as it moved dangerously close to sentimentalism.

Richard Strauss pursued the Romantic style to its utmost limits in hip t-ae poems

and stage works. Most of his work was with the Symphonic poem, a technique well-

developed by Franz Liszt. The symphonic poem is developed from a literary basis -

from suggestions outside the realm of m_oic. This was truly program music -

music to tell a story, draw a picture.

Works:

15 Operas - Salome of the Bible
Per Rosenkavalier

Choral works
Symphonic poems, Til Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks

Tone poems - Macbeth Don Quixote Don Juan

Death and Transfiguration
Thus Spake Zarathustra
Ein Heldenleben

Chamber music
Vocal music



Der Rosenkavalier

Strauss
Arr. Harold Perry

20th

3

easy

A comedy for music is the best way to describe Richard Strauss' "Der
Rosenkavalier". The plot is rather simple; a young man disguises himself as a
maid with whom an elderly Baron "falls in love." But true love win. out, all
disguises are thrown off and the story ends happily. The music not the text
makes this a famous opera.
The captivating music makes frequent use of the ever- delightful waltz. This opera
is in an entirely different vein than that in which the Strauss of the Symphonic
Poems wrote. The atmosphere is light and romantic; truly delightful music.
The story goes that Richard Strauss, being mistaken for the waltz king, Johann,
was asked to autograph a copy of "The Beautiful Blue Danube." Without a smile
he took his pen and wrote,

"A delightful piece of music. Not, I'm sorry to says written

by me."
Signed,

Richard Strauss



Melodies from "Der Rosenkavalier"

Rebeat Strauss
Arr. Perry

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

20th
Mod.

Finger Patterns, Extensions and Contractions:

1st violin -- ext., 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1-2-3.

2nd violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1-23, 2-3-4, first finger extension.

1 to 4 contraction (d4).

Viola -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1-2-3, first finger extension.

Cello -- Lowered extensions,

Positions:
1st violin -- I, II, III, IV.

2nd violin -- I, II, III.

Viola -- I, II, III.
Cello -- 1/2, I, II, III, IV.

String bass -- I, II,

Bowing: legato, detache, detache Porte, lifts, detache lance, colle, hooks.

Pizzicato: None

Ornaments: grace notes.

Tremolo: None

Dynamics: p, mp, mf, f, p espr.,

Rhytbms: triplets

Meters, Tempos and tempo changes: C, 3/4, un poco largo (4 60), L'istesso tempo

un poco sostenuto (.1=68), andante tranquillo (J =69), tempddi

valse (I= 44), Piu mosso, Piu commodo poco rat., atempo. '

, cresc., dim.

Double-notes: 2nd violin 2 1 o 3

1-N6, o-M6, o-P5, 2-m6.

Viola--120000003
1-d5, 1-P4, 1-m3, o-P5, o-P8,o-M6, o -m7, 3-N2, 2-m3,

1 2

3-m3, o-m3.

Cello -- 1 1. o o o

1-P5, o-M6, o-P5, 1-P4, 3-m3.

Chords: None

Harmonics: 1st violin --mid-string A.

Cello -- mid-string



Melodies from "Der Rosenkavalier"

GENERALITIES cont.

String Critique - page 2

Signs: ye)

Vocabulary: espressivo, crescendo, diminuendo, piano, forte, mezzo forte, mezzo

piano, major, minor, slur, hook, tie, see also under Meters, tempos,

etc.

Comment: Most of the time the strings play legato but it is a broad and very

brilliant legato that is needed. To produce this style, the point-

of-contact must be some what nearer the bridge with the feeling of

good friction between bow and string. Since the bow does very little

articulating, it remains for the left hand to accomplish most of the

rhythmic accuracy and clarity of enunciation demanded. Finger motions

may need to be checked for enough percussivenuss and for the ability to

use plucking motions as the fingers leave the string. Vibrato, of

course, is really an essential to the performance of this composition.



Melodies from "Der Rosenkavalier"

PARTICULARS

String Critique - page 3

First complete measure: all string parts -- use very broad detache porte bowing
to give style to the separate quarter-notes.

Introduction: Viola -- use III and II position to keep part mostly on the B string.

2 before (1): II position in the 1st violin to keep the A string quality.

(1): 2nd violin -- use II position to stay on the D string. Later, 3 and 2 before
2, III position is used to allow the stronger 2nd fiiiger to
play A and D.

Viola and Cello -- easy double-notes.
String bass -- II position is used beginning with 2nd
measure to keep tone more consistent (use of the open A
would most likely cause an unwanted accent on beat four).
1st violin -- the use of II, III, and IV positions is to
avoid an open A and to keep the melody as much on the D and A
strings as possible.

(2) to (5): 1st and 2nd violin the use of III position is to make possible
more vibrato and expressiveness.
1st violin the E# just before (3) is best taken with 2nd finger
to avoid a smear.
Viola -- III and II positions used to keep the part mostly on the C
string until (4). Check the playing of the easy double-notes at
(4).

Cello -- fingering designed to obtain as much expressiveness as

possible. I, II, III, and IV positions are used.
String bass -- same as cello except positions are %, I, II and III.

(5) to (6): 1st violin -- melody begins with a somewhat melancholy flavor (IV
position III position, D string) but changes to a quite bright
and gay 2nd half with grace notes and leaps (I and III positions
A and E strings).
2nd violin -- doubles the 1st part but in harmony - begins in
II position.
Viola -- uses II position.
Cello -- the string crossing may present some students with problems
of playing the notes evenly. They might need some special help.
Uneven string crossings of this kind are usually due to the bow being
removed too far from the string to which it must return. The bow
should be very nearly on two strings even though only one is being
played on at a time. This passage can take a little more time to
learn 1.;:cause it is a mixture of single-string and double-string

playing and the resulting problems of coordination are more complex.
String bass -- open string pizzicati ring much longer than stopped
ones, so most G's and D's are II position using a finger.

(6) to (8): 1st violin -- This melody has a wide range and wide leaps. Quite a
bit of shifting is called for to avoid awkward string crossing and
to keep the tone smooth and consistent. I, III and IV positions are
used. The bow should lift after the first note of the 7th measure.
Do not shorten the note much, however.
2nd violin -- one short spot in II position and another in III
position.
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PARTICULARS cont.

String Critique - page 4

Viola 2 places are in III position and one makes use of a first

finger extension.
Cello -- Quite a lot of II position to limit the use of the open D

and to avoid awkward string crossings. Players should be sure to

observe the 8th-rests but without chopping off the ends of the notes.

When using the lower half of the bow, lifting the bow slightly is

the surest way to get a good release.
String bass -- Players with large enough and/or flexibile enough hands

may be able to play the minor third B D without shifting.

(8) to (9): 1st and 2nd violins a little III pos. is used but the item needing

practice and extra care in execution is the crescendo to piano at the

6th to the 7th measures. The 6th measure is up-bow making the first

note of the P down-bow. String players need just a split second of

silence to lighten the bow. This bit of time also allows the forte to

"clear" making the initial part of the P audible and more noticeable.

Viola -- crescendo to P also but crescendo is down-bow making the ba6ic

problem a little easier to execute. The cresc. is more difficult

however. The fingering makes the accuracy of pitch easier and there

is no sliding of fingers.
Cello -- open strings are difficult to make expressive, so IV position

is used. The same cresc. to P problem is here also bowed as iu the

Viola part.
Stringy bass -- II position used to make vibrato and more expressive-

ness possible.

(9) to 11 1st violin .- the shift to 1st position and to k position keeps the

melody on the E string. Strauss loved the beautiful quality

possible on the Violin E, also, the tone is more consistent.

2nd violin -- the alternate (upper) fingering, II pos., has the

advantage of a stronger, more expressive finger for the sustained E's.

Viola -- III position used so as do stay mostly on the D string.

Cello -- The fifth line A's should almost all be taken with a

finger. IV position is indicated 4 and 5 before (10) because of

the need for vibrato and a more subdued qu lity, but the C# will

probably need extra care to make it in tune.
String bass -- The notes played arco should sound nearly like strong

pizzicato. Use colle bowing.
1st and 2nd violins, viola and cello -- The 8th-notes 3 and 5

before (10) should be played with a nicely biting saltato (flying

spiccato).

(11) to the end: all string parts -- The ties and paired slurred 8th notes present

the problem, solved by hooking, of markedly unequal durations for

what would have to be, if regular bowing were used, equal bow

lengths. The hooking should not involve much separation of tie

from 8th-note pair. Note the change of dynamics on the anacrusis

to the last note.
1st violin -- The A's played as harmonics present a nice contrast

to those played normally.
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PARTICULARS cont.

String Critique - page 5

2nd violin -- the chromatic passage 7 before (12) would not be

clean if sliding fingers were used. Maybe this passage should

be brought out?
Viola and Cello -- the pizzicato double-notes may be divided or

played in unison. II, III and IV positions used in the Cello part

and III pos. in the Viola part to make use of stronger fingers.

String bass -- II and III positions used for expression and quality.

Some hands may be able to make the F#--3.A an extension.
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BRASS CRITIQUE

Brass parts are quite easy in this arrangement. The only possible trouble might
come in the key signature in trumpet. Be sure to play D#.
Cues should be played only in absolute necessity. One measure before (10) trumpet
should be predominant.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet - Three measures before (9) the first clarinet should
on second F#, not first. At (9) and It after (9) use right hand
hand B#. Same thing at (10).

Bassoon - Play low E in 3rd bar with y p key on to slur more
Use syllable "du" to tongue low Eb. Use large amount of half
line F#.

Play C# 2nd bar of (5) for more projection.
Use whenever full sound is needed on C#.
Second bar of (11) play low D with thumb
on p p key for easy slur to 3rd line D.

...

use chromatic F#
B followed by left

easily to Fork Eb.
hole on all 4th

Oboe - In solo at (5) use C# trill key for grace note C#; add it to B Arfingering.
Trill key is located between 2nd and 3rd finger of L. H. Use Fork F fingering
3 before (11).

Flute - Solo at (1) needs breath markings
might tend to breath at end of each slur,
tongue and blow through each note; no bre
breath.

. Phrase is quite long and flutist
spoiling the line. At (4) use "fi"

ak in breath. Again watch phrasing and

ntliCtrvrTaaTtaT CRITIQUE

Timpanist tr frwy indicates a timpani roil. The timpanist may check his pitch
(the Eb which was changed to a D) by listening to the low strings as he plays hie
roll 6 measures before 4. The last three measures the timpanist must muffle the
drums on beat two of each -easure.
Snare drum 9 to 11. The rhythm accompaniment is in unison with the trumpets and
the first horn. Snare drum should match the style of the brass. 9-11 snare drum
play about three inches from the rim to achieve the Piano dynamic marking.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --
1. Legato arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautille'arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or fete) arpeggio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see st21202ticello).

Au talon -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Colle -- the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the

bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lilted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward

the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

Dgmpfer .- the mute.

Detache -- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simpltdetache to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detache -- same as the abolie but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented detache -- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed

and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele--

no separation between the notes.

3. Accented grand detache -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. Detache'porter-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a

small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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Detache (continued)

5. Detache lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a

clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor

swelled and are played like a martele* without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on be string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns

3. 3 -4 pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All-whole-step or whole tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd arA 3rd

fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step

between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step

between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"

patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the

edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette (whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up -bow at the tip.

Frog -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)

that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a

TCToppi"altificial nut).
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-

plies to notes that would be played with separate bau if it would be

advantageous to do so.

Jete -- see ricochet.

Legato, smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to

achieve the proper effect.

"Link" -- see "hook".

Loure -- see portato.

Martele -- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and

strong.

1. Simple martelef(usually just martele) -- bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the

stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

0
2. Sustained martele -- same as simple martele except that the tone is held

out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.

The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand marteler the simple martele executed with the whole bow.

Martele attack -- see #2 and #1 under martele' above and also under "pipsy.

Martellato this means either marttle or a bowing that sounds like a martele,

i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a conFonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand Eizziato

is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (mano destra) and M.S. (mano

sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (Laurel -. two or more detache parte notes performed on the Ewe bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound

making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.

1
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Sautille a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file (spun tone) the long sustained tone. The best point of contact is

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of

the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point see point of contact.

Spiccato, the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The flying spiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same

bow direction.

Staccato -- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

TAlso alled solid staccato and martele staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Ewa staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter pressure so that the bow leaves the string between

notes.

Staccato volante -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello -- play with e. relatively light bowstroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detach or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detach or detache Porte.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detach lance, a modified spiccato or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,

flying staccato, flyiaspiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato

(lour4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (in) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some

edition,

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to .top or to lift the bow or loth.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (orm, or v), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign 22cc (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 4 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:

a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.

b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Ft. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, i/4 of the bow.

f. WB, I/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(h) - half position.
I - 1st position.

II - 2nd position.
- intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY

1900 -

Every generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficult to comprehend.
This is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. However, modern.,
=LC is not necessarily. ,new and new music is not necessarily lodern. ie Roman-
tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius
and Bacbmaninoff. But in other .:.cisc revolutionary hands it was transformed beyond
recognition. However, it is only fair to say that Modern music is a result of
evolution not revolution.

How has twentieth century music been so drastically chaitgedf Let's first Ixamine
the natural step-bi-step progress from tonality to atonality which tc most lieten-
ere is symonymous with so-called "modern" music.

In the Classical Period as has been stated, Beethcven and his friends used,the
di:tonic scales with a definite tonality. Wagner wanted more variety so he added
Chromaticism - the L.4. of half-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at, one

time (polytonality) in his billet, Petroucbka,, and found it, 101y successful.

But Arnold Schoenberg was to go even further and use a system of no key stall
(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps in an arbi-
trary order, or series, and then keeping them strictly in order throughout the,
piece. Schoenberg and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve- tone," or "Serial'
conposers.

But all twentieth century music is. not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-
gone a change towards, freedom. Shifting time signatures are, a featurlt of music in

the modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as
Stravina4 likes to use. The new composers seem to feel an increasing role for
lbeliercussionist in their music.

Then one can find the "extremists" anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number
or music composed by a computer. Electronic music as well as unusual combinations,
of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schoenberg and' Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers
who has most influenced contemporary music. Be has written an immense amount of
thanber music: but his music has romained very tmal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in
the :ant of iTssz, that uniquely American and very influential idiom of twentieth
century music. Also to be included is the Broadway "musical comedy,", a new kirk
of opera. This highly successful American form of art has been enthuiestic647
received all river the worlds

Perhaps the best 'my to tuiderstatui modern composers and their music is to remember

that in their day there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beetioven as
the most daring iconoclasts of their time.

V



Stravinsky

Racbmaninoff

Prokofiev

7aughan Williams

Twentieth Century pg.2

Musicians of Twentieth Century

World's greatest living conrser.

Last of Romantic virtuosos.

Composer of atter and the Wolf.

Greatest Englith composer since seventeenth century.

Schoenberg Twelve-tone composer.

- Walton

Strauss

Sibelius

Bartok

Copland

Bernstein

Hindemith,

English composer for movies made from Shakespeare s
Plars .

Master of the tone poem.

Composer or Finlandia.

Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Great American composer.

Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Composer of modern "tour music.
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WILMU4 WOMB

b. Oldhem, Lancashire, Zngland 29 March 2902

Again, we have a prosinent musician-ccaposer who began his career as a soloist

in a boy's choir. William Walton sang in the choir at Christ Clairch Oxford, but
was later expelled because be neglected his academic Studies. Be *Ls *ending
all of his time studying music.

His acquaintance with the Sitwell fail" vte the beginning of his fame as a
composer. 1e took some bight clever, tJusvasical poems of Edith Sitwell's and

set them to music. This Facade, an emiummnerk of the high-jinks kind Wt still of

good quality music, was arilabialate success with the LondOn audiences.

Walton's career was briefly interrupted during World 'Fez 11 when he serVed in the

ambulance cos. Be also mote music for dncwnentary films used during the war.

Writing movie nusic has been one of his biggest Jas. Shakespeare lovers will

appreciate Valton's =sic written for Hamlet and Ijmy,I.

lu raltc.a ,,,,mas.milvaimitumed. the eosition in English music

held up to the 1950's by Ralph Vaughan

Wlion"s orchestrations are brilliant; his rhythms are vibrant; his Melodic 110P

long and flexible* His harmonic and contrapuntal writing is detailed and some-

times complex. His technical astuteness is eadbined with a sensitivity of ex-

pressiou and deep emotional content. Be writes in a definite English style with

a 8th:fps. sense of tonality.

Works:

Orchestral music - Facade
LtasktmLLreSuite :. .-

English motion picturas Hamlet

IM"
Marches ii!grols...4m121fOr coronation of George, VI (1517) ,.

Orb antacAL for coronation of Eilligibttlt II (1933)

Concerto for viola and orchestra * .

Concerto for violin and orchestra.
Vocal works
Chamber music

111,0*01.711+4,M1.1.. MM.



Feur Dances iron Facade

^

20th

difficult

Willful 'Walton

err. Loehr

Welton". friendshiP the famous Sit Ba family Wwitetioneitsle for

success With PIPAGNie when it via performed in, 1923.. Whin ioak,c41, wag 1.4tid the

orchestra wasiidden-behind a painted, Cigrtal on viitieh thereFaa 'a huge rate
painted with en opening through:Whizh the poet epbke. There Wert sixteen of
Edi.th Sitwell's poems in the original setting; later Walton too* five drakes and
Ale them Into a suite - the pone, valise, Swiss yodeline song, tango, and

. The nonsensical words .served as an excellent campanion to Walton's charming

music. Audiences since then have been amused as well as toprscisti've -or this

etchintiOn of mind and verse.

Ia the doehr arreulgement, the four dances are: Polka, Tango, Popular Song, and

Tarantella.

'Wake.
b Edith Sitwell

"Tra la; la la la la la la
10. la:

.See me dance the polka,"

Said Mtc: Vaggs like a bear,

Elith my tap -hat

And 'whiskers that

(Tra,la la) trap tile-Fair...,"

4

_He* Ooehr, who armed this set of Four Ditnces studied under Schoenberg'. He is

on the staff of MorlAg College in London. He is a composer of radio, theatre
and fit. music as 15 also laniard, Wiiitaa

reCOUrEt is on Angel production of the Royal,Philliarmonic Orchestra with

MiLicolms iFtrgent , conducting.
Side I Band .1v and
Side 2 Band 1 and 2



GRIERALITIES

Four Dances from Facade

Walton
;or. Ooehr

ST210 CRITIQUE

Finger Patterns; Extensions and Contractions:

1st violin 1-2, 2..39 3-49 ext., 1-2-3, 2.3-4,

4th finger extension.
2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1-2-3 , 2.3-4

extension.
1.29 2-3, 3.4, ext., 1-2-3, 2.3.49

pivot fingering for chrom. scale.

Cello lowered extension, upward extension.

String bass, -- lowered extensions.

POsitions: .A."
let violin -- I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XII

2nd violin 1/2, I, IX, III, r, V.
ilai7=7C I, II, III,,
Cello -- 1/2, I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, thumb.

Et.triiiir bests III, 1111/2, IV, V.

Bowing: Spiccato, colld, accented d4tache, ddtachi, legato, martele, legato

string crossing - paired 16th-notes, hooked dotted rhythms, linked

bowingoortato, lifted towing.

PiZzir to: B.H., L.H. (open G in cello part).

20th
4

difficult

12'34, 2-3-4, 1-2-3-4;

, 1st finger :

1st finger extension,

Ornamen.a: Long trill, single grace-notes9 short trill, double grace-notes.

Itemo14: bowed 32ndsionote.

DYnanics: PP, P, mP, mf, f, ff, sfz, molto fP.

Rhythms: syncopation, dotted rhythms, tango and jazzy rhythvas, duplete in 6/8.

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 4/4, Allegro, 2/4, andante, doppio movimento,
tempo,primo, grazioso, 6/8, allegro molto, 3/4.

Double-notes: 1st violin -- 2 2 2 a 4 3 2 1

2-.P5, 1-m6, 3-d5, 3-m3, 1 -P8, 1.127, 1-M6, o -P8,

2 3 3 3 4 2 3

oi-unison, o.P8 246, 3-P5, 3-41160 1 -MG, 44349

1 3 o
a-06, 2 -A5, o-P5, 145.
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tour Dances from Facade

GENERALITIES cont.

AIN/ITOimommsrmowmaresonemw.41.-...4

String Crittque - Page 2

Double..notes: 2nd violin -- 3 4 1 4 2 2 1 1

2-M6, 2-m7, 3-M3, 1-P8, 1-m6, 2-P5,145, 2-d59
4 3 o 2 3 3 3 2
3-m6, 3-P5, 1-d5, 3-e5,

1 o 4 o
2-P4, 1-45, 2-A6, 1-P4,
2 3 0

1-M6, o-P8, 2-m3.

1-m7, 1-d7, 2-m6, S-A4,
1 2 2 2 o
2-A, 1-d7, 1-45, 3 -A5, 2-M39

*Viola 1 4 4 4 3 2 1 2 1

244,243, 1-P8, 2-m7, 2-M69.1-m6, 2-A4; 3-d59 1-P59

3 3 2 4 1 2 o . 3 1
.0..p8, 2-m6, 3-A4, 3-0,2-d5t 245,
2 1 , 4 2 3 _1

1 -M6, o-N6, 3-A5, 1-A5, 1-M6, 3-m3.
Cello -- 2 1 2 3 2 1 4 4

2-P5, 3-P4, o-146, 2-m6, 3-0, 1-P5, o-P8, o- P.unircn,

1 2 2 4 4 2 1 1

o-M6, 1-m6, 4-P4, 4-P5, 1-m7, 0-m7, o-P8, 1 -P5,

1 4 4 o 1 3
2-P4, 3-m6, 2-146, o-P5, 244, 1-d7, 2 3 3

7M6, 1-M6, 3-P5.

Chords: 1st violin -- 4B 3 3 3 3

3D 2 3 2 3

2F#, 1-Ab Major, 2-Db Major, 1-E Major, 2-A Major.

2nd violin -- 2 4 3 2 2

2 3 2 1 1

1-B"Major 2-E Major, 2-B Major, 1-E Major, o-G Major,

2 3 2 Boo
2 2 1 B2 2

1-Ab Major, 2-Db Major, 1-E Major, D#1, 2
14 Major.

Viola -- 2 3 1 E-1 3 3

3 2 , o Bb-2 2 3

1 -D# dim., 2-E Maj., o-G Maj., C-o, 1-Ab Maj., 2-Db Maj.,

2 2 1

o 0 0
o-C Mad. (broken), 1-C# dim. (broken), o-C min. (broken),

4 3 3

3 2 2

2-0 Maj. (broken), 1-7# Maj. (broken), 1-G Maj. (broken),

1 2
1 E-1 F#-2

o-G Maj. (broken), 1-E Maj., Al, B-2.



Pour Dances
fri-WSZire

nuien *atom
irr Voehr

CEITUO0

vitasmg to, styled. 'both be difficult in this score, Itoraartiaplation

oPenitos,:Munt be wery sharp and decieive hat controuid. 111a **Si
atridept. AU melodic intervals must bi tuned slowly until pleySiit-becoSie
taMilier 'with each.

flatted .1'14 figures Mot, tO.Pittlie4.','Pri 14f;date,i
peparete, aeoen44 notes from each oi!ner .trumpet solo at LW .mot be 'rather
Whimsical- inid_vith m, slight vibrato.

Style is again rather whiisical. *it be done 'in 1920 jazz le.
DYnalnica Bare 714.43, IntPartfo#. Suggest that 41 players lif!iten, to reaording of
th4C.Work. : .
Tarantella Third trostkon gust have F attachment fOr passage at

slide extended ,for the

if0,4111110 taniquE

Clarinet Polka sixth measure the 2nd clarinet fingering,i;w14: is (C P4.
3-11-OzgrelAl1 tile .

ttrga,. &After (D).2n4 clarinet uses chromatic Ff. lit clarinet after (P)
.fpeer. _CO in.trill_QT IN. 1st clarinet 6 after (P) finger QT 2'34,6ts

Idistular Alto Sax part is difficult. let clarinet 2 before (K) left
.l.before II chromaiic 10. 3 before (I) fine! PI Cif 12106A.
Tarantella 2 before (0 use left P. 1 before (w use chromatle B. For 3
sae s. at (SY let ,clarinet, finger D open.

.Bassoon, Bar 5 and '6 are practically impossible. Divide end
lower notes ,between the two: bassos and cue into cello. Sims 3 en .0ter,(0).
A11 ,ibelyti end *thin staff ust thumb; Of little finger.
litE; i*ace' t .

Teittentilla.=.1Pinglio-1.0
(04 lava.

Oboe Polka, Pint bar before is not feaoible e vok; it a
Olt-carionitris,hsid! 5 bars after C use Cf triller.
fte Use nakft. syllabXe for after (C).

ear' aMeofta41) Use L. H. Bb .after Cf. to before the end use "tan syp:able end
sigh la*. the horn; kier 'breath flowing.

F 7 after (Q) is unrealistic. Can't be done*
This. is r IiiU6S0 oboe 'part«
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Four Dances
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WOODWIND CRITIQUE emit*

Eat 16th passages are very complex fingerings; take down an octave
difficult.
At (t) finger high D with C fingering plus Di trifler.

Use "ta4 syllable with constant breath as in slur for
articulation*
Tarantella - The .8 va sections probably won't come off; take down an octave.
Double tongue the 16th notes *before (U).
Quite a challenge!!

PERCUSSION CRITIQUE

ti

Trap drums may be, used on this composition.
Polk% Snare drum in unison with clarinets and horns in first Z.;:o measures .
aye measures after B cymbal roll with snare drum sticks shott14 be tied.
Timpani use medium hard sticks.
Two . Snare first note and last play with hard timeu4 sticks.
-Snare drum first note stick last note
Timpani one measure before F, beat two stick
Timpani use medium hard sticks.
Second measure after 11 bass drum, cymbal. and timpani muffle on "end" of
beat. one.
Popular Song Soft stick on cymbal should be a herd timpani stick
vitttaharp
Snare drum, when part indicates "on the wood* play on rim of drum.
When the part indicates "nat" play on the snare drum head.

indicates triangle.

LB. indicates wood block.
Last two notes of Popul&r Song triangle played with snare Stick.
Tarantella"- Four measures after 0 tr indicates roll.
Four measures before T snare 'drum rolls should be separated.

er st



EXPLANATION OF 8223:110 mama

Arco with the _bow

,A frost% at the frog or the heel, of the bow.

3.0 kegartAxaggio (diff.erent note for iiach. of 3 01! 4' strings) --- bow moves
the SSW (G&W** for 3 or ;idea and in a Smooth arc (!oft*,,3/41

teeicing :).'note and strit:ig at a time.

2. 1WillearRegfiio (different note for each of 3 or.4 strings) ix* more
in ti,different direction for each note and itriug while springth as in
regular, sautille.

3. brikinjs (silt-and°, ricochet or ate) army" o, same as 11 above
except, that the bow springs.

Au clieValet the bridge (see ).

Au telex -at the pos, or:the heel. of the bow.

con( the string is approacied from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and tin bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

;coi.:;22199 -- the *string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual Method is
to strike with approximatel.y half the hair as well as the stick.
Me Ivy hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite Satisfactory in producing the
requi4fied quality of tone.

Contraction placing lingers closet' together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

the mute.

atach; -- separate smooth bow strokes,, one for each note with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the
dimple ditaCht to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand same as the ...ove

accented detache0 4 each bow stroke
and pressure Int without "pirching"
no separation 'between the notes.

.

3. 'Aceente.che -- same as /2 above except that a whole bow is
used ,for each note

Dittacti(ports° stroke begtne with a slight swelling folloied by a 'end-
lightekY4 of 'the sound (see ..re_tation). There mew or may not be a

Small spaCing bet ten the notes int '1W-impression should be that the
notes lit slightly separated.

1111100

but using the whole bait for each note.

begins with a sudden increase of speed
the string sharply as in martele"

II



str

atachl -- (continued)

5. Aube 1wice a shortened quirk bow stroke, beginning with ereat .

speed slowing toward the end of the '3111, usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. Ti -Eta are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like 'a marte .4.1ut the "pinch".

Extension -- piLacing a finger or fingers ;part ea get s: ring than their
normal placement.

Fine natterns the ?attemis of spacing between fingers of the left *Ad.
These are not applicable, on the string bass and could ,apPly
to the cello in thumb position

3.. 1-2 *tern means is
2. 2-3 ttern means 1.23 44, The basic patterns
3. tter111Deens 1 2-34:

4, Extended or All-whole-stez or whole-tone pattern. means 3. 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingfts ore platted closely together.

5. 1210 jf,mt......terza indicates, the prism** of en augmented 2nd between let
and 2$ .firzers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2$ and. lid
titagerti

6. 12114 .p.atteLin. augmented 2nd between fingers 2 ancl'3; baf-step
between angers 1 an& 2.

augaiented 2nd between 'fingers 3 and halt-step
between fing$ 2 and 3.

t. Other tiger patterns are not only possible but ,priiiical as are 4n-
dpicated 'crt.tii, their full Configurations as were the "augthented. second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Plautando or flautato **°A. inttcates the 'production of a flute-/ike tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouettei (whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharpl,,v after
being barely lifted from the string to begin, the
stroke -- usually performed up-hax at the.tip.

ass, -- as a bowing indication, it mesas that the player. should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produCe the sounds asked for.

Harmonicc flute-lik°, tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into tractions of. itself
Chaves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc

1. Natural k monies -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics produced by touching a string shortened by a
tri'Cortargse.ng""1"7/""artifielel nut).
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attaching ons or more 11,01:45 to the same bow litsviuss This usually
plies to nos that woad e played with separate bows if it would be
advantsgeous to do so.

Clete 4" 141. 1400eialet*
aulimmesesili ^ 01111M11.1.11.1110111011111

'

y slurred notes.

rained bowstrOkes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
sables* the proper effect,

vLink r .wo see "hook'.

tOure ,ftogo sits p9rtato,.

garted a stew:eat°
7 7

t..tC ing the of "t4ow stroke' 0 Weil equqe;4.1a*b,i*ing and... . ,... .

, ^

ZA9mitor1ttlusitel* dust, bow pressure i set before the
%One, bete so that the string' will be t:zined" at .';11.0 start of the
stroke. After the npinc,h", most of the pressure is releued., ..The',bow
Motes sIstridly. , SAO note mitst be separated from the others. 'Th*..tOne is,
PILSuaapct,-;soonaos oar staccato.

2. luirtain same as .teamariell .ex4pt that the tone is held
out An adequate 418101111t of bow must,171Talable for the note in question.

, bow is contiideray# sloweri after the .14..2

i*Eiisitstaitelt(exect4d with the whole bow.

see mari.elet above and also Under

this leans either mart41 or a bowing that sounds me a martele,

"Pinch the pressure, applied to the string with the bow w'hicht when *ha bow is
rvedo

if
resuits in a consOneuit-liks beginning of a tone. Mir

4M/tel: attack.
..,

,,. ... :.

'`....isiiilis,t43.=: p1"king thi string with a finger or the thumb. iihiiiiiiia' isiiCato
ind,joated with a plus sign (4). Indications as to .which band its ..

to be used are R.11.. and X.H. or M.D. Woo destra) and 11.8. (mane,...

,,

.

sinistrat.

of 'otitset the place on the string at which the bo' is placed.

I'm or more tlettzhe oz notes performed on the same bow stroke.

ertea 4040, raisin in the position.

the low to dropped (or thrown) on the string and axer..ta to rebound
imakmg powsi'ble two or more notes per impulse.

alltando or tialta0to a gaiera1 term meaniag *ringing* rebow 3ing or bouAced.761011M1.11.
, ', , `.

" , .

<



Sautiller a:Sprite .ng box st..*e that obtains its ei:ect Ihroulh the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the ,corrtIct motion of the bow band and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 3/4 of the 'box to sonewhat
eboe the middle.

.132...n (em th4 long sustained tone. the best point Contact Le
nearer the hiidge than it is with fasten PoviPittociv.
strokes. The player needs to MOO up, the AuratiOit of
the tone with tot, speed and sounding ;012...i t. When the
_proper relationships are achieved; the tone isepins out"
signet vitliStiffortr. '

Sanding point see iLitW Of contact.

the bO* is droppod from aboire the string and rebound. into.the
The,aag fiSccato is a series of t 17,440/1 in the sate
,boV'Airection.
a general tern meaning, that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning ,to, string pleye;. that a series of *all
martele 0.,rokes are :to .i*eciited 'on one and. the same bow Stroke,
TA171realled solid staciatO and martel4 staccato.)

1. 1.124.Cor nervous staccato -- executed, by a 'very rapid oscillation of the
bow er* which may need to be sceeyhat tensed, to achieve success.

2. atm staccato performed in the seme manner as the solid Ertaccato
eXdept. with a lighter predsure so that the bow leaves the string between
noteS.

Sticciio.volante thukstaccato (see immediately above).

onti to -- play, with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy.tone quality is produced.

Sid 'iatita, Sul tastiera, or sur la touche see flautando.

mean any form of detache or (my type of staccato bowing.

2. P*S1200ney mean detaches air detach+ rte.

Die.' and dots .combined may mean deter lance, a wdified ,spicOato, or
modified martel'.

it. The tie or slur mark will mew eiLlier to tie the totes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usuallyy
staccato, flying spiccato or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjnaztion with dashes vill mean portato
(14.2.1

T. The staple-shaped sign (Fl) means dOvn-bow. This sign sometime occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sip ,ixlso occurs upside down in sop!
editions.

9, The coma or apostrophe usually means to iirt Viat bow or at *least to
phrase (breathe). It sceetimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the tow.

11. The sign 1/ means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note iiisa0 toilette oro iiped bowi.

The point or ledge often means' or a martellititi execution.
Twomes mos

14. The sign, z (or I Qr 0)-$ means an extension of one Palf-step.

35. The kip (or xx) meant, an extension of one whole-step.
.3C

16. The s* 9 indicates tilt. use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. -re. .... near the frog .:of the tot.

, , 'b. H. -- near the middle of the boy.
- c. Pt. -or tip. -0. near the point or tip of the bow, ,.,

do La/29 L.1/3. L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
,

et. U.1/2, U.1/3, v.1/4 -- the upper /no 1/3, 1/4 or the bow.
t. W130 31,20, 1/3B, 3/4, 1/4B, etc., riettna to use a whole bow,

. ,

1/2 of the bows, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 114 Of the
- ....

, ,

18. The positions are indicated, as follows:

(1/4) half position.
. 1 list position.
I/ - 2nd position.

5

111/4 - intermediate position between 2nd and 3i4 positions.
etc;



Absolute , music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music -music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or
Apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

ClArier hit by tangent - usually Ii octave range'.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent pelts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called
harmonics or overtones.



Digest Terminology - pogo. 2-

Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

lappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a, musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

-Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mess for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "Joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.



Sonata-allegro form

Suite

Symphony

Digest 'terminology page 3

A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Set or series of French dances.

Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. dow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY

1900 -

Every generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficult to comprehend.
77..is is perhaps More true than ever in the twentieth century. However, modern
music is not necessarily new and new music is not necessarily modern. The Raman-.
tic tradition, persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius
and Rachmanin,off. But in other more revolutionary hands it was tx =stormed beyond
recognition. However, it is only fair to say that modern music is a result of

evolution :not revolution;

How has twentieth cen+t=0 music been so drastically changed? Let 'a first examiite

the natural step.:by-step progress from tonality to atonality which to most listen-

ere is synonymous with so-called "modern" gamic.

In the Classical Period as has ben stated, Beethoven and his friends used thv
diatonic scales 'with a definite tonality. Magner wanted more variety so he added

chromaticism - the use of )4f-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at one

time (polytonality) in his ballet, Pctrouchka,,ard found it highly successful.
But Arnold Schoenberg wals to go even further and use a system of no key at all

(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps in en arbi=

teary order or series, and then 2....eeping them strictly in order throughout the

. piece. Schoenberg and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or 'Sexier

composers.

But all twenfieth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-

gone a change towards freedi.u. Shifting time signatures are a feature of music in

the modern mood as well as the introduction of uew and barbaric rhythm patterns as
Stravinsky likes to use t The new composers seem to feel an increasing role, for
the" pc srcussionist in their. music.

Then one can find tie "extremists" anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number

or music composed by a computer. Zlectronic music as well as unusual combinations f
,,

AOtinstoments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.
,., .

Besides Schoenberg and Stravinsky, Bindemith is the third of the, trio of Composers

who. his most influenced contemporary music . He has writ ter an immense amount ot,

--Cheater:Salle but his music has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music eau not ignore America's contribution in
, ..

the form of Jazz, that uniquely American and very inSluential icier of twentieth-

century music. Also to be incluaed is the Broadway "musical comedy," a new'kind's

of opera. This highly successful American form of art has been enthuslastiCally,

. received: all over the world. -.. ,

.

Perhaps the best way to understand modern composels and their music is tO rimeMber,

:that in their day there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as

the most daring iconoclasts of their time.



.of Twentieth Century

World's greatest iniving composer..

Last of Romantic* virtUotios,

Compoier of Peter. and ltolr

Greatest Saglish composer since sevei.teenth century.

Twelve-tone composer,

initish composer for movies mace from Shakeapeare"s.
..

Master of the tow poem.

Co Mposer of ?Landis.

Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Great America), compoSer.

,Musical Director, of New York PhilharmOnic.

.Compoter of modern "tonal" music.



AMOK e0;PLAND

b. Ilrooklynt %a York lk tiotembefl.900

A Brooklyn ,boy who Ise& good is the way orri cok t describe Aaron Copra. There

vu no unuirual r,48,11,cal talent in copland's tom43.7 and no cal tbougit it necessary.

to give his music lessons* Wien be wee fontteen years 'old he dec ided to take'
:piano lessons. ,

His interest grew; * tried to iii*Oly Iy.ariony by Correspondence.

Finally he vas accepted, at a music aChool for americans in POntainblean ?'ranee -.

There be ctudied ,with the famous rranch musiciani7composer, Ifaga `Bou3;anier".
, .

. , -
Thret years later he returned to the United ,States with a commissJon to Write- a
symphony for organ and orchestra. His is attracted much attention, and one of
his cost !runt supporters, was Berge Xoussewitr#, musical director of the Boston

Symphony Orchestra:

Copland was doing better than be bad 'even hoped., In 1925 he became the first
musician to win the Gagitesheis4 Yelicualiip, an award roamed for a second year.
He then won a $5,000 prise in a, contest sponsored by BOA Victor eceosny for bin
Dance' SYsiihollyi

He began to, write e:ores for ballets out of American fOlk themes.: Bode° paMt
- tat j.)Cid and Appii,achian , Spring. He wrote for the movies, theater, rho, and
publigsohools. music has :tremendous audience atoeal Rad maintains

14012. 00013Ss.'

.14r. Copland: spends most of bin time cmosing but he has done extensive travelfng
anti lecturing., Ifebss two. unpOlis4ed -pieces which ahould-be,-released soon.

,Wor

Symphonies
Nude fez* Itoviad - The lied Palm

Or Mice' goad Men
The Heiress
Ocr Torn

filet scores
-Rodeo .

Apasi Chian .Sp inn
Orchestral *Cores ft,-111 Solon Mexico

-Dance Byarthoity
abua Hen

. Letter from Ikea
',connotations
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ringer,Patterne, EtteneS.ons and ,Contractions;
limb. violin. rnm- 14* 2,3* 3-4, 123 4 iattern contraction (44,10).

augalented,2nd paltzin ,(22"34), X190t finger & 4th finger
exteneiOne.

Second viol 1.2,2*4,3m4, 121414, let finger extensions

'viola -:.M- 32;' 34v
65,17,10ieridand upward extensions*
Sts int Use 41: lit finger extension (pivot),

PoSiticono;

lust ,vie in woo. Ni,, I, II, IV, V, VII II,
pro vs VI

;$' n Inc; nu

legttp, detaches portato hook, scented deteebe, so Ile, portato,

40adhe'pOrteS

E.H.Pis cato: not-ripid,

Tremo4dt:',

PPO,!;mplomfil f, ff, MI eft* lees f, 41Ct:::, 7:P. dim. 4.--$ crese.

:,s1,40option

. . . .

*tore ,Telopoe and ;tempo changes: 0, 2, 3, ..

4 4 .
.

.

4, mi es, ak, 7246, 96, loos 116, 120, 69;ctsi66. moderate to animated
rit, 'pomp .e.Ocelti pocirit.

0.41.4iiiteet irio1a (ad lib.) ..w., oft- 3. 2 I....,, 2-m3* 3413, 4.030 30m3

Birmonicet 214violin ftemid.etring A4 D; viols mid-etring
ieUsmideetringD

riv a V a ) '11



PARTICULARS

Caning: " with simple wsriah" lei the infaction of *mellow
toluTritlimut adoluess and * wider Ions Zse4xed ffibrito The

Ant* ince of the Strings is iruted
lot violin begins on the A string which is desirable to avoid the

sa7e1rEtillance of the It string.
2nd viol.% goes into nit poi. to tike'aditantsge of this, ijarmer 0
string quality and to keep the vality *ore consistent**
viola beil "I in pos. shifting to I pori to keep the ,tdiet quality
sore melinv and consistent.
cello novring is et med. at keeping as consistent a quality of tone
as possible.

1191.124151; doubly dotted quarter.note 16th -note patterns in the st.siaLbass
part. These should stand out. The fingering is designed for
smoothness and for avoiding shifts dar

Measure 14: let violin 1 begins in IXI pas. before .gOing into I/ poi. beeaute of
the 'stress and also the pester sureness Of piteh-
2r4 violin III pos.-ow stronger fingersk:.**iier tone

Measure le: fingering is the sfte 19,hether lOco'or
/WA pos. mikes, these pitches easier to find. sSoOther.

Do not shift -t, the notes D int Obi.

Measure 23: string bass the tie marks mean to neke piiiicato notes last
the full duration of the note might help.

21...toLgo The cello part fits the C string molt and should *Playedthereto the consistent.

.._...APkmslumt:LseA62LLBa: mike sure the rhpthm and the 32nd-notes sound out clearly.
The downward moving 32nds will benefit in clarity if they are almost
plucked with the left hand fingers.
viola is in treble clef but should maintain the D string quality for
the most part.

Measartila: let violin III position so that the B (mess. 36) win not have
to be slid into with 4th finger. The B shoed be played with
3rd finger as if it were Cb.

throh I : amp_ fingering is chosen to keep as consistent a
tone quality as possible.

49 through 52: &ant; bass. finforing chosen to achieve a consistent
quality of tone and smoothness of execution. Players should retch
back for the B without shifting the hand.

41,52: let and 2nd violins cox= be taken to mate sure that this unusual
finger pattern (1.2 #3-4) is well done by e,.1.1 the players and that
they understand its problems (2 L....at-steps, and an "augmented 2nd"
spacing between fingers 2 and 3 the fingers least amenable to
stretching). An alternative fingering might prove to be needed for
some players but would involve some shifting of a difficult nature.

Measures

Measures



EXhAXATION or SUM TIMBOAT

Arco with, the bow.

Am frosch so* at the frog o the heel of the bow.

kr:302.1.... Leabito frpep;i o (different note for each of 3 or fli iniv) tow 11.-vvits

$.4 the some direction .for. 3 or 11, notes, and in a smoot,41 orP (4"*"1, 14%414
taking -Z note end 1 string At a tpse;

. , I 4

20 iljestaa:saille Ng, (different note for each of 3 or le strings) tow mores
41 a differint.-direc4on fe: each note and string while springing as in
'regulo sonithillit:..! '.-- ' ,, '' 1 , , --

lisingt,. i'stiltandoi,ria0het OritIOsppoio -- same as ft above'
: 40110,1* f*Ilrbol:."7,1spr;40t,

Au-ohilevalet at the bridge (see it..429asel.10.,
.

the. ,tit& 9i the heel of the 1)*

Cola, -0- 'Om string icapproached frm, the air and "pincbed" liihtly with the
, bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted trait the string itszegliately. lt is similar to pizzicato
except. that ,the bow rather than a finger displaces the string,

. . I ,

Col. legno the string is ,struck with the wood of the bow. The Usual method is
to strike.vith approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow *ix may either be turned away from the bridge or toward

. the bridge slate either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required .0ality of tone.

_

Contrm.tion plfteing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
ant requires.

anger -- the mate.

.DeftaChei -- separate smooth bow atrokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the
simple d4tach4 to distinguish it from the variations,given below.

1. Grand detachE same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.
, , .

2. iiiac'ente4 . each bow stroke begins with a ,Sudden' increase of speed
end, pressinu*e. but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele*

'-'no,:seps.ration between the notes., r

.

55

3. Accentedd deu same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
whed for each note.

le. ilittaChir rite' stroke begins with s slight swelling folioifee. t & grad.
mil lightening of the sound (see portato), There may or may not be a.
*man splicing between the notes but tile impression should be that the
notes slightly separated,



tact" (continued)

ate o 0 . .

5. DiAe.ehr. laouce -- a $14%.4ezteel 924a. boy stroke beginning with grelyt-
speeTarowing toward the end of the ikausid. Usually there should be ,a
clear separation of the tones. The notes, are norther accented nor
swelled,-and are played like a me000l/110. withant the '"pinch".

Thrtension plaeing,.a.ficger or fingers farther spirt on ,*he string then their
nor144Cent

,eite.k:1..ter.4.1, 7- the patterns of rsiaCing between fingers of the lett hand.
These as trot ,iLpolicable on the string bass and could apply

0740 0417, it thin* pE.Asition.,,,..

14. 1.11 1*40*
2.1,.3" '11: 23 4. The basic fingerOtterns

$.-44Hestineans- .g 34.

. attended or tihole7tone pattern. mean° 1 2 3 4, i.e. ,
'nofixigerii are placed clOseli 7COOther.

5, 1''23.4 pattern indicates:the presence of an augmented 2nd betWeen 1st
and,go.d.fingers (an extension) ,and a half-tone betwen alld_ and 3ia

ra .

kgt2Amtsm.... augmented 2nd between fingers and 3; half-steP
between fingers I and 2..

I 23'.14'patierit augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-8
bet seen ;finger; -2 ,and 3.

;Ohm,- finger, patterns are not -.only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with, their till. configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, ,5, and .6,:.above).

..,`indicates the production of a flute-like tine accoiclish-
oa by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edgeedge of the ,fingerboard.

roiiette (4hipped,bowing) -1. the bow atrikeu the string sudelenly and sbargy _after
being barely lifted, from the string to begin the
stroke usually performed up-bow at the tip.

ens a. bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the irros of the baar to produce the sounds asked for.

liarmonics flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string 'to, divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves,' thirds, foUrthS, fifths, etc.)

liatireil:hezmonics produced by touching an open string.

2. Artiiieisl harmonics produced by touching a string shortened by a
1:stepping tingeerrartificia nut).



Ming TerainOlogy

Roo,k" attaching one or ;more notes to the sone bc4 stroke. This ttpua ly ap-
plies to notes that would be plsod, with separate bows if it would be
advantage*. to do so.

Jetef see ricochet*

Legato smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect._

"Link": see

Loud see eVrteito,,

Martel( -- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
.

1. ele (usually :lst marten) bay pressure i s set before the
tone begins ad that the string will be,"pinChed", at the start, of the
Stroke. After .the, "pinch".most of_the pressure is released. The bOw
loVes.rapi0.37, Each note_ must` be separated from the others. The tone
percUsSive,' rent ed staccato.

. 02, Sustained martele -- same as simple mertele except that the tone is held
Anadeirat; amount of bow must be available for the note in question.

The bow is considerab4 slowed after the marteli attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele the martele executed with the whole bOw.
0Martele attack see #2 and #3. lauder martel above and also under "pjah".

Martellato this means either nartele or a bowing that sounds like a =tele',
i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the boW 1.0
moved., iresults in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
merle attack
omwommogramm.m. e

Pizzicato -- piuc gekinithe string with a finger r the thumb. Left hand pizzicato
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is
to be used are R.R. and L.R. or M.D. (mono destra) 'and LB. (mano
isinistra).

Doint of contact the place on the, string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (Lour) -- two or more attache porte, gtotes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez remain in the position.

Ricochet the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Sal,tato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or tounced.



Sauti.U1 -- e. springinti bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natuial
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion or the bon' hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to jorAevhat
above the. middle.

. . . .,

Sou file (Em tone) the long sustained tone. The best point of cont=t ti
nearer the bridge lhan it is Isith Mater roving bow
strokes. player needs *o match up 0i :titration of
the tone with bow speed and ,ices.mint. ilhen, the,
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spine :out":
goat wittout -effort,'

Sounding point see eint of contact.

Spiccato

Staccato --
WNW

the bow is dropped true above the string and rebounds into the air.
The flying, imscAst is a series of spicce.to notes played in the same
bow direction.
a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of stall
aortae" strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow strQke.
(Also called solid staccato and martelef eta.scitts.).

1.. Rapid or nervous staccato executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm Which,mey need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Plying sjapacita performed in the same manner 'et the &aid staccato
except with a, lighter predsure so that the bow leaves the string between,
'notes.

Staccato vo3.ante -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

}onticello -- play with a relatively light bowetroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or spur la touche see flautendo,

1. Dots may mean any form of d4ach4 or any type of staccato bowing.

'2. Dashes may mean detach or detache

3. Dashes and dots canbined may mean detach( lance, a modified missalto or
a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur t
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
atm, staccato, flei sir.Aseto, or ricochet.
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BIM (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with doehes wiUaesfl port
(lirea,

T. The -st*.2_1e-ohoped sign (r') meant doWn4ow. This slzu as:Mistimes oceizrii

Valle dom.

8. The sign ( ) means up-bow. This sign aloo occurs upside dorb:a
edition*,

9, ,The ca or .apostropie usually Means to litt the bow órst 1esttó''';

phrase (breatt20. It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that IS,
morecit through the sir to the frog.

10. The sign, ) means to 3.ift the bor.

11. The sign // moans to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The eig0. / over a note aeons fouette or whipped booing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

3+1,t* The eign x (or t%) or, 4, mans' an extension ot one half-step.-

15. _ The I (or xx) means an extension of one whole-Step.
x

16. The sign, ,9, indicates the use of.the thumb to finger a note.

,:iy. Beir-Ple.cem' ent or the area of the 'bow to be used:
tti near the frog of the bow.

near the middle of the bow.
, 0. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of, the

d. L.1/2', L.1/3, L.1/4 the lower 3./2, 1/3, 1/4 of -the bow.
e.- U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 the ue 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the,-bow..'
f. MI 1/28, 1/3B, 3/48: 1;48, etc., meaner to Use a whole *Art

1/2 of the boi, i/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1%4 of the
bow, etc.

18 51$.:, positions are indicated as follows:

- half position.
I - 1st position.
II -.2nd position..

- intermediate position between 2nd awl 3rd positions.
etc.



Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast t) programme music - =sic thac. has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4. octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors.

more than 4 movements.

parts in a

Usually has

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.



ll1Il

Lied (pl. Lieder)

Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

German rat song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Kappellmeister

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Digest Terminology - past 9L

Opera, buffs Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Koly Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

IIPrelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Digest Tomlin° page 3

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata ?or orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo

4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.



CHORALE PRELUDE ON SILENT NIGHT
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1900

Bret generation finds the art oaf its contemporaries difficult tOcomilOthend,
pia i.s 12.e4-haps more true than ever in the twentieth centoy. However, itexlern
music: is not Jack:east:14 new and new music is ,not necessarily Modern. The Pisdan-

.thradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composeri like Sibelius

ePdBachmOninotf. But in other more revolutionary bands it was tranefOrmateloW

recognition. Hmiever, it is only fair to say 'alit Aolern music lia'reault of

evolution not revolution.

How has twentie4h century music been so drastically changed? Letts Mist exaMine

the natureletephi-step progress fry tonality to atonality which to most listen-

ers is synonpouti With so- celled "modern" music.

In the Classical period as has been stated, Beethoven and his friends used the

diatonic scales wash a definite tcmality. Magner wanted more variety to he madded

chromaticism the use of half-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried will* two keys at one"

time (polytonality) in his billet, Petrouchka,. and found it highly successful.

But Arnold Schoenberg was to go even further tad,use a system of no key at ell

(stcmality), Later he developed asystem of using the 12 half-steps in an arbi-

trary orderv,oi series, and then keeping them strictly in order througLlut the

piece. Schoenberg and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve:-tone," or "Serial'

But all twentieth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-

gone a change towards freedom. Shifting time signatures are a feature of mueic in

the Modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as

Stravinsky likes to use. The new composers seem to feel an increasing role for

the percussionist in their music.

Then one can find the "eetremisto" anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number

or music composed by a computer. Electronic music as well as unusual combinations

of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides, Schoenberg and Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers

who has most influenced contemporary music. He has written an immense amount of

chamber music but his music has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in

tohe, for,m.of Jazz, that uniquely American and very influential idiom of twentieth

century,musie. Also to be included is the Broadway "musical com0y," a WV kind

of. opera. This highly successful American form of &lot has been enthusiastically

received All over the world.

Perhaps the best way to understand modern composers and their music is to remember

that in their day there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as

the most daring iconoclasts of their time.
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Rachmeninoff

Prokofiev

Vaughan Williams

Schoenberg

. Walton

Twentieth Century /4.2

Musicians of Twentieth Century

World"s grea*Awb living Composer.

Last of Romantic virtuosos.

Composer of Peter and the Wolf.

Greateit English composer since seventeenth century.

Twelve-tone composer.

English composer for movies made from Shakespeare's
PAP.
Mister of the tone poem.

Composer of FInlandia.

Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Great American composer.

Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Composer of modern "tonal" music.
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4.

b. West Chester, PennsylVania 1910

No wonder Senuel Barber and CIA-Carle; Menotti have been such good friends. Each
has similar backgrounds f musical family. Barber l'egan studying piano at the
age of six; at tea he atte4ted to write an opera, The Rose Tree.

Evidently 5000 critics think Samuel Barber is still "attempting" to write opera
when they reviewed his Antony and Cleopatra as it weJ presented for the grand
opening of the Metropolitan Opera in the Lincoln Center (New York).

Barber has also been the recipient. of many awards and honors: The Pulitzer Prize
for his opera Vanessa in 1958 (Menotti wrote the libretto); a Guggenheim Fellow-
Ship in 1945; and as commission by the Air Forces for his Symphony No0 2.

Barber's style is distinguished by striking lyricism; his melodies tala basically
tonal, but he makes free use of chromatic techniques which verge on atonality in
some of his later works.

Barber shares a home with Carlo-Gan Menotti at Mt. Kisco, New York, where each
artist has his own private apartment or ring.

Works

Essuatrahestra
Adagio for Strings
Opera: Vanessa
Vocal music: Dover Beach



Chorale Preiude
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Barber

Just as the name implies, Samuel Barber has written a variation on the famous

SilentWamelody.

Originally a chorale-prelude was a short piece for the organ, a brief preface to

a hymn melody. Later it became a kind of fantasia on that melody. It is as a

fantasia that Barber interpretea this Chorale Prelude. A feystmais is a work,

flexible in form, allowing for complete freedom in presentation and eIaboraziou

of the melodic ideas. As one listens to C2......renShoralePifit the

familiar melody can be heard in complete freedom as Barber wrote this original

scoring.



Chorale Prelude
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Barber

STRING CRITIQUE

GliERALITIES

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin 14, 2-3, 3-4.
2nd violin is- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext.

Viola 1-2, 2-3, 3-4.

Cello lowered eatensions.

Positions: lst violin I, It, III, rv, V, VII, VIII.
2nd. violin -- I, II, III, IV.

Viol IX, III, rv.

Cato U,
...,:biristja.se ke

Bowing: legato, sustained tones, son filer.

Dynamics: PP, P, xmf, fP, cresc.,

Rhythms: possible difficulties due to metrical problems and changing meter.

Meters, tempos and tempo chews: 7/8, 3/4, 3/2, 3/8, Moving tenderly (, 1 '10),

pochissimo tallentando, a tempo.

Signs: slurs, ties, slur-tie combinations, double -note brackets ((), cresc.,

dim., n v W , extension signs.

Vocabulary: con sordino, solo, ti ti, espressivo, ottava, divisi a 2 and a 3,

unison.

20th
6

noderate

Cammont: 4 solo violin, 2 viols, 2 cello and 1 bass parts Mass used. Cello

part divides into 3 perts Wable by 2 players). Tenor clef in

cello part.



EMANATION or SIRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco with the bow.

Am frosch at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Ana .o
1. L...eipto arpeggio (differiint note for each of 3 or 14 strings) bow moves

in the owe direction for 3 or is notes and in a smooth arc or-iv")
taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillet (different note for each of 3 or 14 strings) bow moves
in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular saubille.

ti

3. arWisg (saltando, ricochet or Leta) arpeggio -- same as #1 ahoe
except that the bow springs.

Aft chevalet. at the bridge (see sul ponticello) .

Au talon at the Asa or the heel of the bow.

Coll the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col lezo. the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is
to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow, lair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bri4ige since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

Dianpfer the mute.

atache -- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the
simple ate.cht to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand atache same as the above

2. Accented42111cht each bow stroke
and pressure but without "pinching"
no separation between the notes.

but using the whole bow for each note.

begins with a sudden increase of speed
the string sharply as in martele

3. Accented detach s`.-- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note.

4. DiftLicil jag stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may: not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are slightly separated.



1-bache
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(continued)

String Terminology pain 2

5. Detache lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning vith great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound, Uaually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martelimithout the "pinch".

ension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

nger yatterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. A-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic Ilmspetterns
3. 2:Li.pattern means 1 2 34, .0

4. Etrtwaded or All- whole -step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,

no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step

between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 12412112eAtm. augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step

between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the '`augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Plautendo or_flantato 4. indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Pouetd(whipped bowing) 411. the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Frog -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)

that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a

4stopping finger" (artificial nut).



String TersiinOlog - Page 3

attaching Dale or more notes to the, some bow stroke. This ,usually sp.!.
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it itii4d be
sdVantsgeous to do so.

. Jete see ricochet.

Legato, smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bcmstrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

see

see ralits.

Martele

1.

a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

Simple smrtea(usuaLly just martia) bOw pressure is set before the
tone begins -so that the siring, will be ,"pinched" at the start of :the
stroke. After the "pinch" mOtit of the pressure is released. The- bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive,, resonant, and staccato. 2

2. Sustained m a r t s k s a m e a s sWemartele except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow ausst be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele the siMemartel4 executed with the whole bow.

Martell( attack see 12 and 11 under martatef aboov-c and also under "paish".

Martellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martel4
i.e., in a =tele; style.

"Pineh" the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
=telt! attack.

Pizzicato plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hud pizzicato,
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is
to be used are R.R. and L.H. or M.D. (mano deatra) and 11.8. (mono
sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato Pure') two or more detache ports notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Bastes . remain in the ,position.

Ricochet the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Seltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Saatille-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring_ of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. t can be executed tram the lover 1/3 of the bow to cars teat
above the middle.

Sou file'(gstone) the long sustained tone. The best Eslatof contact Ls
nearer the bridge than it is with fluter moving bow
strokes. The /gayer needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"
almost without effort.

Low...LgmitAdin-- see point, of contact.

alcsaa-- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The flying spiccato, is a series of sRiecato, notes played in the same
bow direction.

Staccato -- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.NIMMINNIMINO

-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small
martelestrokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
Also called solid staccato and marteie staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Plying stacCato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter pressure so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante -. flying staccato (see immediately above).

mgmlujillaa.. play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

:941 tato,, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando.

GNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detach or detache Vie.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detach lance, a modified spiccato or
a modified martea.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie tha notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
flying staccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (contt.14ed):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato
(lour4) .

7. The staple-shaped sign ( 1"11. ) means down .bow. This sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The'sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note *ears fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14.. The sign, x (or m, or u), means as extension of one half-step.

15. The sisafc (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. IC near the middle of the bow.
0. Pt. or tip. --near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U41/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
f. 14% 1/214 1 /3B, 3/48, 1/48, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

- half position.
I - lst position.

II - 2nd position.
- intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.

4:00011...,*/ "",*;:rro.r..r:" ":"-"'"'""""'"'"



Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

IFantasia

Divertimento

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

app-y new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chora4e plq.ed before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.



Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (g. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass

Mastersinger

Musette

Opera buffa

Oratorio

Partial

Partita

Passion

Polyphony

Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Meabcr of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Comic opera.

Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

First tone in the harmonic series.

Suite, several parts combined.

Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo

=1Mmaipm .=1,
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Digest Terminology - page 3

Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

.Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo

4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certai:z tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.



MAZURKA

DEBUSSY

c-



TWENTIETH CENTURY

1900 -

Every generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficult to cceprehend.
This is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. However, modern
manic is not necessarily new and new music is not necessarily modern. The ?man-
tic tradition persisted for a long time' in nationalistic composers like Sibelius
and Rachmaninoff. But la other more revolutionary hands it was transformed beyond
recognition. However, it is only fair to as/ that modern music is a result of
evolution not revolution.

How has twentieth centur music beta so drastically changed? Let's first examine
the natural step-by-step progress from tonality tc atonality which to most listen-
era is synonymous with so-celled "modern" music.

In the 'Classical Period as has been stated, Bethoven and his friende Uted the
diatonic scales w.:..th a definite tonality. Wagner wanted more variety so lie added
chronaticism use of ,half-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at one
time (polytonaLtir) in his ballet, Petrouelka,, and found it highly 'successful.
But Arnold Schoenberg was to go even further and use 'a system of no key at all
(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps in an *Ai-
tray order, or series, and then keeping them strictly in order throUghoutlhe
pie.** _Schoenberg and tie disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve tone," Or "Seri4'
composers.

But all twentieth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre hive also under]
gone a change towards freedom, Shifting time signatures area feature Of Mule in
the modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as
Stravinsky likes to use. the new composers seem to feel en ,increaising.role for
the percussionist in their music,

SohnThep, one can find the "extremists" anywhere as one listens to a 3ohn Cage number
or music composed by a computer. Electronic music as well as unusual eilabinations
of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schoenberg and Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of compasers
who has most influenced contemporary music. He has written an immense amount of
chamber music but his music hes remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in
the form of Jess, thaL ladquely American and very intluenti Mica of twentieth
century music. Also to be included is the Broadway "musical comedy," a new kind
of opera. This highly succesiopal American form of ert has been enthusiastically
received all over the world.

Perhaps the test way to understand modern composers and their music is to remember
that in their day there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as
the most daring iconoclasts of their time.



Musicians of Twentieth Century

Stravinsky World's greatest living =poser.

Rachmaninoff Last of Romantic virtuosos.

Prokofiev Composer of Peter and the Wolf.

Vaughan Williams Greatest English composer since seventeenth century.

Schoenberg Twelve-tone composer.

Walton English =poser for movies made from Shakes/mares
PUP.

Strauss Muter of the tone poem.

Sibelius Composer of Pin landia.

Bartok Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Copland Great American composer.

Bernstein Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Hindemith ilaaposer of modern "tonal" music.



CLAUDE DEBUSSY

b. near Paris 1862
d. Paris 1918

Daring improvisations, disregard for the rules of hie notebook, bizarre playing --

these were the unique characteristics of the young Claude Debussy in the circle
of Paris musicians of the latter part of the nineteenth century. His critics
were heard to remark many times, "it is all so utterly unorthodox."

But this defiance of the traditions in music spurred Claude Debussy on to win

the most coveted Prix de Rome, a, highly prized award given by the French govern-
ment for a three-year study at the famed House of the Medici in Rome.

Debussy hated his years in Rome and after two years left for Paris. This was
unheard of for a Prix de Rome winner.

IBmuse his family was so poor, the young Debussy was sent io live with his
1mM...to-do aunt who was herself a student of the arts. When he was 11 years old
he entered the Paris Conservatory where he amazed and alarmed everyone with his
new and daring conceptsof.sounds of music. _

The same Madame von Next who tefriended Tchaikovsky engaged Debussy for summers
as her household pianist and musical tutor for her children.

Back in Paris Debussy took up with the progressive thinkers, symbolist poets and
impressionist painters. Although he disliked the word "impressionistic" as applied
to his work, he was labeled the Father of Impressionism in music, music to give
-*listener an impression.

,pie contact with these unusual and avant garde artists of his day was the spark
to ignite the creation of his masterworks in this most prolific period.

His second marriage proved happier than his first but the last decade of his life
yap a painful one as he suffered from a lingering illness with cancer.

Delessy's use of the whole tone scale: e.g., c d e f# g# a# and the
,unresolved dominant seventh chords permeated his music with a rebellious note
strange to the ears of the Parisian audience. He and his music were always a
center of controversy but today his new chords, cadences, progressions and tone
colors seem mildly tempered and truly define Claude Debussy as the "poet of mists
and fountains, cloud and rain; amen moonstruck, sea- struck; a lost soul ---."

Works

Opera
Ballet
Choral literature
Orchestral works
Piano literature: Clair de Lune



MAZMICA.
ammor.4611.riAw.

Debussy

20th
8

moderate

It sometimes se.41 inccaprthensible Why Claude DebUeey's Mazurka is one at the
comparatively lesser known wOrks of the great iPreikoh master. Possibly this is
because it was written in hits younger years afid shows the great coaposer in a
light to which we are Oot 4..hoiotig1i1yr accibtomed. At the time he wrote Mazurka
Ii6uszy.was neither the rOmantItt painter of thousands of colors nor the clearly
defined technician. it reveals h1 rather as a artist who is still eagerly
searching for his own *titular course,

.
.1..e ,[



Mazurka

Debussy
err. Guenther

SMUG CRITIQUE

GEURAIMES

20th
8

moderate

linger patterns, extensions and contractions:
let violin Principal & A -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., let & 4th finger

extensions, chromatic fingering.

2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1'23"4, let & 4th finger extensions.
3rd violin -- 3-4, ext., 1-2-3.
Viola -- 1-22 2-3, 3-4, let finger extension.
Cello -- loeved extensions.

Positions : 1st violin Prinei al & A I, II, III, IV, V, VI.
2nd violin 19 II, III.
3rd violin 1/2, I, II, In, IV.
Viola 1/2, I, II, III.

Cello -- I, II, III, IV, V.
!lulu bass 1/2, I, II, III, III, IV.

Bowing: legato., fltachS, &hada ports, dotted-rhythm, hooked dotted-rhythm.

Pizzicato: R. R., 111..R. (cello).

Dynamics: PP, P, mf, f, ff, dim., crese., swells, crest. poco a poco.

Rhythms: dotted - rhythms, triplets.

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 3/4, Animato (Scherzando), Tempo Rubato, Vivo.

Double - notes: 1st violins f12;481.

2nd violin -- g48i.
o 1

o-P8.
a 2 1 4 4

Cello -- o-P5, 2 -P5, 1 -P5, 048, 2-N6.

Signs: slurs, r, , accents, crest., dim., swell, ties, slur -tie combinations,
extension, hook, dashes, dots, portato, left hand pizzicato (+).

Vocabulary: Mazurka, tztti: solo, arco, dolce, ad lib.

Comment: enharmonic exchange.



EXPIJUIATIO?, OF SUNG TillimmoLoGr

Arco -.0 with the bow.

Aa frosch at the frog or the heel of the bow.

&vette*
1. restatoJEjo (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) vxweio

in the saw direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc. ( br,)t)
taking 1 note and string at a time.

2. Bautillearpeggia'-(aiiferent note for each of 3 or 4 strings) bow, tiOltea

ill a' different. direction for each note and string while springing as' in

regular

3. aEbsing (saltando, ricochet or sate) &rove° Ma. same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chavaiet fL-- at the bridge (see

Au talon at the Lraa or the heel of the bow

the string is approached from the air and "pinched" Lightly With'the

bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted *broil the string :Immediately. It ic'elemilar to pizzicato.

wept that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is
to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick._
The bow hair may either be turned away from the "bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required 'quality "'of tone:

Contraction placing fingers closer together on the strings than "their normal
placement re-quires.

Diapfer ,-,the mute.

atach4r separate smooth bow strokes., one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known so the
stole, de to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detach some as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Aocented.uetache each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase Of speed
and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in marteii
no separation between the notes.

3. Aocentbd grand atachg same as #2 above except that a whole bow i
-Used for each. note.

19 f
le. Detad.,,.....jt0iaall - stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

uel lightening of the sound (see ,portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes'are 'slightly separated.



III

Frog - as a bowing indication, it means tLat the 1 , should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to prod the sounds ast..1 kor.

411=111.,

tachl. (maimed)

atache lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed the end of the sound. usually there should be a

clear separation oi 4he tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a nartellvithout the "pinch".

Extension -- ;lacing a finger or fingers farther apart an pm string don their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.

These are not applicable on the string, bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb pot

1. ,1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.

2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4.
5

The basic finger patterns
3. PL.,Atlea news 1 2' 34,

4. Extended or All-whale_-step,or witole-tone pattern,means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,

Ito fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indt.cates the presence of en augmented 2nd between let
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd. and 3rd

fingers.

6. 1211jum wa.. augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 2r4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are,in-
dicated with their full configurationeas were the "augmented second"

patterns (nOs. 4, 5 &44 6 above).

Plautando or flantato ...peindicate: the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-

' ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

pmetti (*tipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
. being barely lifted from the string to begin the

stroke -- uraally performed up-bow at the tip.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones zroduced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. NatUral harmonics -- produced by touching aa open string.

111

I?. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
''stopping fingerftalfirtificial nut).



"Rode attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would 'be played vith separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jete -- see ricochet.

Legato, smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -.7 bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" see "hook".

Lour( see portato.

Msrtele a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting end
strong.

s1. Simple martele (usually Just marte14) -- boy pressure is set before the
tOne begins so that the string =be ,"pinched" at the start of the
Stroke. _After the "pinch", most of the_presSure is released. The bow
movesi rapidly. Each .note mint be separated from the others. The tone is
permissive,' resonant, and iitaccatO.

,
a. Sustained marteles -7. same as simple inarteld except that the tone is held

out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the marteli attack ("pinch").

3. Grand marteli the simple martele executed with the whole .bow.

Mart el4 attack, see 12 and 11 under meeie above and also under Via" .

Martellato this wane ei ler impartible or a bowing that sounds like a marteler,
i.e. in a martea style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martelel attack.

Pizzicato plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pazicato
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indicaelons as to which hand is
to be used are R.& and L.H. or M.D. (uto destra) and K.S. (mano
sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato -- two or more attache ports notes perfcrmed on the same bow stroke.

Rastas remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato a general turn meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.



String Terminology - page 14

Sautille-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file'(Imatone) -- the long sustained tone. The test Ellat off' contact Ls

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Soundin(

Spiccato

Staccato

point see ENAN:contact.

the bow is dropped tram above the string and rebounds into the air.
The flying !piccato,is a series of siLecattnoteri played in the same
bow direction:

a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
- - a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

Tiffiralled solid staccato and mar, tele staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Plying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter predsure so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante-- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello play with a relatively light bowstroke near enrlgh to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul testiera, or wIr la touche -- see flautando.

IMME:

1. Dots may mean any form of detach or any type of stai:cato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean deter or detache porte".

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detachelances a modified #viccato or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
flying staccato, flying alscez or ricochet.



SIMS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean artists
(loud).

7. Thi staple-shaped sign (In) means down-
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in soar
editions.

9. The comma, or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

String Terminology - page 5

This sign sometimes OCC4,01

10. The sign, ) means to lift the bow.

11c. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note aeans fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( y ) often means martele or a nartellato execution.

14. The sign, x (orm, or mews an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign 13 (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. near the frog of the bow.

b. -- near the middle of the bow.
0.1Ft. or tip. --near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 .. the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U41/2 U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

ft. WB 1/23, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,
1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

16. The positions are indicated as follows:

(1/2) - halt pOsition.
I lst position.

II - 2nd posotion.
/Ai - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.



Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

ClavichorA

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association vith anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passaga

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier bit by tangent - usually 4 octave range:

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

mento with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more indepena nt parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.



Digest Terminology - Paso A.

Harpsicbord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (p1. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th . 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined,

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

nequiem

Rondo

Scherzo



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Digest Terminology pogo 3

Set or series of French dances.

Sonata for orchestra in 4 moments:
1. sonatp-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoeo Soloist.

""""1101.11
/.
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NTH CENTURY

1.900 -

Every generation finds the art. of its contemporaries difficult to ccaprehend.
.This is perhaps more true than ever in the. twentieth century. However, modern
music is not necessarily new and new music is not necessarily modern. The Roman-

. ,tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius
.,and Rachmanisoff. But in other more reoolutio4siy hands it was transformed beyond

ricognition. However, it is only fair to say tint modern music is a result of
evolution ,not' revolution.

twentieth century music been so dre,itically changed' let's first exemine
the natural isteprby7step progress from tonality to atonality which to moat,

.

listen-
ers ,41 synonymous with sO-callist "modern" music.

In the Classical Period as has been stated, Beethoven and his frtende used the
) ; 41 stCeate scales 4ith.a.definit'oit tonality. Wagner wonted more variety so he added'

Chromaticism .the use of half-steps. Igor Stravinek si. tried using two keys at one
, . ties (polytonelity) in bits ballet, Petrouchka, and found it highly sueceeeful.

Arnold Schoenberg was to go nen itrthar end use a system of no key at 41
(st'ons;tity)..; later he ,developed a system of using the 12 halt-steps in an arbi-

; trary ,orderst Or.ieries, and then keeping them strictly in order throughout the
ace. !;toenberg,a0 hip disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelvo-tone, or "Serial' ,.

ut ail twentieth century *win is not "atons.i.." Rhythm and metre have also under-
,. gosie_ achinge.tirfards freedom. Shifting time signatures are a feature of tsic in

modern ;cod, as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as
iv to use. ,The new ;opposers seem to feel. an increasing role for

the percussionist An their music. ...
. -.

one can .find the "extremists" anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number
PooPPee4 by a cospater. Electronic music as will as unusual combinations

of gee*. to ,01 the "avint-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schoenberg and Otrarinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of coMposeri
. 40 has. Most inituenued COrtioeWitrarY wasic. gs has -weritten rose ,..19.....wmint 'of
chambe*1010,,,nit his music hasi remained very tonal.

Aii account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's. contribution In
the form of Jas;, that uniquely American and very influential idiom of twentieth
c.nizr. music. Also to be included is the Broadway "musical comedy" anevkiñd

,;. of 01)0174., This US* successful American form of art has been enthurfastiCally
received "43.. Over, the ,World.

Perhaps the hest way to understand male= composers and their music is to remember
that in their,day there were those critics who labeled Mozart end Beethoven as

most dozing icctoclasts of their time. . ,



Tiivratieth Century.... pg.2

Musicians of Twentieth Century

World's greatest living composer.

last of Romantic virtuosos.

Composer of peter and the Wolf.

Greatest Nnglish composer since seventeenth century.

Twelve.tone composer.

English composer for movies made from Shakespeare's
Piers
Waster of the tone

Ccosvr of 'Irinlandia.

Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Great imierican composer.

Ws/cid. Director of New York Philharmonic.

Composer of modern "tonal" music.



MANJEL DE MIA

b. Cadiz, Spain 1876
d. Argentina 1946

4.4

41

One of Spain's most celebrated composers, Manuel de Fella, was born in a cultured
household and received his first music lessons from his mother an excellent
pianist. He was, sent to Madrid to study at the Conservatory. Here another
talent, that of ccuposition was recognized in him by his teacher and benefactor,

Pedrell.

Falls saved enough money for a seven-day visit to Paris; instead he stayed
seven years., Me wrote comparatively little while in Paris; he war too busy
assimilating music experiencas., too eager to observe others than_ to write his own
=do.'
On his return to Span hi. began seriously to work. He led a quiet,:withdrhon
existence and never_ received maw honors or recognition.

During the -Spa uish civil Wu, Fella sided with Franco but disenchantment was not
slog in coming. In 1939 he decided to leave Spain to settle in Cordoba, Argo-A-a-

:tisk ldiera he died 1n'1916.

One naturally emeote the Spanish idiom in Falla's music. ,ThrouteAout his
cc Mpositions one hears the flamenco smg, rhythms of the Spanish dance and
the modal writ* of the ecc4siastical chants. One can also Sense in Falls's
music 014 delicate *instrument coloring and advanced,harmonies which intrigued him
..01 vim. cctiolate absorption of Debussy's MUSIC and techniques.

4.4.11411141111111.14.1



Ritual Dance
from 1 Amor Brujo

De Palls 20th
Ara. *. TAMS 9

moderate
sum camp

Anger patterns, extensir-I and contraction::
:1st violin 14, 340'
'2t=ri arn 142, 24.
Viola' 714, 24, 3-4.
cello liomeret extension, !award, ejfroens,ions.

Poi/V.00a: art 1, II, ms
rata ,111011W.4.... I, III, IV.
mat' .1* - ;IA
*aux I, II,
String base '7 II,

Spideato, legaio,.aecented son tiler, ,eolle.
tistica+44,11,11,29:1,4. inyiola-part.
Ornisrts: 'Singles .doble and, triple grace-notes, 10,8 martellato.

32 40#4,i*.iiiria:and cello parte.
P,*, =116PPO at* dim. , dinu mato,

.,41410.04:
tempOs04.,emo changes: 2/4, Allegro as nom trappo e pesante;

Vivo, as giusto, poco a poco affrOtando.
ble'.#0teet lot Violin 7 2 '2'

2rtd 'violin
'189 1%-la(* °450
2 1
o4fr, o416, o-P8.

Vials W- o 1 o., 3 1
d45, 046, 1-P14, 2-m6, 1-P5.

Cello 2^ , 1 3.
1-m6, -1-P5, 345.

. 2nd violin --- 0-2 B=o B-1
1 13b4. ,A-o
34 MO. (1-3 R-1, R-2

1/3 string E ca the A string Li the string base, part.

Isom , V , " slurs, dashes, dots, zip, ,, AV , ties, trill, lift.
Vocabulatn Sempre, subito, frog, arco, al.so see above.

t: Rapid scales. 3-note chords, all notes to be sustained at once.
Very tiring trills in the viola part.

..,"..."



01 Agog 0 SNUG to:RwoLoGr

Arco with the bow.

frosch at the trot or the heel at the bow.

4114#6 4161"14.12,maidst (different note for each of 3 or 4 Orings) 'v *wee
the M g r i i i r e c t i o n ,: o r 3 or.4 n o t e s $$ 1 , 1 i a m o ot * aro( a-

taking note' p a d 1 string.at tine.

2. lair:vent note for each of 3 or 4,,StrThp) to* v'es

in diffiereno. direction toresieb,_hote and itring while d"--ingii* tie
regular sia$14,00:-

3. Sri (sa:Ltando. ricochet or estLef) meggio as 01
swept 4144--T1t47-"Cov: '2013200:

41u chevalet fa.» at the *O. 00411

at * fAVA44,14"1$44 the:.bov.,,

- the string ,opscoached from the and "pinched" light with the
tone, is pounded sisultaneous.,t with the "pince and the )40

is 4044 from 041 Or*, Xt is sinilir to pi zicato
except *t, bowrat4er than a iffier p4cet the _string.

Co Joe141, fip.. the string,is struck the wood of the boi. The uiituai luetbod is
to strike with spproxispately half the hair lc the
The bow hair .ether be turned 'away frail the bridge op'' toward
the bridge) Since either can be quite satisfactory' io,' produc t the
*f.01.1411 ,ips44:44

pacing tAngers closer together on the et:Tingsi_ than' norms).

placement reqUires.,

est.r theta*.
aleaR separate, smooth has strokes, one for each note, with no variation' in'

pressure end no tOsk ,between notes. This 'bowing also knOwu,'eS the
ditacht to distinguish it five the ,i,ari4tioni given oe low.

3.4 sow as the above but using the *pl. t.'7,e'iPor each note.

2. Accent. d Amble each bow stroke *begins with a suddtn increase of steed
and pre sours tut without "Anchilie the string sharply as in martele
no separation between the notes.

3. Accented -- some as #2 above except that a ithole bolt is
ilsed fOr each note.

Thitach...10)...tet stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by at graft
lightening of the sound (see portato). There Vino or ear not be ti"

small spacing between the notes but the ispressioa should be that the
notes are *lightly *ousted.



Detacbe (Continued)

,Detach. lance a shortened quick bow stroke beginning With great
speed, slowing toward the end of the sound. lly there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martel4 without the "i)iiich".

Extension placing. a ,finger' or fingers ,ferther apart on the string than their
-normal placement.

mr' the patterns of spacing betwien fingers of the left hand.
These are not .applicable on the string bass and could apply_
to the ce9.10,.only in thuib position.

..142;gettern.meate 12 ,3
2,3- pattern itealio:, gs 4. The bailie fit. jar St.p...../erns.
:444 pattern ,mearis,:i 34..

9..W.rine...".0110.**-

String Terminology - page

. .

litctended or All- Whole. -stop or whole -tone pattern means 1 2 3 4,
-.no-linger,.are placed closely together.

,
122.4411Ln,indicates the preaeaCe of an inmented 2nd between 1st

. and .2nd lingers (en extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.'

1V13: imittern,7-- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between finger* .1 cind.

Lai:1Lattia augiented 2nd. between fingers 3 and le; half-step
bat!wesekfingers 2 and 3.

.other tOger Patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated,With their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
Tatterni, 4,,,,5:and 6' above).

indicates the production of a. flute-like tone ticcompliab-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

oue te _(vhipped 'bowing) -- the by strikes the string suddenly and sharp* after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip,

as a bowing indication,, it means that the player should use the hair near
the- ,frog-of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

'mice flite-like tones produced by touching a, string in places (nodeS)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

Natural harmonics produced by touching an open string.

2 ArtifiCial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by
stopping fin=ger" (artificial nut)



"Hoo!" at4e,ching one or more notes to the urns bow stroke. This ap-
plies to notes that would be played idth separate tows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

4nst See ricochet.

Legato we, smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted brstrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string
achieve the proper effect.

a staccato prod. ins type of bow stroke, well accented, bitting

ttro,d*s'

.1. 11.W.A.414t.visele (usually just carte, l4) bow pressure is set bet* the
tone begins so that the, string *411 be *ipinched", at the start of the
strOkel, Aft the "pinch9oIrt of the _pressure is released., The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be ,separated from the others. The .one is

Sustained mirtele same as side, marteli except that the tone is held
out; An adequate amount ok.bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow. is considerably slowed atirr the merteli attack ("Pinch")

d itirtea 1011maitele executed with the whole bow.

id, attack see S2 and 01 under melees, above and also under

this means either cartel /I or a bowing that sounds like
i.e., in a.martelfrifir

the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, 'time the bow is
gloved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the'
marteli attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato,
is indicated with a plus sign (+), Indications as WT I& hand is
to be used are H.R. and L.H. or N.D. (mono sleets%) ene.14,S. (mono
sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

ato two or more aetache ea notes performed on the she bow stroke.

re lein in the position.

ochet the, bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed t
asking possible two or more notes per impulse.

Holten& or Stdteto -- a general term meaning sprinding, rebounding or boun,



String Terminology page 4

Sautille-- a springing bc.: stroke that obtains its effect through tL natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to rcm.'what
above the middle.

Son fil4e matone) -- the long sustained tone. The best ppiatof contact Ls
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
Oho tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins oUt"
almost without effort.

pOindin4 point -- see point of c

4iccata%

taocatO -7

2: tbmIle::=ctiofEmads:b1:h:felt; lel=ty!dtZuteale
bow direction.

a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that .a series of small
rerkgstrokes are to bo executed on one and the same bow stroke.

Taw called solid staccato and martele staccato.)arniummetiows arftoliperhommecur apimosborwaremr. earmormwromesmiwear
-

1. bad or nervous staccato - executed 1.01 a very rapid oscillation of the
bow akt. which may need be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Playin staccato -- perfo:med in the same manner as the solid staccato
except 4th a lighter wedaure so that the bow leaves the strint between
motes.

Staccato volante ClAggLstaccato (see immediately above).

...9kLiEdjagla-=gay with a relatively light bowatroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glaagy tone quality is pmlaced.

ta, aultastiera, or our la touche see flautando.

S:

1. Dots may mean any form of atach4 or way type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detacheor detache mg.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detachelanc4, a modified miccato or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

3. The tie or alms mark in conjunction with dots will, usually %Ale= staccato,

jIllmstaccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.

tt"'""."^""nr'^r.,2*"1,45=""."'"',.rw"--"v-,"""*".!!!"7:1!".. .



SIGNS (continued):

6. Tb.,12 tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashee Will MOUROrtai0
(1.011140

T. The staple- shaped 21191 ( ri) wens down -bow. This sign soigetimes occur*
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in acme
editions.

9, The coma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that la,
:Ewe it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) $ means to, lift the bow.

11. The Sign /1 means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette. or wh....12pA bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele 'or a martellato execution.

14. the sign, z for IN, or v,), means an extension of one haf-step.

15. The v.ign jxc for xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

.16, The Sign 9 tndicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

,ri. placeient or the area of the bow to be used:
a. 'Fr.' near the frog of the bow.
b. K. near.the middle of the bow.
C. Pt. or tiP. --6-ilear the point or tip. of the bow.
d. L.112, Let /3, 4.1/4 the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 a the bow.
e. v.1 /2, U.1/3, U.1/4 the uppax 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 or the bow.
f. WB, 1/28, 1/3B, 3/43, 1/43, etet., means to use a whole bow$

1/2.of the tow! 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
'*2w. etc.

1 The positions are indicated as follows:

Ped - half position.
I let position.
I/ - 2nd positions

- intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.



DIGEST TEMINOLOGY

Absolute music in contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted
association with anything outside of itself,

Aria A song for one or more voices.

Atonality No key used.

Avant garde Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or
apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A de'' of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;
biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the sin-ing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually h,octave range:

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a
harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following
any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more puts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

hermemics or overtones.

Divertimento

Fantasia

rogue



Digebt Terminology - page 2.

Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partite Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
111 development
A recapitulation

Digest Terminology - page 3

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. Wow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.





TWENTIETE CENTURY

1900

Every generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficult to ccqprehend.
This is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. However, modern
music is not necessarily new and new music is not necessarily modern. The Roman-
tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius
and Rachman/Doff. But in other more revolutimary heads it was transfezmed beyond
recognition. However, it is onlr fair to say that modern.Ausic is a result of
evolution not revolution.

How has twentieth century music betn so drastically changed? Let's first examine
the, natural step -by -step provess irom tonality to elbonality which to most listen-

ers is synonymOus with so-called "Modern" Basic.

In the Classical Period as baz been stated, Beethoven and his friends used th4
diatonic scales with a definite tonality. Wagner wanted more variety so he edel
chromaticism - the. use of half-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at one
time (polytonality) in his ballet, Petrouchka, and found it highly Successful.

But Arnold Schoenberg was to so eves further and use a system of no key at all
(atonality). Liter he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps in an arbi-
trai: Tilder, or series, and then keeping them strictly in order throughout the
piece. Schoenberg and 1113 disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or "Serial'
composers.

Butt, all twentieth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and .metre have also under-
gone a Change towards freedom. Shifting time signatures are a feature of music in

the modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as

_Stravinsky likes to use. The new composers seem to feel an increasing role for
the percussionist in their music.

Then one can find the "entremiste anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number

c music composed by a computer. Electronic music as vell as unusual combinations
of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schoenberg Lad Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers
who has most influenced contemporary music. He has written an immense amount of

chamber music but his runic has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in
the for of Jags, that uniquely American and very influential idiom of twentieth
century Also to be included is the Broadwa' "musical comedy," a new kind
of Opera, Tttiti big* successful American form of sit has been enthusiastically
recepred all, over the world.

Perhaps the beat way to unuraand modern composers and their music is to remember

that in their day there ware those critics who libeled Mozart and, Beethoven as
the most.darin! iconoclasts of their time.



Klieiciens of l'wentiat4 Cent Ury

Stravizsky World's greatelit Zlvthg compOser.

Rachmsninoff S
Last of Romantic virtuosos..

Prokofiev Composer of Peter end the Wolf.

Yaw$han area*est rneririsii composer zinc, seventeenth century.

Schoenberg Twelvei-tone composer.

Vance English composer for marries made from Shakespeare "s

Aar
Strauss. Master of the tone poem.

Sibelius Composer of Finlezdia.

Bart ok Greatest composer to come out of Magary.

CtrpIand ,Great American composer..

Bernstein Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Hindemith Composer of modern "toner music:

6



VITTORIO GIANNINI

b., Pennsylvania 1903
d. North Carolina 1966

An American composer with a. very Italian name was Vittorio Giannini: Naturally

his family was very musical; his father was an opera tenor, his mather an

accomplished violinist, and his sister Dusolina was a Metropolitan opera soprano

vho sang the lead in her brother's opera The Scarlet Letter in 1938.

GiAnnini vaa sent to study at the Milan (Italy) Conservatory when he was only

nine years old. In 1931 he won the Grand Prix de Rome of the American AoadeMy*

and studied there for four years.

He taught at the Manhattan School of Music, the Curtis Institute and Julliard

School of Music. At the time of his death in November 1966 he vas president of

the North Carolina School of the Arts in W:nston-Salk _. This school is fast

becoming a most impressive institution of the fine arts, a new concept of taking

the training of the arts away from the eastern part of the country.

Giannini called himself an "unashamed romanticist" and his music' verifies this

statement. His early chamber works were celebrated. His forte was writing for

the voice; he was most apt in his mobile melodic compositions.

The Taming of the Shrew was presented on television in color in 1954. Many of

his works were commissioned by the Moravian Church, the 1939 New York World's

Fart, and the NBC Opera Theatre.

Works

Operas: The Taming of the Shrew
The Scarlet Letter

Lucedia
Rehearsal Call (opera buffa)

Concertos for tvoIlianos

Chamber music
Church literature: Canticle of the Martyrs

Stdbat Mater
Madrigal.



Symphony No. 2

(1st Movement).

Giannini

STRING CRITIQUE

20th
10

difficult

GENERALITIES

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:

1st violin -- 2-3, 3-4, ext., let & 4th finger extensions.

2nd violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-49 ext. 1-2-3, 1"2'34, let finger extensions.

Viola 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., let & 4th finger extensions.

Cello -- lowered & upward extensions,

Positions: 1st violin I, II, III, /V, v, vi.

2nd violin I, II, I/I, IV.

T/ I, n, III, nr.
Cello 11 I* II,

String bass -w h! I, II, WI'

legato, spiccatov lifts, hooked dotted-rhythm, sustained bow strokes,

son file% portato, portato books, accented portato, inaudible bow changes

during ties.

Dynamics: PPP, PP, P, mP mf, f, pia f, ff, fff, sfv cresc., dim., swells,

meet. poco a poco, sempre crest.

Rhythms: dotted-rhythm, syncopation.
Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 3/4, Allegro energico, Movendo un poco,

Tompo poco rit. a tempo.

1 2

Double-notes: Viola -- 244, 34.
Harmonics: 1st & 2nd violins -- mid-string A.

01.845: fl , V slurs, dots, extension signs, hooks, commas, lift signs,

slurs, slur-tie combinations, ties, dashes, accents.

vocabulary: fluid°, divisi, otteva, unison, assai. Also see above.

Comment: broken fieths which must be fingered simultaneously. Substitixbion

fingering for articulation of identical pitches during legato passages.

4
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Sympbcay No. 2
i2nd Mount1

Giaunini

STRING CRITIQUE

amonnins

Eger patterns, extensions and contractions:
3-4, ext., 1st finger "extensions.
3-4.

Cello lowered and upward rxtensions.

Positions: let violin -- 3a, I, II, III, IV.

let violin 12, 2-3,
2nd violin -- 1.2 , 2-3,
Viola 1-2, 2-3, 3.04.

2nd violiTaa k, I, II, In.2.c, 7, II,
Cello k 7, II, III, 11T.

I.
Bowing: legato, portato, sustained bows, son file.

fizsicato: String bass, R.N.

Dyne:doer PP, P, mf, swells, cresc dim.

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 3/4, 10, Adagio ma elasticos poco rits,
a temuo, tratt., poco movendo.

Signs: V , , slams, dashes, hooks, fermata, cresc., dim., swells, ties.
Vocabulary: trattenuto (tratt.) 1111 poco, also see above.

20th
10

difficult



Symphaly Nog 2

Giannini

STRING CRITIQUE

OENEBALITIES

linger patteims, extensions and contractions:
lat 34, ext., 1-2-3. .

1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1-2-34 9 12°34*
Viiita--"" 2-3t, 3-4, ext., 2-34, 1-2-3m, 12'34, 1st finger extensive.
517'.1.0 lowered and upward extensions.

Positions: lit violin -- 1/2, I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX.
lia=101:17;. I, II, III, IV.
Viola . , /9 ix, In.
Cello as, I, II, XiI, IV.
Sarin beer -- 3/4, I, II, III, IV.

Bowing: dirtach4, sustained martele, hooks, accented ail:ache,' detach: ports,
lifts, grand daache,

Tremolo: LS. measured 16ths slurred in let violin. 32n4 tote bowed 1.11
I.- bass parts.

Dynamics: m:, alf, f, ft, :ft, cresce, series of crescendi.
Ithythos: syncopation, "tied in" hooked dotted-rhythm.
t.sters, tempos and tempo changes: 4/4, Allegro.

1 2 0 (1 1 4 4
Dolible-notes: 2ad violin o-m6, 3-134, 045, (2-P4), 2.4Q, 148.

.) 1 2 12 1
Wolk -- (1-24) 14)5 245 (344)

I.
Cello 1 -P5.

igns: scouts, Fl , V , mese., dim., slurred tremolo, hooks, extension signs,
slurs, ties, slur-tie combinations.

Vocabulary: ottava« divisi, unison, also see above.

ComMent: Latiiiitart has an eva passage. Very rapid 16th note runs.
unusual fingering and shifting.



Arco" with the bowo

EXPLANATION OF STUNG TER1CMOLOGY

tioseh *No at the frog or the heel of the tow.

o
1. Legato, mama (different note for oiach of 3 or It strings) box zwes

in the surhe, direction for 3 or notes , and An a smooth arc (,, or,46.0)
taking 4 -note ems. , string. et a time.

2. EitilLe:Eilitt (different note for each of 3 or Z strings) -- bow moves
In li.different_43.reation, for each note and string While apringi#g as in
regular anti e.

3. Springing (saltsido* ricochet or ate) wags -- same as 01 above
**Mt, that the 14grOir springs.

AU ohs:valet' at the bridge (see fitantilio),

tam at t ;"1. or the heel of the bow.

Coils( the 'string is approached fra the ,air sr.1 "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded sitiulteneously Faith the "pinch' and the bow
is lifted: traa the 'string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that they bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno,,.. the string is struck with the wood of the 'Om The mills/ method is
tai' strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick
Toe bo ,hair neuelther,be turned away Prams the bridge,or toward
the ,bridge.sine. either can be quite satisfactory in producinc the
,required ,quality of tone.

geoing.finiers, Closer together ou the strings than their normal
ascement re0Arei.

Bailee the Mute.

bLetaahl .separate smooth .bow strokes* .one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the
!We &hada to dititingubh it frau the variations given below.

Contra,ctioz.f ,

a1. Grand ae1 tache see as the above but using the whole ivy for each note.

2. Accented de'tache's each bow stroke begins With a Sudden increase 'of_ speed
,

and Pressure but ,without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele-
seParastiow between the notes.

3. gd me. as #2 above except that a' whole 'taw is
uaed.:for each note.

he. 11spioitl .stroke begins with a slight swei4ing followed 'by 'er ed-
, Usa lightoning of the ,sound lase rtato) . There may or itay not be a
smatt 0.444 .'between. the notes but t impression, should be that the

ea :ere slightly_siorrated



Ascii.. (continued)

5. atacheilana -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great

speed slowing taward, the :nit of the sound. Usually there should be a
newation of the le notes are neither wonted nor

swelled and are played rarteliwithout the "pinch".

fttmsion placing a finger '.4,,rs farther ain't* on the string then their
noreoal pladement.

FjageLpatterns the patterns of spacing between fingers Of the left hand,

These .are not applicable on the string taps and could. ,

:to the cello' only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 rattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 attern means 1 23 4. The basic Mum patterns
3. 3- pattern !leans 1 2 34.

4. Extended or A11-1-la or whole-tone elitist means 1 2 3 4, ise*
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. gm jLpittern indicates the presence of an augMented 2nd between 1st
and ,2nd fingers (an.extension) and a half-tone between aid. and ,3rd'

6. 11113112glesa, augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and '3; halF-step

between fingers 1 and 2.

7. Lgr_t_k, pattern, -- 'augmented 2nd between fingers 3 an

between fingers 2 and 3#

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-.
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augiented second"'

patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Plautando .or,flautato indicates the production of a flute-like' tone sec
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over Or 1near
edge of the fingerboard.

Foueti (whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string tO 'peen the,
stroke usually performed up:bow, at the tip;

Frog -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near,
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the strtftm to divide itself into fractious of itself'

(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc#)

Natural harmonics -- produced by touching sn open string.

2. Artificial harmonics produced by touching's string Shortened'by a

irm7stopErigli.OrWrtificial nut).
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String Terairology - page $

"Hook" -- eitslehing one or more notes to the semi bow stroke, This usually .ap-RIONNIVNI,~1041.1*

AVIS to notes that would be played with separate t$,ws, if it would be
idvt:ntageows to do so.

-Jet e stie vicocnit.

Legato:0-. smoothly slurred notes.

d boWttroke towi t involves liftingLifte s ng a ves , the bow from the string to
_

achieve the proper effect.

Link" . Ei3@ ihOOkit.

e see ato.LQUr

Nhrtele .. a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and

I. Simple =tele (usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set betore the
tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the .

stroke: ,After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. She bow
InOved rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant,' and. staccato.

Aisitaitied Martele Same as
,out: adequate *aunt of bow
The";bow.is ,eonsid.erably slowed

simple marteld except that the tone is held
must 'be available for the note in question

after the martel4 attack ("pinch").
ONINIOINNOM0 emomaslomr.w.IMM

3. Grand iartele' the simple, martele executed with the whole bow.

Martele attack .See #2 #1 under martele above and also under
, .

Martellita..,7- this Means' either martel4 or a bowing that sounds like a inaitelei,
i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" 010 pressure applied to the stra.ng with the bow which, when the 'OW is00611

moved, results a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martel attack.

'iltatri -... pip:akilig the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand. pitiicito.....................,
is indicated with a plus sign (+), Indications as to which hand is
to be used are RAI. and L.H. or M.D. (mane destra) mid tti.30 (mano

, r
: .

.
...

sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Ortato care -7 two or more detache Porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

estez remoli In the posiitione

RiCocItet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the strize- and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltanda or Saltato -- a general term meaning springinz, reboundiLe or bounced..
grolswilotailiummeminaro olimpowomer

I 1,"!... ,
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Sautilltr a springin bow stroke that obtatna its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
above the middle*

Son file (Im tone) the long sustained tone. The best alai of contact La
nearer the bridge than it 4 with faster moving by
strokes. The player nee.di to match up tlre duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding lioint;. When the
proper relationships are aChieied, the,tone "spins out"
alSoat without effort. -

pounding point, see mkt Of contact.

the bow is dropped trim above the string and rebounds into air.
The florins eissa*ii a series of Lsplesatst notes played in the same
bow 'direction:, .

a. genersta'terM meaning that the notes are shortened.
a speailim term meaning to the string player that a series of =4
liartele Strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
(Also called solid staccato and martel( Staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow ara:which.may nee=w be, somewhat termed to achieve success.

2. faxia staccato performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter pradstare so that the bow leaves the string between

accato wo. lente ilang.'staccato (see immediately above).

ponticello oo-s. play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

2V,Aas ail tastiest', or Bur la touche see flautando.

Vitt:
1 Dots mily mean any form of detach4 or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detachtie or detache
/ 0

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detac :,.. lance, a modified 124cAtto or
'a modified marteles

The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the noted or to slur the
notes (legato).

,
5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccatO,'

gas staccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.

2.41.11.



=Sian (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with desheis.wi4 ;PP PoriIto,
(lourg).

T. The staple - shaped sign (r1) means down-bow. This eiga icalitimes.occws
upside dom.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upi de dorms in some
editions,

Strixtg Terminology

9. The Cott or apostrophe*usually :mane to .11,fi the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the "boli, 'that is,

.

Mine ,,.,it through the air to :the frog.

The eiVis ) means to litt.the boir.

c,0

The sig2a // means to stop Or to lift the bow or both.

The sign I over a note aleaas foliette 'or wh.latibowinit.

The pOint or wedge ( ) 'Often-means mertele or, a martellato execution.

The sign, x (or t, or v) means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign 31 (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

The sign 4 indicates the use ',f the thumb to finger a note.

:Bow p),Iteement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Pr. near the frog of the bow.

near the middle of the bow.
c.- Pt. or, tip. --6-near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L. L.2/3, L.1/4 the lower 1/29 1/3, 1/4 of the low.
e.Vaig,.114/3, 1t1/4 the upper 1/2, 1/3, 344 of the bow.
t. B, 1/20, 1/0, 3/43, 1/43, etc., means to use it whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
etc.

poeitiOns are indicated as follows:

:01)
l ; let -position.

21d position.
.intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd posi4ons.



Absolute muiiic

Aria

Atonality

Avant gavde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

-Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce, or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;
biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually k octave range.

My keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally
more than 4 movements.

The colliposer exercises

any conventional for;a.

played outdoors. Usually has

his fancy without following

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.



Digest Terminolo

Narpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Happellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lies (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every
character v_th a musical label,

Mews Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

iastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for-

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung. but not staged: Costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic; series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.



Digest Terminology - page 3

Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B develotient
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Tonality

Virtuoso

Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:
1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Soloist.
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Every, generation finds the art of its contemoraries difficult to ,compiehend.
ThiS is perhaps more true than ever In the twentieth century. However, modem
music ie not necessarily AM and new music is not necessarily modern. The Ranazt
tic tradition persisted for a long time in natienal.istic col osera like Sibelius -

end Rachmaninoff. But in other, .more revolutionary hands it was tranarormed. ,beyond
recognition. Noweie*, it is only fair to say that modern music is a result of
flitolittioti not revolution.

Rai has twentieth_century music been so irasticaLly chtinged? le.t to first 'examine
1Phe natural Step-by7stsep progress frost tonality to atonality which to POot listen-
ers n'Yn**moue with so-called "modern" :nude.

:Cn the Classical- Period as bee been stated, Beethoven and bis fri*s used the
diatonic scales iei4h a definite tonality. Wagner wanted more variety so be added.
.4r:zit/cies - the use of half-steps,, Igor Stravinsky tried using two, keys at one
time (PO4totiality) in be Patrouchka,. and ,found it highly successful..
put, Arn *04 Schoenberg was to, go even Airther and use a orate% of no key at. 411

,Later '4.3 developed a system of using the 12 bali4teps in en etrbi-
..tra!y order,; :or series, cud then keeping them strictly in order throughout the

ea% Solren 'herg and :121s disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or "Serial!

ieth century. music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also. Under-
towsrds freedAm. Shi!.ting time signatures are' a feature Of mimic in

mood es well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythin.patterni
xinie likes _to Luse. The new composers seem to feel an increasing role for

t th" °' music.431:rusk

en oce can find the "extists" anywhere as one listens to a Job: ,Cage- numbe:r,
or, music ciapoSed by. a computer. Electronic music as !ell as unusual combinatiOns
0.instruments.seem to be the 'avant -garde of the musics]: world.

,Ais04.130ipen*To.aad. Stravinsky, aindemith is the third of the trio_ of c'oinposers
most _igluenced contemporszy music. He has written an illitertee also* Of

limusie but 40 minds has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not 4,4ore imerica
,the. fornif:Jazz, that _uniquely American and very influential 1.6.10a of twentieth
,eint*.,musiO., be included is the Broadway *ideal comedy," a new kind
of 'mss .highly successful American form of art has been enthusiastieally
I:0014d 41,1 over the vorld."

ps the best way to understand sod= composers and their mimic is tO remember
t in their day there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as
most daring iconoclasts of their, time.
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Itisicians of Tiventieth Century

Stravinsky_ World's greatest living, Baer.

Rachoutnino ff Last of Roammtic Vi4Uoica.

Prokofiev Composer of Peter and the Wolf.

Vaughan Williams greatest liglia6.compOser since

Schoenberg "'twelve- tone 'Composer.

',Walton English covjoser for movies made from 'shrikespOSWe

plays.-

Strauss Mater of' the tone poeta.

Sibelius Composer of' yiniandia.

Barton creates t coMposer to Come out of Sngetry.

Copland (treat ./004..cazi composer.

.Derri stein idasiCal Director of New York ,Philtarakinic.

Hindemith Coaposer of modern "tonal" music.

Titentieth Century 1*
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OIAN-CARLO taw=

b. Csdeglisno, Italy 1911

As the sixth of tca children in the 14,. Notti family, it is surprising that MAI*:
Carlo received much attention frau hie soother . She taught him the rudimente of

fiiad he began to eaipose when he was only a child. When he was a student
at the Milan Conservatory he attended practical:, every opera performance at
La Scala., No wonder his first love seemed to be the opera. Later he was a
student end subsequently teacher of composition at the Curtis Institute in
Philadelphia.

Although Menotti has associated himself with and become a leading exponent in the
Asarican field of arts, he has retained his Italian citizenship. Be is, the founder
end president of the "Festival of Two Worlds" in Spoleto, Italy,, a festi7el that
has pined worldwide two in the past years.

ienotti has been fully secognized and awarded many honors, e.g.
1950 for The Saint of Bleecker Street; the G'4genheim Award and
the Elisabeth gpregu,e Coolidge Foundation.

Menotti writes all of his own librettos as well as the libretto
Ye. jives *hi& was prodiced by the Metropolitan Opera in 1958.

Pulitzer Prize in
a commission by

for Samuel Baiber

One of *nottits latest ventures is his operalor television, Lab th in 1963, .

which hal never reached the popularly of his loved Amahl and the Ni

At ladse Menotti lives with Samuel Barber in a big rambling house at Capricorn,
Mr. Kisco, rev York, where each artist occupies Lis own private wing or apartment.
Menotti divides his time between the Mt. Kisco home and his residence in Spoleto,

Works

Opera
Ballet
Violin concerto
Piano concerto
Librettos
Symphonic poem
Piano, cello, flute trio
Piano pieces for children

OlktfrArrya4
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Mehot,ti difficult

t Visitors is a thoii 'Oikistias opera Oommiiiaionedbi the
ItationslBroadc log ompany for a television broadcast co Christmas Eve 1951.
$11401,p0OkiO4 hi0 ow te*L4t idea for which came to him after seeing "The
140406 of the,W44,,' a_Pleiiih painting by Bieronymous Bosch. The book he wrote
**the:0411;0y *Ad ioignia,cy of an age-old folk llgead. The Magi, following
th Otir'thatleads tiem to the Child 3esus in the gouger, ooMe,upoa the hovel of
14041, orilipleai)eggir boy,,and his mother. Am41 is,swedby the sight of these

0 When hellearnsWtheir mission the child unhesitatiagly gives 'them
OfUt0h00,as a gift to tLel1011 Child. But When the boy goes forth to present

S.-'1900'0. the ;Una% he .discovers that a miracle has taken place: he is able

16 thascore places considerable emphapis oft recitatives, most of which are

04riordiOarilY expreseive and varied, it is also filled with may passages of
lyrie4 beauty, with powerful choruses, and tender ensemble numbers in all of which

pOeticadod of the opera as &whole prevails without interruption. It is the
atmoaphere and mica of the opera as a whole, rather than any individual's part
tb4:41veitthe work its great emotional force. Although Amehlki. tikwe
Vititors Was written for and introduced by the television screen, it has also
been presented with immerse success on the stage of several opera companies.
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Introductiots March and Shepherate Dance

from "Amell a....mag the 021,snsatt

Menotti

STRING CRITIQUE

Finger .patter M, extensions and contractions:

1st violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1-2-3; chroMatie lingetini; let, &

4th finger extensions.

2nd violin- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1-2-3, 1"2(3)44roMaiic'Shieriiig,
1st & 4th finger extensions.

Viola -- 1-2, 3-4, ext., 1-2-3, chromatic fingerbg,-lit finger extension,

14 contraction.
Cello -- Lowered and upward extensions, chroittic Angering,

...116.*.

2
2)4

difficult

Positions: lst -- I, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, 11.

grid violin -.0 1/2, I, II, III, IV, V.

Viola I, 11, /II, IV.
=Co-- 3, I, /I, III, IV, VII.
Etrizes.... hi, I, II, 214, IV, VU.

Bowing: Legato, sustained tones, *least:), cola, hooks, portato, /Lying staccato,

flying epiccato, sauti134 ditach16, lifts, son tilt.

Pizzicato: R.B.
Ornaments: Long trills,

Dynamics: PPP, PP, P, mf f, tf, cresc., dim., creec. molt*.

2ythms: Triplets, duplete, quadrupetets, changing meter.

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: Lento, 3/4, 4/4, 2/4, Allegro, 4/4, rallentando

motto, Lento ma non troppo, poen easel., 2/4,

9/8, 6/8, 12/8, piu presto, sempre animando sin()

ella tine, Prestissimo, accel.

Double-notes: let violin -- 1 1 3
244$ 3-m3$ o-P15th.

. 1 o

2nd violin -- 3-m3, 045.
2 1 0 3 2 2 1 2 3

Viola -- 1-M6, 3-M3, 1-d5, 2-M6, 1-m6, 2 ..P5, 244, 04MT, 444.

1 3 4 2

Cello 1.P5, 1446, 3.m6, 1-m6.

1
String base -- o'-P5.

Chords: 2nd violin -- 3 E.4 Viola -- 3 3 2

2 E-1 3 2

14# min., A-1. 2-A Maj., 1A Maj., l-A Maj.

Harmonics: mid-string A, E.

Signs: slurs, r7 y , dashes (stress), portato, dim., crese., double-sharp,

compound slurs.

Vocabulary: dolcissimo, divisi, legatiesimo, subito, arco, brillente, unison.

Comment: Treble clef in Viola part.



Arco with the bow.

frosch at the trog or the heel 0,1 the bow.
wormsolimiworimorose.

infolige 1°00
/0 Legit° arpeggio (different note for each of or 4 strings-)

the see direction for 3 or 4 notes toad in a smooth are
taking I.. note od 1 string at a time*

vee

=mum or sum MIMIOLOGT

!WM

44004

2« Saudlie', axr gg3.o idjaerent note to each of 3 or 4 stringe) bOv pxrves
in,*-4ii,fferent direction for each note and string while springing as in

sautille. _
efitk (........seltando, ricochet or ALI) mesa -- semi as #1 above

except. that rth*:, bow springs.

40ei :Oik the bOw.

the string is .approached from. the air and "pinched" lightly With the
bay.. The tone is Bow* simultaneously with the, "pinch" and the bow
is lifted frtaa_the otr.44'inniediately. It is similar to pizziCato

pt,:that the bow rither,than a finger displaces the string.

-.`

( aikillelt the string is atruc1 with the wood of the bow. The Usual IethOd is
, .. ,

to 0-brike,witia ,approximately half the hair as well as :the stick.
The:,licii .heir,- either be turned away front the bridge or ttoward
..Vie- bridge: since either can be quite satisfaltorY in prodUc44 the
'reqi4red 'valtti:of,-101t.

..
COittraction placing fingers closer together on the atringi than

pladetent requires-.

ter -- the 'Mate«

:Detiche separate smooth bow, strokes: one for each note, with no Variation in
pres-..eture and no *.eak betweeri notes. Thin bowing is also known as the

ditaaht to distinguish it from the variations given below.

their nontel

1« Grand itttaoh4 same as the above but using the whole bow fair each note.

2. Accented attache -- each bow stroke begins with a sudden in,ereaSe of speed
and pressure bit without "pinching" the string sharply as in =tele
no Separation i*tween the notes.

3. Accented grand detache same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
deed for each notes

Dittaehi port! stroke begins with a slight swelling tollowed bye grad-
nel lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are slightly separated.



Defta,chi (continued

De
if 41tache lance -- a shortened traick bow stroke beginning with great

speed slaving, toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a as It Without the "pinch"'

Extension placing a finger or fingers farther app on the string thcz their
normal wettest'

liner patterns the patterns of spacing b4ween fingers of the left band.
These are not applicable on the string bass ,and could **ply
to the cello, only in thumb position.

1. 101.2Lttex...n means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3-Dattern means 1 23 le. The basic fiaum patterns!,
3. pattern mss, 1 2 314.

Hitended Or'Alleirhole-s_...L,.teze. or whole-tone tig....ta...n means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
126.fingers are",placed..clesely together.

. ,.5.."1:2g.mtters indicates the presence of an ausiented 2nd between, lst
and 44,114 Age;rs (an extension) and a half -tone between 2nd ,and 3rd

6. 1211311**itter4 augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and '2..

23"4, pattern augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 14 half-step
between' ringers 2 and 3.

0.,*er finger patterns are vet only possible but practical and are 1.11.!
dieated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. It, 5 and 6 above).

"Pleintendo- or liatato k-*'ammarftppare000.011, ......rImPOMMM11-.11116

Fouettei (whipped bowing)

indicates the proluction of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

-- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Vols -- as a bdwing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics flute-like tones reoduced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(Waves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics produced by touching an open string.

2, krtificial harmonics --.produced by touching a string shortened by a
TiaCip-ing finge7Martificial nut).
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String Terminology pyre 3

"Rook" attaching one or more notes to the size bow stroke., This wivally ap-
plies to notes that would be,pleyed._with Separit't bolts if it would be,
SventsgeOua to

ett' 7.47' see ticaehet«

!mat Slurred notes.

Lifted bowsirokes bowing that involves
achieve the pa gar. entitt

"Link" "hOok".

Loiace ,= See'

Mertel4 iticcato producing type of bow stroke. well accented, biting and
Attipx4.

the bow from the string to

,just iiiirte14) boli pressure is ,sat befOre the
tone ',Ovine so, that the string, will.be l'auched", at the start off' the
stroke. "pinch" most of the pressure is relaaaea. The, bow
110", rapidly. .Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percnsisi*.'resonant an staccato. .

02. Sustained martele same as simple martele except that the tone is held
out An a7;=4,uate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the marteli attack ("pinch") .

3. Grand martea the sii....raartele executed with the whole bow.

Martele attack -- see #2 and #1 under mertele above and also under "pinch".

bfartellato -- this met et either martill or a bowing that sounds like a melt,
ice., in it martel6 style.

"Pinch" the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
,ttartel4 attack.

Pizzicato plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand aisles
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is
to be used are R.R. and L.H. or M.D. (mano deatra) and M.S. (mono
sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

kortato cure -- two or more attache wig:notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Rem_ remain in the position.

Ricochet the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.



op

Satttille springing bow stroke that obtains its effect Var** the natural,
epring of the bow coupled with the correct motiOa of the bow hand and
ears, It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow' ta.someWhat
above the middle,

Son fill (EzE toe) the long sustained tone. The best op illt of contact Ls
nearer the bridge thtui it is with fester ;Mpg bow
strokes. The plvrep needs to match up the' duration of
the, tone With 'bew'Speed and sriundinc Wien the .

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out".
eltioat- withOut effort.,

.d poi* see point, Of ,cact.

the bow .is dropped, triin above the string and rebounds into the air.
firaz,,f;a4rt. gre.A.estcto is a series of oiccato:notet played in the same
bow ,direction.

.

Stra.4cato -- tea general .term meaning that the notes, are shortened.
-7 a specific term meaning, to the .string player that a series of *sell

tiartellf strokes are to be -execUted on "one end the same bow stroke.
rArircelled solid staccato and martele staccato.)

1. Rapj..d or nervous steneato executed by a very rapid oscillation 'of the
bow arm which may need to be sokewhat tensed to, achieve suceess.

2. piewm staccato performed in the same manner as the taid staccite
mept with a lighter preSsure so that 12,4 bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volute -- 113staccato (see immediately above).

Su]. ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowatroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tato, aul tastiera, or our la, touche see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detachel or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detaeh or de° ports'.

3. Dashes and dots canbined may mean detach lanc4, a modified spiccato or
a modified martele.

I. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
aft staccato, flying nicest°, or ricochet,
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SIGNS (continued):

6, Ile tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes wi11,1aein pOrtito

7. The staple-OmPed 844 (II) means dome - bow,.' otgA aMetimes Occurs

3q. The..sign ( v ) mean_814444N 1440 sigA also occurs upside flosm'in saes
editions.

string edict`

.±

0, 'TO_ Como, or apostrophe,usual4 means to ljft the boy or at least to
Oreathe).. It sometimes also means to recover the boy, that is, ",

119,4i -through the As..r.:,to tale frog.

"*e .140$ .meani to lift' the by*.

Tie sign // means to stop:oisto lift the bow or both.

The Sign / over a note fauette or .whipped, bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( I _orton means martele or i.rtellato execution.

14. The sign, x tor , or v), means an extension of _one half -step.

The sign x (or xx) means an extension of one whol6astep.

16 The sign. 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

7. Bow pliceient or the' area of the bow to be used:
a. Pr. .near the frog of the bow,
b. M. near the middle off' the boy,
c. Pt. or tip. near the point or tip of the bow,
d. 11.1/3, 19.1/4 thelower 1/2,' 1/3$ 1/4' of the bow.
e. U.1/2$ U.1/3, U.1/4 the upPer 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the b_ ow.
f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to Use a 'whole bow,

1/2 of the boi$ 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, 'etc.

The positions -"re indicated as follows:

- halt position.
- let position.

II - 2nd position.
/I1/2 - intermediate position between 2nd na 3rd positions.
etc.



Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

in contrast to programme music - music th't has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4. octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally
more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises
any conventional form.

played outdoors. Usually has

his fancy without following

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.

st
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two - voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera, buffs Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a °joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B develop:mut
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in Which all tones gmrltate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso' Soloist.
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2WENTIETO CENTURY:

1900

iVery,generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficlit to eo000ehe4d.

This Is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. ftweVer)mo4ern,

AUSiC-is not necessarily new and tierifillisiC is not necessarily maim. Ita
,tie tradition persisted for a long time in natio:14344:c composers like Sibelius

and Bachmaninoff. But in other more revolutionary hauls it Was ..ransformeOeyond

yecognition. Zowever it is only fair to say that modern music is a result of

,.:001utionnotrevolution

Haw has, twentieth century music been so drastically changed? Letla first examine

the natural., step -by -step progress from tonality, to atonality which to most listen-

era, is' synonymous with so-called "modera"

In the Classical Period as has been stated, Beethoven and his friends used the

diatonic scales with a deft:lite tonality. Wagner wanie4more variety so he added

chromaticism - the use of half-steps. ,Igor StravinSky tried using two keys at one

timelpolytonality) in his ballet, Petroucbka, and found it highly suceeasful.

But Arnold Schoenberg, wan to go even further and'use a system Of no key it all

(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half -steps in an arbi-

trary Order,,or series, and then keeping them strictly in order throughout the

piece. Schoenberg and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or 'Decrial,'

Composers.-

,But all twentieth century music,Is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-

zone, a change towards freedom., Shifting time signatures are a feature of music in

the modern mood as well as the introduttiOn of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as

,Stravinsky likca to uset The new composers seem to feel an inereasing role for

the perftssionist-in their music'.

Thep one can find the "extremists" anywhere as one listens to a Ian Cage number'

or music composed by a computer. Electronic music as well as unusual combinations

of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schoenberg and Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers

who has most influenced contemporary music. He haL written an immense amount of

Es
chamber music but, his music has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century =sic can not ignore America's contribution in

the form of Jazz, that unively American and very influential idiom of twentieth

centary music. Also to be included is the Broadway "musical comedy," a new kind

Of opera. This highly successful American form of art has been enthusiastically

received all over the world.

Perhaps the best way to understand modern composers and their music is to remember

that in their day there were those critica who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as

the most daring icwoclasts of their time.

""*"`"-.7":"^".7","*",='..7,"'"r"-'"""""""" "`"""*"."'"



citins of Twentieth Century

Stravinsky World's greatest living composer.

Racbmaninoff Last of Romantic virtuosos.

Prokofiev Composer of Peter and the Wolf.

Vaughan Williams Greatest English composer since seventeenth century.

Schoenberg Twelve-tone 'composer,.

-*- Walton English composer for movies made from Shakespeare's
plays.

Strauss Master of the tone poem.

Sibelius Composer of Pinlaudia.

Bartok Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Copland Great American composer.

Bernstein Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Hindemith:, Composer of modern "tonal" music.



DMITRI KABALEVSKI

b. St. Petersburg 1904

Composer, author, Professor of Masic at the Moscow State Conservatory, Dmitri
Kabalevay is a well-known name to readers of the Music Educators Jeurnal!" In
February. 1967 and March 1967 issues, Mt. Kabalevsky has written an article about
Dmitri ShostAovitch and a review prsented by Mt. Kabalevsky at the. Seventh
Biennial Conference of the International Society for Music Educe&ion (ISM) in
Interlochen, Michigan, August 1966. Mr. Ksbalevsky was vice- president of the
ISME at the time of writing the article.

Dmitri Cabalevsky attended the Scriabin Music School and the Moscow Conservatory.
After the second world war he toured the continent playing his awn music.

He has been acclaimed the People's Artist of the U.S.S.R. and won the State Prize
three times in 1946, 1949 and 1951. His home is in Moscow where his address is
in care of the Union of Soviet Composers.

Kabalevsky's music has the imprint of modernity within the framework of classical-
ly established forms.

Works

3 Symphonies: No. 3 subtitled 131...g.algrasta.
4 Operas: Colas Breugnon

Before Moscow

ThUNLIILALImmL
Nikita Vershinin

Violin, piano, cello concertos
Piano pieces
Orchestral suite: The Comedians

&TAM (1963)



COMEDIAN% GALLOP

Kabaleveky

20th
1,,

difficult

The Suite, The Ccesediaza, was extracted from the coiposer's music for the play
Inventor and Comedian staged at the Central Children's Theatre in Moscow in 1938.

In The Comedians Kabelevsky,crested a number of gay, characteristic pieces and

genre pictures depicting the life of an itinerant company of comedians. The
Gallop is one of the pieces-which is full of vitality and carries the listener
along irresistibly.

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, a suite consisted of a group of old

lances. Strosequently the term was used for a series of pieces unified by a
single title, subject or program.

After Bach's death, a different connotation was given to the orchestral suite..
It became a large work, in several movements, united by some integrating idea,
or program. Such a suite is Blmsky-KOrsakov's Scheherezede.

There is still another kind or orchestral suite which includes excerpts from en
opera or ballet score, or from incidental music to a play, integrated into a
unified symphonic ccuposition, for concert performance.



Comedians' Gallop

20th
15

Kabalevsky difficult
arr. Bourdon

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITLES

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin -- 1-2, 24, 3-4, (ext.) , 4th finger extensions.

2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, (ext.)

Viola 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1st finger extension.

Cello -- lowered extensions.
Mijabals-- extensions (pivots).

Positions: 1st violin -- I, II, III, IV, V, VII, X.
2nd violin -- I, II, III, IV, V.
Viola -- I, //, III.

Cello I, III.

String bass 314 Is II.

Bowing: daache (rapid), spiccato, ricochet, martellato (heel), staccato, legato.

Pizzicato: R.H., double - notes.

Ornaments: trills.

Dynamics: PP, P, mf, f, ff, sff, crest., crest. molto.

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 2/4, Presto.

4 2 3 o

Double-notes: 1st violin 1-P8, 146, o-P8, O-P5.
a 2 o 3 3

2nd violin -- 243, 1m6, o-P5, 2-N6, o-P8.
2 1 1 2

Viola 1-m6, o-M6, 1 -P5, 1-M6.

1
Cello -- I-P5.

1
Chords: Viola -- 3

4-Bb Maj.

Harmonics: Viola -- mid-string C.

Signs: tel , V , accents, ricochet, dots, hook, slurs, lift, double-flat.

Vocabulary: Fine, D.S. al Pike, non divisi, arco.



Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -4. at the frog or the heel of the bow.

EXPLAUTION OF STRING TERMINOWaf

kesas.
1..kejapzrewasal (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) bow moves

in the sew direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (-~i 0%1004
taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. ast....:wigMlille (different note for each of 3 or 4 strino) bow moves
in a different direction for each note and string; while springing as in
regular saltine.

3. leafga (saltendo, ricochet or ate) wifido -- same as #1 above
except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul

Au talon at the froa or the heel of the bor..

Cr oll -- the string is approached from the air and "pinched"
ir".

lightly
4+ne gionvided simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. IT le
melt that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is
to strike with approximately half the hair as well the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

Dimpfer -- the mute.

Detwiler separate smooth bow strokes, one for er.t.-14 note, with no variation in
pressure and no 'break between notes. This bowing is also known as the
simple dttach4 to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand ataca sane as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented detacher each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed
and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele.
no separation between the notes.

3. Aec.,...AAAILAAL achean -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note,

4. gialgmall stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes 'are slightly separated.
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ttliachig (continued)

5. /Aube land -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward. the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martellwithout the "pinch".

E_ktension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than they
normal placement.

Finger patterns, -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns
3. 3-4 pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All-whole-step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,

no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 Eass.. 0,:crAnted 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers . =14 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurstinus as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or_flantato indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

am as a bowing indication, it mean= that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a

"stopping finger" (artificial nut).
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jete-- see ricochet.

Legato -- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" see "hook".

Loure -- see Eertato.

Martele'-- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple marte14'(usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple,martele except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the msrtele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martell-- the simple martele executed with the whole bow.

MbrtelePattack -- see #2 and #1 under marteleabove and also under "pinch".

Nartellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martele;
i.e., in a martel6 style.

"Pine's," -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
suzved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
msrtem! attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the Buz-jug with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato
is indicated with a ;'us sign (+), Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L. R. or M.D. (mano destra) and H.S. (man°
siniatra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (Lourel -- two or more det2the ports notes performed oa the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautillei a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
above the middle.

.Son tilt tone) the long sustained tone. The best Wast of contact Ls
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed sad sound ka point. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"
almost without effort.

.,Sounding see point of contact.

Reacalo the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The flying spiceato is a series of spiecato notes played in the same
bow direction.

43taccato . a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small
martelS strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
Also called solid staccato and martele staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter praSsUre so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volente -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

sta....4.,viL Issas -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

aul tastiera, sur la tou -- see flautando.

agn:
I. Dots may mean any form of atache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detach or detache

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detachef lanc4, a modified ppiccato or
a modified martele.

14. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
fldun staccato, flyinspiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur !lark in conjunction diatNlm will nisfm panto

(loud).

T. The staple-shaped sign (r1) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some

editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

The sign / over a note mesas fouette or whipped bowing.

The point or wedge ( ) often amine nartele or a martellato execution.

The sign, x (or", mu), means an extension of one half-step.

The sign
x

for xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

11.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:

a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.

D. aear tbe middle of the bmr.

c. Pt. or tip. near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1 /3, L.1/4 .. the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 .. the upper 1/29 1/39 1/4 of the bow.

t. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(NI) - half position.

I - lst position.

II . 2nd position.

III . intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.
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Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted
association with anything outside of itself.

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or
apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage
toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;
biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

ClavichorL Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4. octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a
harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without followik;
any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal cImposition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called
harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

poininomr Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

- " "", "`""" """" '!^"r", "*"; "`"'"'"*":"7:"""'""'"r' "=^7. "-^ " "4'4" ^ r.'"t"'**



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Digest Terminology - page 3

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for ortestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or schello

4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY

1900 -

Every generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficult to comprebewl.
This is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. However, modern
music is not necessarily new and new music is not necessari4 modern, The Roman-
tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius
and Rachmaninoff. But in other more revolutionary hands it was transformed beyond

recognition. However, it is only fair to say that modern music is a result of
evolution not revolution.

How has twentieth century music been so drastically changed? Let's first examine
the natural step-by-step progress from tonality to atonality which to most listen-

ers is synonymous with so-called "modern" music.

In the Classical Period as has been stated, Beethoven and his friends used'the
diatonic scales with a definite tonality. Wagner wanted more variety so be added

chromaticism - the use of half-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at one

time (rclytonality) in his ballet, Petrouchks,. and found it highly successful.

But Arnold Schoenberg was to go even further and use a system of no key at all

(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps, in an arbi-
trary orCer, or series, and then keeping them strictly in order throughout the

piece. Schoenberg and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or "Serial'

composers.

But all twentivth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-
gone a change towards freedom. Shifting time signatures are a feature of =Isle in

the modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as
Stravinsky likes to use:j The new composers seem to feel an increasing role for
the percussionist in their music.

Them one can find the "extremists* anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number

or music composed by a computer. Electronic music as well as unusual codbinations

of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musicalVorld.

Besides Schoenberg and Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers

Who has most influenced contemporary music. .He has written an immense amount of

chamber music but his music has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution it

the form of Jazz, that uniquely American and very influential idiom of twentieth
century music. Also to be included is the Broadway "guides' comedy," a new kind

of opera. This highly successful American form of art has been enthusiastically

received all over the world.

Perhaps the best way to understand modern composers and their music is to remember

that in their day there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as

the most daring iconoclasts of their time.

...27=*777:77.7 ,7"" 72
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Musicians of Twentieth Cerbta7

Stravinsky World's greatest living composer.

Racbmaninoff Last of Romantic virtuosob.

Prokofiev Composer of Peter and the' Wolf.

Vaughan Williams Greatest English composer. since seventeenth century.

Schoenberg Twelve-tone composer.

Walton English composer for movies made from abakesiearens
plays.

Strauss Master of the tone poem.

Sibelius Composer of Finlandia.

Bartok Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Copland, Great American composer.

Bernstein Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Hindemith Composer of modern "tonal" music.



IOOR STRAVINSKY

b. Oranienbaum, Russia 17 June 1862

The world's greatest living comoser is an American citizen. If one were to agree
on, this statement the fact that it can be stated is dependent upon.** Strom*.
sky': decision back in 1940 when he brought his second vice to the Uoited States
and applied for Merit= citizenship. Re moved to California and this has peen
his home since then.

Stravinsky's early 111* was full of musical association and experiences; his
father was a leading bass of the St. Petersburg opera. Sven though his parents
were musical it was decided that young Igor should study law. Re agreed but con-
Vineed his parents, that 'be should be given a private tutor for harmony lessons.

still studying it the University s. Stravinsky became a pupil.of Rimsky-
Eorsakov, the, master.,tetcher of orchestration. The 'decision was soon made to
abandon law study' 'and 'became a serious music student.

At the first public concert of any of his music there vas in the audience, a ass
datined to alter Stravinsky'a musical career. Serge Diaehliev was at the time
organising too Ballett Russo, a ballet theatre-school to become world famous to
this day. Dia4blieri tms jo impressed by Stravinsky's music that he cossoissioned
Strevinst$ to write Maio f the ballet. The first short ballet music, Cho inns
based' on Vs° Chopin pieces,' pleased ttf ballet master and he encouraged, Stravinsky
in a bigger and bolder project, The Firebird. xt was an instantaneous success,,
ad EttraviiOr was known for the 'first time in the rateiic world. Next 'he .wrote
.petrOuchkit, the 'ballet of the pathetic fpuppet, and finally the 2f..4-awaited
_Rite

,

,

In The LiteltftlasStrojevinaky ,shOcked the audience With dispensing wiitti.tradi-,
tional harmonies, using barbaric rhythms and an unorthodox style. Much,.haa :been
writteen oibcritt the premiere: part of the audience began to make catcalli and 'at,tdi-
bit suggest 'weys as to how the performance should progress. Prominent Citizen:
,igot up and, 44144 out; one Austrian gentleman laughed heartily at the fiasco, and
backstage Stravinsky had to hold back Nijinsky, the principal ballet dancer,

gin a Ilst fight with the demonstrators. It must have been a wonderfUl
evening!'

In 1915 Stravinsky moved to Paris and his fifteen years in France were a new phase
and new Style in his composing. He Wrote. in a strictly classical style and
biome, ref leader in a new cult of artists who were experimerting with neo-
classicism.

The liar in rope prompted Strivinaky's move to the United Statei. 'lie had visited:
this country as guest conductor before jaciding to settle here permiinently. He
has been highly productive here. His opera The Rake's Progress and a television
spectacle L",-Ah and .the Flood are two' of his most important American worki. His
appearances are limited now and when he does appear he is led onto the podiusi by
his wife and his assistant, Robert Craft.

Stravinsky really hes had several phases in his career as a cfxsposer. Au s transi-
tional writer from the nationalist school to the twentieth-century, his music was,

traditional, strongly influenced by his teacher, Rimsky-Korsakov. The second phase
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was full of dissonance, polytonality, severe melodies and bizarre instrutental

colors. When be completely broke with his Russian past, he began again to write

simple, precise, end lucid music. Finally he vent back to the highly individual-
ised Stravinsky-style tit concert goers have been drawn to ever since that

teams premiere of eltitinThji.
This is why Stravinsky is one of the most gifted musicians of his age end a com-

poser of fertile imagination and impeccable crattsmanehip.

Works:

Ballet scores - Choinim
The Firebird
fttrouchka
The Rite of.W.:AL

Choral. works
Orchestral works - Fireworks

PetrOuebka (new version for orchestra)

Chamber music
Music for television - Noah and the Flood



*MIRKA
tPetrbitchkal

Stroxiality

20th

17
difficult

1.

A famOul impresario Of the Billet Busse was so impressed with Igor Stravinsky's
work that be commisolioned the young composer to write the score for a new
ballet, lOte Fire Bird. This was so successful that the ballet master, Diaghilev,
asked for tiro more scores. These two ballets, Petrushka in 1911 and he Rite of
Srins In 1913 established Stravinsky as one of the most original and. contro-,

cc*posere of his day. Stravinsky experimented recklessly with dissonance,
IeOlittonality and polirbytbms to produce music unique in its power and newness.

PetOsbka is a sort of Polichltelle, a puppet; a poor hero always suffering from
t, cruelty of the police and eYery kind of wrong end unjust persecution.. This
represents *laically the Whole tragedy in the existence of the Russian people.

'e seas is laid' in the midst of a Russian carnival. The streets are lined with
'booths ant_PotruShka entertains in one of these. lie is killed but he appears
again es a ghost on the roof of the booth and frightens his former eamloyer, an

jilInSite to the despotic rule of Russia. Petrushka clearly represented the
peoge suffering from the misery and tragedy of the ruling Czars.

The tustlian Dance is found in the first section of the Suite:

in Festival *ik-cek
.11uSisiati Dance

Petrush ka at home

3* Taysrd :Waning
Dance of the Nurses
Dance of Coachman and Grooms



GEIGSRALITIES

.
.

Dance Busse from"Petrauftle'

Stravinsky
Arr. Guenther (Ed. by *Addy)

STRING CRITIQUE

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:

1st violin .1-2, 2 -3, 3-4.

2nd violin 3-4* ext.

3rd. violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext. 12'34 (implied), 12"34.

Viola -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1-2-3.

Cello upward extensions.

Positions: 1st violin -- I, II, III, IV.

2nd. violin -- 1,116 I, III.

3rd violin --;1/4, I, II, III.

Viola I, II, III.

Cello ?Is, I, II, III, IV.

Strinpams-- I, II, III, IV.

Bowing: accented ditach4 spiccato, detachglance, flying staccato, detache,

legato, cola, drum stroke.
Pizzicato: Rat., L.H. in 1st violin (open E).

-Ornaments: Long ,trill, double grace-notes.

Tremolo: Left hand 32nd notes.

20th
17

moderate

Dynamics: PP, P, mf, f, ff, fff, sf, sti,Am=f, mono cress., cress. sempre,

......z=1911=..

'Rhythms: Triplets, quintuplets (cued).
Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 2/4, Allegro giusto, 1/4, poco meno, Tempo I.

Double-notes: 1st violin 4 4 2 3 4

3-M6, 148, 1-M6, 1-m7, 3am6.

2nd violin 3 1 1 1 2

2-M6, o -m6, 2-d5, o.416, o-m7.

3rd. violin -- 2 1
2-P5, 40..6.

Viola -- 2 o 3 1 2 3 2
2-M3, 2416, o-M6, 1-m6, 1-m7, 1-M6.

Cello -- 13 1 (1 1 3 o
1140, (1-P5), 0.449, o-P5.

Signs: rt .204., slurs, staccato, dots, tremolo (L.H.), eel) , dashes,
portato, attache lance.

Vocabulary: Fermata, erco, Bempre, cues, leggiero, simile, ad libitum, unison.

ftmment: Solo let violin, solo cello.



MU RAT= 0? SUNG TERHIROLOW

Arco with the bow.

Am frosch at the frog or the heel of the bat:.

ArVeggi° ""'
1. Lefatts.. trpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4, strings) --, bOw acres

in the same direction for '3 or 4 notes and in a smo.toth are (4041-4 ortwaeit)

taking 1 note mid 1 String, at a tiles.

2. Spitilleatepeggio, (different note for each of 3 or strings) Vicife
n a.ditierent direction for each note and string while epri,nging as in

reg4ar.setttille.

3. Springinj; (ealtando, ricochet or la arpegftio istmi abOie
except that, the bow

Au chevelet at the bridge, (see st.L1....ticeas).

Au talon the or.the 1,iselibf the bows.

string it ,.approached from the air Ma "pinched" lightly with the
bow. rite tone ,is 30004 suns 4 tone au ly with the "pinch" and the bow
is 4.1Mgl font. String immediatel;v It is similar to pizzicato
eXcePt that, the bow rather than a,. finger difolaces the string.

Col legno, the,string is struck .wiih...the wood of the, bow. The usual Method is
to with appstrike half the hair as well as the-etick.,

e ,bow.haiimq_§ither be turned away from the bridge O toward
the.,br'idge since either can be quite satisfactory in Prcolicing,,tbe
retuirid quality of tone.

Contraction plasm ,fingers closer together on the strings than their norial
paceekent requires.

'the mites

eeparatt. *Tooth bow strokes*, one for each note, with no variation
pressure end, no ,break. between notes. This bowing is oleo kaolin as the
simple diftecht to distinguish it tram the variations gives below.

1. Maid atache same as the above but using the )1i07.e bow tor each note .

ficiftic

Aeceuted deftaciet each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase ot'sPeed
and pressure 'Oat '0.thout "Pin( Itt the string sharply es in martele"
no seperatiOtt bet*eoe .tee not

3. Accented grind detachst same as #2 above except that a whole bow io

used for: tech mite..

4. Dete,....te stroke begins with a slight swelling falloired by a grai-
1402 lightening of the sound (see nr.t..to). There may or may not be ft
miaU, epicing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are slightly aspa-4ted.
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ataca -- (continued)

5. ataca land -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great

speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a

clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a marte14 without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their

normal placlment.

nemmtang... the patterns of spacing between fingera of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 patterEmeans 12 3 4.
2, 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns

3. 3-4 pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All -whole -step or whole-tone attern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,

no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 11223 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and-a:I-m=4one between 2nd and 3rd

fingers.

6. 12"3 4 Eat -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step

between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step

between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finptr patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-

dicated w4.41 their full configurations as were the "augmented second"

patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Plautando or_flautato indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the

edge of the fingerboard.

Pouettef(whipped bowing) - the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up -bow at the tip.

WE-- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)

that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a

W-711WWW7FEWirmartificial nut).
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"Rook" attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usual4 ap-plies to notes that would be played with separate bows it it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jett( see ricochet.

Legato, smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" see "hoOk".

Loud -- see portato,

Martel -4- a staccato producing type of bow strokes well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple martele° (usually just martellg) tow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bar
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele/ same as si.Me martel except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question..
The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martel the simple martel executed with the whole bow.

Martel attack see #2 and under martele above and also under "ELnch".

this means either marttlet or a bowing that sounds like a martel4
i.e., in a martelA style.

'."Pindh" the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martel4 attack.

Pizzicato plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand. pizzicato
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as which hand is
to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (mano destra) and M.S. (mano
sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow 33 placed.

'Portato a.ourel -- two or more detache porte, notes performed. on the same bow stroke.

Restez 0.6 remain in the position.

Ricochet' -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Salto -- a general tem meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Seutillef a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the towhead and
ern. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of tilt bovul somewhat
above the middle.

Son file (ism tone) -- the long sustained tone. The best point of contact La
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding at. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"
almost without effort.

Sounding point see point, ot, contact.

Spiccato

'Staccato

the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The flying spiccato is a series of spiecato notes played in the same
bow direction.
a general tens meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific tea meaning to the sting player that a series of small
mart e' strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
Also solid ,staccato and mar staccato )

eNUMMINSIIMPOIM aPPIIIMMIP11 4.01.1.1411.14M 44111041411.110.

papa or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm 'which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. 'Fyine staCcato performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter predeUre so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccatoivolente thIggstaccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticella play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

testo, eul taatiera, or our la touche -- see flautendo.

§VWS:

1. Dots may mean any form of ateehe or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes. may mean detach or detache port(.

Dashes col dots combined may mean detach lance,, a modified gicca, kts. or
a modified martele.

lt. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato)

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staecacto,
itylag staccato, ataanicesto, or ricochet.



SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjusetion with dashes Waxman portsto
(loud).

7. The staple-shaped sign (In) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

a. The sign ( v ) mane up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The coma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also met...% to recover the bow, that Is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a taote aeons fouette or whipped bowing.

13., The point OT wedge ( y ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or", or 10), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign for am) means an extension of one whole -step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. 1Wmrplacedent or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. 14, near the middle of the bow.
c. Ft. or tip. » near the point or tip of the bow.
4. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U.1 /2, UU/3, U.1/4 .. the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
f. MS, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, ete., .,_,.eans to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

011) - half position.
I - lst position.

II - 2rd position.
Ili - intermediate position betvien 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.



Absolae music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create,, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4. octave range-.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru*

meats with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Rarpsict:rd Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

invention Short two-voiced clay.er pieces.

Kappelimeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; it opera, tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

"t".5"""r..__,..2.",-;.7.,...
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Sonerta-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of Frent4h dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

I. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.

1,01gant



TWO SHAKESPEARE SKETCHES

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
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IIIEvery generation finds, the art of its IoaT4emporaries diffieult to comprehend.

This 16 perhf.= mrze tt-tit than ever in the twentieth. century. .However,,modern,,

music is not necersarily new and newmusi is not necessarily modem. Thc 170040.124,-

. tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers. like 8ib4iuk
and Hachmaninoff. But in other more revolutZonary hands it, was tisneformt beyond
recognition. .However, At is only fair to say that modern :guide, is 0' result 9: ,

evolution not revolution.

VENTIEZI CENTURY

1900.0

How has twentieth century music been so diasticaUi changed? Let 'n first eiezeine
the ,natur4 ; etep-hyrstep progress from tonality to atonality which to moat listen..

---,era is synonymous with SO-called "modern" Music.

In the.,Classical Period as has been stated, Beethoven an his friends used the
diatonic scales with a definite t444ity. Wasnerianted: mare variety so he 0,11ed

,-

.chromati,cism_f" the use of half.stepe. Igor Stravinsky triei using two keys at one
time (jac0347.0zality) in his ballet, Petrouchka end 'found it 14034v'sucoessful..
But Arnold Schoenberg was to go evep further and use a system-O.-pi) key
(ikatiality). Later he developed. a , system of' using, the 12 half4!..epS' in ati
tie.* order, or aeries, and then keeping them strictly in order tirotigh* the

Schoenberg and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tve;" or,nseri;a:ti
composers.

But all twentieth century music is Rhythm m:4 AetreliiHiie Under-
gone a change, .towards. freedam. Shifting time signatures x.a feature of flustC in
the ,madern. nicood 03wen. as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm paverpis as

tk14484.11.4es to use: The new ccOposers seem to feel an increasing role 'or
he percussionist in their music.

Then one Can finO, the ."extremists" anywhere as one listens to a',ITohn Cage number
or music composed by ,4cceipater. Electronic music as well as unusual combinations
of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the riu4ical world.

- ,, , , , ' ',, - , ,, , . ' _ , -
..,.. .

,Besides Schoenberg and. Stravinsky, 11144441:11 is the third. of the trio of composers
,who has most Influenced, contemporary =pl.:. He has written an intense amount

. .

cbm0Sie but hismusic has remained very tonal. . . .. .,

.

M *Count of twertieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in
1. ,the.tor* of Jazzl :that uniquely 4erican and very influential idiom, of twentieth

centuxy, Music. Also to be inclO.ded is the Broadway "musica], 0.*107," a new kind
of opera., .Thia highly successful American form of art has !teen enthwriasticialy
,reee4,.yed 41over the. wOrld. ,

,..,. , .

. ..

*fi..the. best way to underatani: modern posers and their music is to remember
that ilk their fi-y there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as

:dip. n iconoclasts of their time.
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Musicians of Twentieth Century

Stravinsky World's greatest living composer.

Rachmaninoff Last of Ramentic virtuosos.

Prokofiev Composer of Peter and the Wolf.

Vaughan Williams Greatest English °corner since seventeenth century.

Schoenberg Twelve-tone composer.

Walton ccepos e,,s. far movies made from Shakespeare%
PIMP*

Siwstws.. Master of the tone poem.

Sibeiius Canposer of !Iolanda.

Bartok ereatest casposer to come out of Hungary.

Co Plied_ Great iikarican composer.

Bernstein Musical Director cf New York.Philharmonic.

Hindemith' Composer of modern, "tonaV =sic.

'1"7""tr,117'..t*,:r



VAUGRAli WILLIAM

b. Down Ani Priers Slig lend 12 October 102
d Loudon, England 26 August 1958

Ralph Vaughan Williams had no intention of being anything other than an exception-
ally good church Ruda= whose main contribution va) to 19014 was the editing a
an Ibiaith brnal. When be came in contact with English folk mimic he bees=
passionately interested in building new musical works from this forgotten =tarifa,

He bed received exceilant training at the Roya3. Acadeily of ..Music in L La i and
bad, studied with Max, Baruch Berlin. With his new desire to elaborate ulon
English to* timeo., he felt the need for more itiOrulo'4On,.

.

111908 he 'went to Paris to study with Maurice Ravel. Soon he was. ready for one
of his mo0. f ly head cceaveitione, the Tante,sie, a TheEL
Tali... Within the next few years he made rapid, progress and hia most imporan'k
works at Vans, lial4ded faloila

During World enlii,ited in the Territorial Royal Army Militar7 cemPs,..
;Aber: this threek-Year absence from music he joined the faculty of the Royal College
of *laic.

Rs made ti itioito.to tb,e_linited States. At one time he was visiting leckUreti0
n Xi* 041eige. Rewas ,recognized in his own country As through;out

he 'WOrlAria0,,agland's greatest twentieth century co:wooer. In 193 was avera-,
ed the, 014er Of 'Merit, one of the highest awards that Ris Majesty's gOvernment can

a,Cctiposer.

Rte aiventiL!.,ti birthday was a ,national event in England toad again in 1952 when he
*Li eighty old. Four, months after this birthday he married his secretari,

rtiila. Woods..

Voris:

Fittitasia on a Mete Thomas Tanis
ii!ysipbonies

Paatwal.
Violin-and orchestra The Lark ,Aaceinding
Concertos fcir violin and orchestra'
Concertos for piano and orchestra

. Concertos for viola and orchestra
2f0Perie

'Choral works Mass in G MI=



Two Shakespeare 13k,eichee
(tran' The England Of ,Elisabeth)

Vaughan Williams

20th,
3.0

difficult

Under the shield o± the Nose of Tudor; England entered on a new, 44.1i in her
history - 4 period of peace and prosperity which culminated in the glorious data
of the great Queen Elizabeth, and of William Shakespeare -,hirmselt.

Ralph Vaughan Williams wrote the music for a documentary film in 195titlea
The tniland of Elizabeth. These Tfoo Sketches melte use of two tunes
Of Shelesrate's. time:

1. WIntiIhet 1 Was &Liam! jim. 1324

fits %%cases Morley's It Was A Lover And His Lass

Thaaaw itrley was on Englioh ccmposer who gained fame for his light songs; eiie
and madrigals. It Was A Lover And His Lads canes irce Shakespeare's 'As You 'Like

. ,It end is one of his best-known sonsti. Morley also composed music for the lute;
viol end fXute0 . He was organist at ...tint Paul's Cathedral and the Chapel Royal

:.,1*,Londou'ifor years. A

It ii q4te
a ,

easy to match the words from Shakespeare's poem to Vaughan Wt.:LIAO:sr
music in his seam& sketch from Two Shakeseviraketches:

tin *MS alover and his lass,
With a hey, and a ho and a hey nonino,

That over the green corn-field did its
In the spring time, the only pretty ring time,

When birds do sing, hey ding a ding, ding;
Sweet lovers love the spring." ,

tf,!
.e

t

5



wit)rtt bow,

sch of.A' at the frog or the heel, or the bow.

tkimstjaiirds, (111#erent note for esch of 3, or et,r401)
in ,tha. sane .direction for 3 or noted and in a Inlv?t# are ortioadt)

;*14'2.:14004 Us*.

Saaja2(flitteresit note for ,aarh'0 3 or 4 string's) ,1)0WMoVes
iffsrent ,directio* 4tr each note ,8:131.4 vh;le riup4 es #

3..igthmagi (selianski, ricoibet or eiatf) mods -- same as /1 0*We
apes thsit 1277;771bow spr#sge.

rthf*Pis (lee
hee' oat tie' bow

dal! the: string is approached from the sir and ,Hpiztcheci" light); with the
the tone is sounded sinultatteoualy with. the "SOW'. and' the boW,

the 011: 0114(ditto.v, yt gilealtr tO riti4aioto
hit. the bciti" rather than a finger disPisesa the st.i.

struck 4th the wood of the bow, The Will ae boi is
to,strae With approximately half the hair as well 'a the stick.

r !V either be turned away from the bridge or toward
since either can be quite satisfactory' in pro& ;lug the

0 tone,
a closer together on the stringo than their

requires.

separate 407444 .1xiir atrokeel, ono for each note With no variation its
esis*k.and no bre* between notes. This bowing is also i o t as the

ditache to distinguish 3.t from the variations it*ezt

aoht, -;;....,same as the above but using the Whole bOw2fOr i no e

4-6cent:id 'attach: eel boli stroke begins with a a:..tideil Incre,,se
:treasure tut without "pinching" the string shwa), as in r.artale°

ation'sbetiieisn the notes.

4, CO Marla ease as 12 above except that a whole bow is
tOr :each note

atrO,ke *gins with a slight swelling toUoveci t e 017:
. ual lightening of the mud (see ato). There may or lay not be a

swing between the notes Impression should be 04 the
are sep arated.



/*tech! -.0 (continued)

Stria Until:14W pa.

.: 4,. Aube lance a shortened quick bow Itroke *ginning with, ,grett
speed slowing toliard the ad of the' sena. 14404 there shoed be a
clear separation of the ,tones. The notes are. neither accented nor.
'Swelled and are'plefed like a' nArteltr Without the "pinch"..........

Extension pleling a .ringer or fingers father arpart on ple stiing than their
normal rIncentente

IliAmt01nrL the p4torne of ,epacing between fingers of the :eft haul.
These are not,,applicable on the .string bass and, could srPlY
$ 'the. OellO'Sn4 Sri

,ktgit#t..Art Means',12.1 4.
2-3z ttern Means '1 23 4. The bas aic

Etxtended er --ch or ihaa-tone pattern, means 1 2 3 4,
00101011.011111011100

no fingers are placed cloeely together.

5e '1' h pattern indi0_etee the ~eeernee of an auts-graauted 2nd between let
sand 2nd fingers (en extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd

ra*

-6* 12'14 4 pattern
betveenfingers

123'"4 Patera
between :fingers

augme.nted 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
1 and 2.

augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4;. half-step
2 and 3.

8.,OthOr finger 'patiern, are not only possible bit practical and, are
44404 iiith their ft11., configurations as were the "augmented second"
*10t02i '('n0S2. 4, 5 .

a 6 ebove),'

Pie:uteri& hautato indicates t4e.,productiort of a flute-like tone accomplieh-, . 0.80.0~~11~/PO
ea by bOwing ,lightly and with speed over or near the ,

edge of 'the, ,fb.gerboarde

the bow strikes the string suddenly and mnarply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
'stroke. usually performed: up -bow at the

a bowing indication, it means 'that the player bhould, use the hair near
the froft of the bar's* to produce the soUnds aaked for.

Pouette (whipped boffins

flute-111E0 tones .produced by touching a string in placei (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself siii4o fractions of ,itself,
(haiv*s,' thirds, foOrths, fifths, 'etc.)

,1. Natural hartonics produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a,string shortened by a.
WIStOw-"ipringflaw artificial nut) 4



"Hook" attaching.One or more notes to the ,same bow stroke,. this ust441i, ap-
plies to notes thgt would be played with seporf...te bobs if it Voul4lbe
advantageous to do so.

Jett( see ricochet.

keAte smoothly Slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes bowing that involves lifting the, boii from the, string to
achieve the proper .41:tect.

.- see
Lou,^a s see portatOft

Xartelef a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accenteti: biting and
5'4"Pngsr

1. Silvis isartele" (usually just isart.414) bow preisure is sat befOre the
tOne.begins 'so that, the string win. be ,"pincried" at the stert of
stroke: Ater the "pinch" asst of the pressure is released. The bow
movcs rereidlx: Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
perctissive, resonant, ,and,staecato.

2. Sustained ma rtelei as simple martel...t except that the trine' held
out An adequate of bow must bamaTaZiTalable for the 'note in question.
The boS' is .eossiderablts slowed air the msrte attack ("Pinotel.Y0

3. Grand martial the silatstele, executed with the whole boW.

iirtelef attack see 02 and #1 ander martea above and also under inch".

itartenato this aeons either mart.61 or a bowing that Bounds like it isio-tat
'i.e., in aisartelt style:

the pressure applied to Lite string with the bow which,: When the bow is
moved, res4ta in a cciasonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
mew -ielef'attick.

Pivaicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Lett liana ;i)isticiie,
in indicated with a plus sign (+). :rndicationi as tO WhiOU hod is
to be vied. are R.E. and L.H. or N.D. (mono deetrei) and Ke4:
ainistra).

mint of c tact the place on the string at which the bow is Owed,.

two or more detache kora notes performed on the same UN Stroke,

brutes remain in the position.

pscam, the bow is dropped (or thrown) oa th,.; string an& allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

111.41d1 or Saltato gencral term meaning springing, rebounding or bounce

"777' .
'

1."""'"'"^"."`"'"1.7#!":



Sautilier a springing 'bow stroke that obtains its eft;.c,t througii the. netuiel,
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of ,,the bOw.hand and
arm. It can be executed from, thel.ower Z/3 or the :boir to somewhat
above *ht. middle

-Sce file C 9a long sustained ttmc. The best poiLit 'of cc:Intact le
twer the bridge Van is.,.4th,,faeter moving Pp",
strokes. The pIcoYer needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow 'speed and. soundini; 1911. When the
ProPer relationships are achieved, the to0e rispinr. out!'
0204 Without '04t!folfts

the bow is damped Ave stave the string and rebounds into the air.
The In- As a series of spice*to notes pliiyed in the es.
holt -t

:ftg- a gener al. term meanina.that the notes ,are shortened.
c tent means n totheatriAg, player hat ft series of pm it

Marteld strokes are to be a;fa4u.404 anti bola: lifts"

Aso, :c solid gitacceio and susiteli staccato")

.1, or nervous stacCatO executed by a very rapid oseillatio4. Of the
bow arm vt4ch may luted to be t!celetwbst tensed to achieve suceess.

itaecacto .1.4erformed in the same manner as the Solid 'itaiaato
arreirrighter prolate so that the *ow leaves the rtring betWeen

01114. Staccato (see immediately above).

,1...Leno with a relatively light bowetroke near enough to the
bridge So that a nasal glassy tone quality is .produae4.

taistax sui testierto or sur _la touche -- see flautIondos

may mean any form of detach4 or any type of' staccato 'Wiring.

mean detach or detanbe

'Dashes and, dots combined msy mean detach lances a modified gicetito or
fled mutate'.

Tbe tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to sIur t
totes (legato).

The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dotJ will usually mean stacatos
Wait staccatos flOps pricpamls .91 or ricochet.



MS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will sieati Sato
(lcuri).

T. The Btaple-ahaped sign cm) aeons down-bow. This sip sceettnes occurs
upside down.

8. The sip ( ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside do= .ice tome

9. The cows or apostroPhe usually naps to lift the bow or at least to
. phrase (breathe).. scsetirses 406 means to recover the bow, that ie.

move, It 4 -rOugh the. sir, talbe'frOg.

10. The sign,,) Mane to, lift the bolts,

aeons to stop or "to ,lift the bow or both.

The sign / ittlrft' note *tile fatmtte or .etivwtftA

13. The pint or wedge ( ) often Iltean alirtele or a aartellato execution.

The sign, ;4, for r., or mans an extension of one halfatep.

The sign (or xx) means an extension of one wholesstep.

The sign indicOai the use of the thusb to finger a note.

,itheutentrr ax:eabs--"--ordi to tee Used:
near .the frOg of the, bow.

b. K. Waddle, of the Lbow,
.0. Pb- or tip, ftr veer the point, or tip of the bow.
d.'1,1149,141/3 11.1/4'..- the lover 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of tht bow,
e.-04/29,11.1/3, V.1/4 ire the., upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of,* how._

x/got. Vs% ,3/4B, 1/103, etc., means to Use, a whole.beiv,
1/2 'or the boW0, 1/3 of the boirt 3/4 of the, bovi 114 'of the
boy, etc.

;Thi,:positionti are indicated as follows :

Of) halt PplitOi011
; 10: position.

Yl 2114

;11/4 _ intermed4te,position between 2nd and 3rd positiOns.



DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oraz_7io;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru.

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

The Qombination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.



Digest Terminology - peso A.

Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nob'eman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffs Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.



Digest Terminology - page 3

Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo

4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to e certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.



LE POLICHINELLE (PUNCH)

VILLA LOBOS

20th-19
difficult



TWENTTETHCEITURY

1900

+area UMW!

Every generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficult to comprehend.
This is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. Eoweikx, modern
music is not necessarily new and new music is not necessarily modern. The Roman-

tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius

and Rachmaninoff. But in other more revolutionary hands it was transformed beyond

recognition. However, it is only fair to say that modern music is a result of

evolution not revolution.

How has twentieth century music been so drastically changed? Let's first examine

the natural step-by-step progress from tonality to atonality which to most listen-

ers is synonymous with so-called "modern" music.

In the Classical Period as has been stated, Beethoven and his friends used the
diatonic scales with a definite tonality. Wagner wanted more variety so he added

chromaticism - the use of half-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at one

time (polytonality) in his ballet, Petrouchka, and_ found it highly successful.

But Arnold Schoenberg was to go even further an.i use a system of no key at all

(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps in an arbi-
trary order, or series, and then keeping them strictly in order throughout the

piece. Schvaberg and hi disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or "Serial

composers.

But all twentieth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-

gone a clange towards freedom. Shifting time signatures are a feature of music in

the modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as

Stravinsky likes to use.' The new composers seem to feel an increasing role for
the percussionist in their =laic.

Then one can find the "extremists" anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number

or music composed by a computer. Electronic music as well as unusual combinations

of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schoenberg and Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers

who has most influenced contemporary music. He has written an immense amount of

chamber music but his music has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in

the ford of Jazz, that uniquely American and very influential idia of twentieth

century music. Also to be included is the Broadway "musical comedy," new kind

of opera. This aighly successful American form of art has been enthusiaatical4

received all over the world.

Perhaps the best way to understand modern composers and their music is to remember

that in their My there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as

the most daring iconoclasts of their time.
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MUsicia;s of Twentieth Century

Stravinsky World's greatest living composer.

Bachmaninoff Lest of Romantic virtuosos.

Prokofiev Composer of Peter and the Wolf.

Vaughan Williams Greatest English composer since seventeenth century.

Schoenberg Ttelve-tone composer.

Walton English composer for movies made from Shakespeare's

plAys.

Strauss Master of the tone poem.

Sibelius Composer of Finlandia.

Bart* Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Copland Great American cox poser.

Bernstein Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Hindemith Composer of modern "tonal" music.



HEITOR VILLA LOBOS

b. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 1887

During his 1919 tour of Brazil, Anton Rubenstein discovered the music and genius
cf Heitor Villa - Lobos. With RUbenstein's encouragement the young Villa -Lobos was
given a government stipend which allowed him to study for three years in Paris,
the mecca of all artists.

Heitor Villa-Lobos renounced the Parisian influence to remain a Brazilian
primitive, unorthodox in style; one who did not hesitate to use unusual forms

and instrumentation. Back home Villa-Laos was made Brazil's Director of Mitsical
Education and made several expeditions into the interior to capture the exotic
music of the Brazilian folk idiom. With his very unusual teaching methods he
aroused the Brazilian child's consciousness of music. It has been told that he
scorned the baton for two flags when he directed the children's choruses.

His 1941 tour of the United States was very successful and he rouud American
audiences most receptive to him and his music.

He has written over 1500 manuscripts; he is a bit careless in his filing system
and has given manuscripts away quite willingly as souvenirs.

In his music he has made extensive use of folk and popular songs with an exotic
background of syncopated and kinetic rhythms. His dynamic and primitive music
makes extensive use of Brazilian native percussion instruments,

Works

Operas
Ballets
*Bachianas Brasileiras
*Choros

* Bachianas Brasileiras: Brazilian melorbythms are
treated with Bachian counterpoint.

* Choros: A popular dance marked by incisive rhythm and
songful ballad -like melody.

IIN......-,-,



LE POLICHINELLE

Heitor Villa Laos

J

Nth
19

moderate

Le Polichinelle, one of Villa Lobo's bee-known piano compositions, is a witty
Bind sparkling piece, describing the hunorous movements of Punch and how he dances,

jumps and finally falls.

This orchestration attempts to '.eep the humorous character of the piece in the

foreground. It looks diffir:..1;., but the separate parts are comparatively simple

and when each musician has mastered his part, technically, the ensemble playing
will not exceed the abilities of the average musician. When rehearsals are first

,begun, we would suggest that not too slow a practice tempo be maintained, or else
the students might have difficulty in achieving the ultimately desired tempo.

'war

Iwo



Le Polichinelle

Villa-Lobos
Arr. Guenther

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

20th
19

moderate

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin .. /4, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1-2-3-4, lst & 4th finger extensions,

1.4 contraction.
2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3 -4, ext." 1,23"4, 4th finger extension,

4 -i contraction.

3rd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3.4, ext., 12"34.
Viola -- 1-2, 2-3, 3.4, 1-2.3-4, 1"23'4.
Cello .. lowered extensions, upward extensions.

Positions: lst violin -- I, II, III, IV, V, VI.
2nd violin -- I, II, III, IV.
3rd violin -- I, III.
Viola -- I, II, III.
Cello I, II, III,
String base -- 3gi, I, II Wu III.

Bowing: spiccato, rapid string crossing, cone', legato, ricochwt, flying staccato,

sustained mertele:

Pizzicato: R.R.

Ornaments: Long trills in cello part.

Tremolo: 32nd -note .

Dynamics: PP, Ps mf, f, ff, sf, fz.

Rhythms: triplets.
Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 2/4, Presto.

2 3 2 1 o 4

1 Double-notes: lst violin -- 245, 3-P59 3-d5, 1 -P5, 0459 3-m6
4

2nd violin -- 2-mT.212o1
3ra vio3tn -- 1-m6, 1-P5, 3-d5, 045, 2-A4.

2 1 o 4

Cello 2-P5, 1-P5, oP5, 4-P5.

String bass i -P8 (pizz.)

Harmonics: 1st violin -- mid-string G. Viola mid-string G.

Signs: fl , V , accents, aura, fermata, dots, ties, accents, creac.

Vocabulary: arco, sonoro, fermata, also see above.

Comment: treble clef in viola part.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOM

Arco .with the bow.

An frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --
1. Legato arpeggio (dil:ferent note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (-..N or fir)

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautille'arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. cringing (saltando, ricochet or ale) arpeggio -- same as #1 above
except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon A-- at the Dolor the heel of the bow.

Cola -- the string is approaChed from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

221 lege-- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

gloller-- the mute.

atach4-. separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the
simple detach4 to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detache -- same as the above

if

2. Accented detache -- each bow stroke
and pressure but without "pinching"
no separation between the notes.

but using the whole bow for each note.

begins with a sudden increase of speed
the string sharply as in martelei--

3. Lissor1m1JEELAAttche-- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note.

4. ateajportl-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see p2rtato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

mtV.:es are slightly separated.

4
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ataca-- (continued)

5. atache land -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of tit. sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of tht. tones. 21- tODIs are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a mar?! vithout the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingexs '..bnr apart on he string than their

normal placement.

FirgeLetterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
Tkese are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The tesic finger annul.
3. Etpattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All- whole -stems, or whole-tone otters means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,

no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1212111attern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 36,d

fingers.

6. 121121mittern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step

between fingers 1 and 2.

7.2. 23"4 pattern augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step

tetween fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-

dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"

patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Plautando or_flautato op- indicals the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and, with speed over or near the

edge of the fingerboard.

Fouett4v(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Frog,. as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)

that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Nature harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artifi4lal harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a

razgni. finger" (artificial nut).
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jete-- see ricochet.

hulks-- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

LouT"Link;rseseee

"hook ".

Marta-- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. ample martele (usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martelei -- same as simple marteleexcnt that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the mertel4 attack ("pinch").

3. Grand marta-- the simple martele executed with the whole bow.

Martelerattack -- see #2

Nartellato -- this means
i.e., in a

and #1 under marteleabove and also under "pinch".

either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martel4
martele style.

'"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato

is indicated with a plus sign (+), Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (mano destra) and M.S. (nano
sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

pertstolourel.-- two or more detache parte notes performed on t same bow stroke.

Beate% -- remain in the position.

lUcochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Sal, tato -- a general term meaning springing, rebelnding or bounced.
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Sautiller-- a springing bow stxake that obtains its effect through the natural

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow head and

arm. It can be executed from the lover 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Sbn fil4'(,s 22atone) the long sustained tone. The best pint of ssixct Is
nearer the bridge then it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of

the tone with bow speed and soundius point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see point of contact.

Ippesto the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The flying epAssaitstis a series of nicest() notes played in the same

bow direction.

Staccato a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.

-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

Also called solid staccato and marte14 staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter predsUre so that the bow leaves the string tetween

notes.

Staccato volante tl&E staccato (see immediately above).

Sulmiticelas play with a relatively light bowatroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

'Eul*tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando.

1. Dots may mean any form of detach4 or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detacaor detach Egg.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detaChe lance, a modified sEiccatctor

a modified marte140

4. The tie or slur mark will =an either to tie the notes or to slUr the

notes (legate).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,'

flying staccato, flying &ago, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato
(loud).

T. The staple-shaped sign (fl) means down-bow. This sign Sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up -bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The tom= or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note *efts fouette or whipped bark&

13. The point or wedge ( y ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (are$, orv), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign
x

(or xx) means an extension of one whole -step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -44-near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U.1/2, U.1/3,.U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, i/4 of the bow.
f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
L1
/2

etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(45) - half position.
I - lst position.
II - 2nd position.
/Vs - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.
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Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted
association with anything outside of itself.

Aria A song for one or more voices.

Atonality No key used.

Avant garde Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or
apply nee- or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;
biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic smata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually Ii. octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord9 etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orcheatrs-.

Continuo Figured bass Lima in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a
harmonious texture.

Divertimnto tioht music: generally played outdoors Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following
any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called
harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Imvomptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a murtcal label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Meistersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial .First tone in the harmonic series.

Psrtita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ ana

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic valve of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that it more closely related in pitch

and :Ilytlza to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Digest Terminology - page 3

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo

4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.



A SHAKESPEARE SUITE

WALTON

20th-20
difficult



NEMETH CENTURY

1900

Every generation finds the art of its contemporariei difficult to ccmprehend.

This is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. However, modern

music is not necessarily new and new music is not necessarily modern. The Roman-

tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius

and Rachmaninoff. But in other more revolutionary bands it was transformed beyond

recognition. However, it is only fair to say that modern music is a result of

evolution not revolution.

How has twentieth century music been so drastically changed? Let's first examine

the natural step-by-step progress from tonality, to atonality which to most listen-

ers is synonymous vith so-called "modern" music.

In the Classical Period as has been stated, Beethoven and his friends used the

diatonic scales with a definite tonality. Wagner vented more variety so he added

chromaticism - the use of half!msteps., Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at one

time (polytonality) in his ballet, Petrouchka, and found it highly successful.

But Arnold Schoenberg was to go elm further and use a system of no key at all

(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps in en arbi-

trary order, or series, and than keeping them strictly in order throughout the

piece. Schoenberg and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or °eerier

composers.

But all twentieth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-

gone a chano towards freedom. Shifting time signatures are a feature of music in

the modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns es

Stravinsky likes to use:' The new composers seem to feel an increasing role for

the percussionist in their music.

Then one can find the "extremists" anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number

or music composed by a computer. Electronic music as well as nusual_ combinations

of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schoenberg and Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers

who has moat influenced contemporary music. He has written an immense amount of

chamber music but his music has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in

the form of Jazz, that uniquely American and very influent411 idiom of twentieth

century music. Also to be included is the Broadway "musical comedy," a new kind

of opera. This highly successful American form of art has been enthusiastically

received all over the world.

Perhaps the best way to understand modern composers and their music is to rvm-etber

that in their day there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as

the moat daring iconoclasts of their time.
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Musicians of Twenuseth Century

Stravinsky World's greatest living ccmposor,

Rachmaninoff Last of Romantic virtuosos.

Prokofiev Composer of Peter and the Wolf.

Vaughan Williams Greatest English composer since seventeenth century.

Schoenberg Twelve-tone composer.

Walton English composer for movies made frOm Shakespeare's
plays

Strauss Master of the tone poem.

Sibelius Composer of Finlandia.

Bartok Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Copland Great Arierican composer.

Bernstein Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

jindemitb Composer of modern "tonal" music.



WILLIAM WALTON

b. Oldham, Lancashire, England 29 Ketch 1902

Again we have a pros:line:it musiaien-composer who began his career as a soloist
in a boy's choir. William Walton sang in the choir at Christ Church, Oxford ! but
was later expelled because he neglected his academic btudies. He was spending'
all of. his time studying music.

His acquaintance with the Sitwell family was the beginning of his tame as a
composer. He took sane highly clever, nonsensical poems of, Edith Sitwell's and
set them to music. This Facade, n amusement of the high-jinks kind but still of
good quality music, was an immediate success With the London audiences.

Walton's career was briefly interrupted during World War It when he served the
ambulance corps. He also wrote music for documentary films used during tlw war.

Writing movie music has been one of his biggest obs. Shakespeare lovers vill
appreciate Walton's music written for Hamlet and Henry V.

In 1951 Walton was knighted and gradually assumed the position in English music
held up to the 1950's by Ralph Vaughan Williams.

Walton's orchestrations are brilliant; his rhythms are vibrant; his melodic line
long and flexible. His harmonic and contrapuntal writing is 'detailed and ISCON34.
times complex. His technical astuteness is combined with a sensitivity of ex-
pression and. deep emotional content. He writes in a definite English style with
a strong sense of tonality.

*14,

Works:

Orchestra ssic Ptcade
Shaate...1.1 Suite

English motion pictures - itealem
Henry V

Marches - Crown iveria1 for coronation of George VI (1937)
Orb and Sceptre for coronation of Iglisabeth XI (1953)

Concerto for viola and orchestra
Concerto for violin and orchestra
Vocal works
Chamber music



A Shakespeare Suite
Richard III

Walton

20th
20

difficult

Huzlbacked Rlchard of Gloucester through murder, intrigue and great self-determi-

nation managed to rduove one obstacle after another on his way to the English

crown. His first victim was Henry VI who was murdered in the Tower of London.
Richard's own brother, Clarence, was mysteriously drowned in a keg of wine.

Somehow Richard managed to convince Lady Ants, the widow of the slain Prince of

Wales, that she should marry him. He argued that he had always loved her, had

killed for her and begged her either to kill him or forgive him. She agreed to

the marriage and Richard wan another step on his way to the tarone.

The two young prince's were murdered, smothered as they lay asleep in the Tower

of London. Their arms were around each other for comfort end protection. They

looked so young and innocent that even the killers were moved to tears as Shake-

speare described them, "Their lips were four red roses on a stalk -- A. book of

prayers on their pillow ley."

The Duke of Buckingham, Richard's chief ally, managed to convince the people that

Richard should be their king. Atter Richard was seated on the throne he soon

forgot the favors done him by his old friend. Buckingham wisely fled to the

north to help Henry Tudor organize a rebellion.

The famous battle between the forces of Richard and Henry took place near

Leicester. Richard fought like ten men, but his followers had no heart for the

battle and no love for the blccd-soaked, murderer of the young princes. Soon he

was beset on all sides, his forces falling back before the enemy. His horse was

slain under him and he fought on furiously on foot, screaming for someone to bring
him a freot* mount so that he could rally his soldiers.

"A horse! &horse! raykingdom for a horse!" he cried, but all was lost, and at the
luat he et death at the hands of Henry Tudor of Richmond who became Henry VII and
began under his shield of the House of Tudor a periol of peace and prosperity
which oulminat:d in the glorious dAys of the great Queen Elizabethi and of William
Shakespeare himself.

Thfs Richard III is the famous (or infamous) hero of English history for whom
William Walton wrote this suite.

This music was composed in 1955 for the film Richard III and has been adapted for

concert use by Muir Mathieson. The suite includes six sections:

1. Fanfare
2. Music Plays
3. The Princes in the Tower
4. With Drum and Colours
5. I Would I Knew Thy Heart
6. Trumpets Sound

-



Al Shakespeare Suite

'Richard
44-

GENERALITIES

Walton

STRING CRITIQUE

20th
20

moderate

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin 2-3, 3-4, ext., lst finger extensions.
2nd violin -- 1-2 2.3, 3-4, 12'34, 1'234, 12"34.
Viola .. 1-2, 2.3 3-4, ext., let finger extensions.
Cello -- loweted end upward extensions.
String bass (extension).

Positions: lst violin -- I, II, III, IV.
2nd violin .. I, II, III, IV.
Viola -- I, II, III.
Cello -- I, YI, III, IV, V, VI, MI.
String bass, I, II, 111/2, III, IV.

Bowing: d4tachi, legato, sustained tones, spiceato, son file, lifts, hocked
dotted.ebythm, portato, detache ports, martellato.

Pizzicato: R.H., L.H. in string bass part (open D).
Ornaments: single grace-note, trill.
Tremolo: measured l6ths.

Dynamics: PP, P, mP, mf, f, ff, sub. PP, stlb. P, poco a poco crest., cresc.
al fine, series of crescendi, swells.

Rhythms: triplets, dotted-rhythm, changing meter.

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 2/4, Grandioso, ritenuto, a tempo, 2/4,

Allegretto, 2/4, Andante doloroso, 3/4, 4/4,
Poco meno mosso, poco ritenuto, Alla mania,
4/4, Lento, 5/4, 3/4, 2/4, Allegro deciso.

2

Double- notes: let vicain 2-P5.

Viola .0. 0 2 o 1 1 1
1-P4, 3-P4, o-P5, 2-P4, 3 -N3, o-m6.

0
Strin:lzA.ss-- 4-unison.

Harmonics: Mid-string, E (2nd violin), C & D (cello).

Signs: fermatas, lift, r, , slurs, ties., slurtie combinations, cresc., dim.,

dashes, hook, accents, points (v) , portato, staccato, commas.

Vocabulary: attacca subito, legato, espressivo, con sordino a niente, unison,
arco, marcato, fermata, Solo, Tutti, cue, subito piano, Bente

sordino, a 2, a 3. Also see above.

Comment: solo string quintet, divisi parts in upper strings, mutes used in all

dragaalia. Treble clef in viola. Tenor clef and treble clef in

cello part.
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Arco "with the bow.

Am ?roach -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggp
1. Legato (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

. in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (-1" or 4)

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves
in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. riza,..jidAn-(saltando, ricochet or ate) arpeggio same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ice,

Au talon J.-- at the armor the heel of the bow.

the string is approaChed from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
Inv. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

Dampfer-- the mute.

atachdr-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the
simple atachg to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand atache same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented detache -- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed
and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in marte141--

no separation between the notes.

3. ikocei...611102.,._ncidAheac -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. Ascher porter-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see palgt9). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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atach "a"P (continued)

5. atache lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with greet
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martel; without the "pinch".

&tension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 patter; means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns
3. 3-4 pattern means 1 2 34.

h. Extended. or A11-4hole-step or whole-tone pfttern.means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1 1123tern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 lottern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautendo or_flautato indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouettir(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Frog, -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nudes)

that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a

'stopping finger" (artificial nut).



"Hoak" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous. to do so.

Jete-- see ricochet.

Legato.-- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted tomrstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" -- see "hook".

Lcure -- see portato.

Martelei -- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple marte14'(usually just marte14) bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be fancted: at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple,martele except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand marta-- the simile martele'executed with the whole bow.

Martele attack -- see #2 and #1 under marteleabove and also under "pinch".

Martellato -- this means either marteleor a bowing that sounds like a martele,
i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left pAad pizzicato
is indicated. with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.R, and L.H. or M.D. (nano destra) and N.S. (mano
sinistra).

Point of contact -. the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato(lov.i.e) -- two or more detache porte notes performed on the same bow st.eoke.

Restez remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Saatiller. a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the. lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file'(!mmtone) -- the long sustained tone. The best gglatof con tact Ls
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The gayer needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and soundiz4LEatat. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"
almost without effort.

..:loUnding point see 29441acontact.

Spiccato

.

the bow is dropped tram above the string and rebounds into the air.
The atnaggpasel is a series of spiecato, notes played in the same
bow direction.

a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of :mall
martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
'also called solid staccato and martea staccato.)

1. falior nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
Low arm which may need to be somovaht tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter preasUre so that the bow leaves the string bet. eft
notes.

Staccato volante tlyAgg, staccato (see immediately above).

13:uais.... play with a relatively
bridge so that a nasal

light bowstroke near, enough to the

glassy tone quality is produced,

lialast2) sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando..........

GAS:

1. Dots may mean any form of atache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detach4' or detache mg,

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detachelanc4, a modified spiccato or

a modified =rule.
4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean Istaccator
pying,staccato, flying slAccato or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes vi13. wan portatci

(louri).

T. The staple-shaped sign (r%) means down -bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up -bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some

editions.

4. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through' the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note aeons fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( / ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or", or means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign ft (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

3.7! Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:

a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.

b. M. near the middle of the bow.

c. Pt. or tip. -.6-near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 rf the bow.

e. U.1/2, UU/3, U.1/4 .- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. WB, 1/211, 1/3B, 3/48, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

- half position.

I - 1st position.

II - 2nd position.

III - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.
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Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A ;;echnically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4. octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instruw

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Divertimento Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overt:nes.
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Harpsichord Clavier with Strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

T4.,A Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every
character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

culti,ation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form -A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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TWENTIES CENTURY

1900

Every generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficult to comprehend.
This is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. However, modern
music is not necessarily new and new music is not necessarily modern, The Roman-
tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius
and RuchmanInoff. But in other more revolutionary hands it was transformed beyond
recognition. However, it is only fair to say that modern =sic is a result.of
evolution not revolution.

Hew has twentieth century music been so drastically changed? Let's first examine
the natural step -by -step progress from tonality to atonality which to most listen-
ers is synonymous with so-called "modern" Mac.

In the Classical Period as has been stated, Beethoven and his friends used the
diatonic scales with a definite tonality. Wagner wanted more variety so he added
chromaticism - the use of half-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at one
time (polytonality) in his ballet, Petrouchka, and found it highly successful.

But Arnold Schoenberg was to go even further and use a system of no key at all
(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps in an arbi-
trary order, or series, and then keeping them strictly in order throughout the
piece. Schoenberg and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or "Serial'
composers.

But all twentieth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-
gone a change towards freedom. Shifting time signatures are a feature of music in
the modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as
Stravinsky likes to use.' The new composers seem to feel an increasing role for
the percussionist in their music.

Then one can find the "extremists" anywhere as one listens W a John Cage number
or music composed by a computer. Electronic music as well as unusual combinations
of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schoenberg and Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers
who has most influenced contemporary music. He has written an immense amount of
chamber music but his music has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in
the form of Jazz, that uniquely American and very influential idiom of twentieth
century music. Also to be included is the Broadway "musics1 comedy," a net kind
of. opera. This highly successful American form of art has been enthusiastically
received all over the world.

Perhaps the best way to understand modern composers and t1.2ir music is to remember
that in their day there were those critics who labeled ML4ar4 and Beethoven as
the most daring iconoclasts of their time.
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Musicians of TWentieth Century

Stravinsky World's greatest living composer,

Rachmaninoff Last of Romantic virtuosos.

Prokofiev Composer of Peter and the WU',

Vaughan Williams Greatest English composer since seventeenth century.

Schoenberg Twelve-tone composer.

Walton English composer for movies made fram,Shakespeares
plays.

Strauss Master of the tone poem.

Sibelius Composer of Pinlandia.

Bartok Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Copland Great American composer.

Bernstein Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Hindemith Composer of modern "tonal" music.



b. Down Anapney, England 12 October 1872

d. London, England 26 August 1958

Ralph Vaughan Williams had no intention of being anything other than an exception-

ally good church. L:usician whose main contribution up to 1904 was the editing of

an English hymnal. nen he came in contact with English folk music he became

passionately interested in Wilding new musical, works from this forgotten material.

Re had received excellent training at the Royal. Academy of Music in London and

had studied with Max Bruch in Berlin. With his new desire to elaborate upon

English folk tunes, he felt the need for more instruction.

In 1903 he went to Paris to study with Maurice Ravel. Soon be was ready for one

of his most frequently heard compositions, the Feuelt.ons..a,.....k......reThomas

Tanis. Within the next few years be made rapid progress and his most important

works at this time included his famous London Symphony.

Dmring World War 1 he enlisted in the Territorial Royal Army Military Corps.

After this three-year absence from music he joined the faculty of the Royal College

of Music.

Re made two visits to the United States. At one time he was visiting lecturer at

Bryn Mew College. He was recognized in his own country as well as throughout

the world as England's greatest twentieth century composer. In 1935 he was award-

ed the Order of Merit, one of the highest awards that His Majesty's government can

bestow upon a composer.

His seventieth birthday was a national event in England and again in 1952 when he

was eighty years old. Four months after this birthday he married his secretary,

Ursula Woods.

Works:

Fantasia oss, Theme 1 Thomas Tallis

7 Symphonies - Londoicwi
PastoralaRgDonv

Violin and orchestra - The Lark Ascending
Concertos for violin and orchestra
Concertos for piano and orchestra
Concertos for viola and orchestra

2 Operas
Choral works - Mass in G Minor



Prellde (49th Parallel)

20th
22

R. Vaughan Williams moderate

Parallels are lines drawn around a globe with all points along each line an equal
distance from a pole. The equator is the parallel drawn with all points along
the line an equal distance from either pole. The distance from the equator to a
pole is one-fourth of a circle or 900.

The 49th parallel is the boundary line between Canada and the United States.

In 1941 a movie was made in Great Britain which was an all-star propaganda piece
about a stranded submarine-load of Nazis on the run through Canada. Laurence
Olivier and Leslie Howard starred as assorted democrats; Eric Portman rose to
stardom in this film as Chief of the Nazi.

R. Vaughan Williams wrote the music for the film and this is the Prelude which
has been adapted for use in the concert hall.



Prelude :=194.
(String Orchestra)

R. Vaughan Williams
Arr Douglas

SING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:

1st violin -- 1-20 2-3, 3-4.
2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1st finger extension.

Viola -- 1-22 2-3, 3-4.
Cello -- lowered extension.
String bass, nothing unusual.

Positions: let violin -- I, II, III, IV, V, VI.

2nd violin -- I, II, III.
Viola -- I, II, III.
Cello -- I, II, III, IV, V, VII.

String bass, I, II, III.

Bowing: 1%,:gato, ditachelporte, portato.

Pizzicato: None

20th
22

moderate

Ornaments: None

Tremolo: None
Dynamics: PP, P, mP, mf2 f, ff2 4===,

Rhythms: Triplets.
Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 4/4, Andante con moto, 3/2.

Double -notes: 2nd. violin -- 1 2 1 3

o-P8, 1416, o-M6, 2-m6.

Viola -- o 3 3 11 I o 2 1

2-m3, 2-m6, 1-m7, 13-m3), 4- P.unison, 1-N6, 0416,

3 2 1
1-m7, 2-P5, 1-P5.

Cello -- 2 l o o 3 o

o..m7, 0 -146, 3-3113, 0405, 3-P5, 3 -P4.

Chords: Viola 1 Cello -- 1

o 0
o-0 o-G. Maj.

Rarmonicst Viola -- mid-string D. Cello mid-string D.

Signs: y,n, triplet, crest. & dim., slurs, comma, dashes, ties, portato

sign, compound slurs.

Vocabulary: cantabile, tutti, solo, dolce, divisi, unison, ottava (five).

Comment: All parts, except string bass, have divisi sections. Sclo for one

lst and 2nd violin, one viola and one cello. Tenor clef in cello part.

, - - . - - -



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERICSOLOGY

Arco with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --
1. Legato arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (--.)11 or ,,40)

taking I note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautille'arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or fete) arpeggio -- same as #1 above
except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet at the bridge (see sul Monticello).

Au talon s at the fog or the heel of the bow.

Coll the string is approaChed from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

gels-- the mute.

ataca-. separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

skpleatachlt to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detache same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented detache -- each bow stroke begins with a budder. inorease of speed
and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele
no separation between the notes.

3. AcceiH_Atcuou-- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. Igtachelpord stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a

small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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atachl-- (continued)

5. atacher lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing towa:d the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martele without the "pinch".

Extension -- piecing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic 1lEmpatterns
3. 3= tattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All-whole-Am or whole-tone atlas means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st

and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd

fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern, -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step

between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4,2att.7.- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step

between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-

dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"

patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or_flautato A*0 indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the

edge of the fingerboard.

Fouettir(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

-- as a bowing indication, it means that thz player should use the hair near

the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.
WE

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)

that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fou rths fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a

"stopping finger" (artificial nut).

01
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jete-- see ricochet.

Legato -- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Fink" see "hook".

Lourei-- see p9r:tato,.

MArtele-- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple martele (usually just martele) -- bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will te "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple,martele except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the =stele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele-- the simple inartele executed with the whole bow.

Martel attack -- see #2 and #1 under martele above and also under "pinch".

Martellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martele,
i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" the pressure applied to the string with the bow 'which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martel4 attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is
to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (mano destra) and NA. (mano
sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato 0.ourel -- two or more detacbe port4' notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautillef-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
move the middle.

Son file'(ustone) - the long sustained tone. The best Eglat.of contact ts
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokeV. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with Dow speed and pounding.poinV. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"
almost without effort.

Alastftmist-- see point of contact.

allege the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The flying apiccato is a series of nicest() notes played in the same
bow direction.

11Hoec-- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of mall

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
Also called solid staccato and martele staccato.)

Rapid or nerwaus staccato executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter pressure so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante tlypg staccato (see immediately above).

tistietuo.... play with
bridge so

3u1 taste, sal tastiera, or

SIGNS:

emswilalms

a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

our la touche -- see flautando.

1. D9ts may mean any form of atache ox' any type of mtaccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean cletwhe or detache =rte.
3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detach; lance, a modified spiesto or

a modified marte14.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
1._,,y.j15..fstaocato, fl pit spiccato, or Iwag;
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato

(lour4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (f1) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) meals up-bow. This sign also occurs upside dove in some
editions.

.01. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) 9 meats to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowing.

11. The point or wedge ( ) often means mdrtale or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (ortN, or 10), means an extension of one half -step.

15. The sign X (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

18. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. .. near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. ....k-near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 .. the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 .. the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
f. WB, 1 /2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/48, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(40 - half position.
I - let position.

II - 2nd position.
- intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.
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Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Divertimento Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every
character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in it movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo

4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY

1900 -

Every generation finds the art of its contemporaries difficult to comprehend.
This is perhaps more true than ever in the twentieth century. However, modern
music is not necessarily new and new music is not necessarily modern. The Roman-
tic tradition persisted for a long time in nationalistic composers like Sibelius
and RaChmaninoff. But in Aber more revolutionary hands it was transformed beyond
recognition. However, it is only fair to say that modern music is a result of
evolution not revolution.

How has twentieth century music 'men so drastically changed? Let's first examine
the natural step-by-step progress from tonality to atonality which to most listen-
ers is synonymous with so-called "modern" music.

In the Classical Period as has been stated, Beethoven and his friends used the
diatonic scales with a definite tonality. Wagner wanted more variety so he added
chromaticism - the use of half-steps. Igor Stravinsky tried using two keys at one
time (polytona)ity) in his ballet, Petrouchka,.and found, it highly successful.

But Arnold Schoenberg was to go even further and use a system of no key at all
(atonality). Later he developed a system of using the 12 half-steps in an arbi-
trary order, or r.eries, and then keeping them strictly in order throughout the
piece. Schoenberc and his disciples are called "Atonal," "Twelve-tone," or "Serial'
composers.

But all twentieth century music is not "atonal." Rhythm and metre have also under-
gone a change towards :reedom. Shifting time signatures are a feature.of music in
the modern mood as well as the introduction of new and barbaric rhythm patterns as
Stravinsky likes to use: The new composers seem to feel an increasing role for
the percussionist in their music.

Then one can find the "extremists" anywhere as one listens to a John Cage number
or music composed by a computer. Electronic music as well as unusual combinations
of instruments seem to be the "avant-garde" of the musical world.

Besides Schoenberg and Stravinsky, Hindemith is the third of the trio of composers
who has most influenced contemporary music. He has written an immense amount of
chamber music but his music has remained very tonal.

Any account of twentieth century music can not ignore America's contribution in
the form of Jazz, that uniquely American and very influential idiom of twentieth
century music. Also to be included is the Broadway "musical comedy," a new kind
of opera. This highly successful American form of art has been enthusiastically
received all over the world.

Perhaps the best way to understand modern composers and their music is to remember
that in their day there were those critics who labeled Mozart and Beethoven as
the most daring iconoclasts of their time.



Stravinsky

Rachmaninoff

Prokofiev

Vaughan Williams

Schoenberg

Walton

Strauss

Sibelius

Bartok

Copland

Bernstein

Hindemith
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Musicians of Twentieth Century

World's greatest living composer.

Last of Romantic virtuosos.

Composer of Peter and the Wolf.

Greatest English composer since seventeenth century.

Twelve-tone composer.

English composer for movies made from Shakespeare "s

plays.

Master of the tone poem.

Composer of Finlandia.

Greatest composer to come out of Hungary.

Great American composer.

Musical Director of New York Philharmonic.

Composer of modern "tonal" music.



MAURICE RAVEL

b. Cibourne, France 1875

d. Paris, France 1931

Paris was the center of Maurice Ravel's life although he was born in the
Basque region of France where the Ravel ancestors had been fishermen and sailors

for generations.

At the Paris Conservatory he actually sponsored innovation and experimentation

into his music. He promoted the music of the "Russian Five" and apotheosized
Claude Debussy who was at the height of his power.

Ravel was always a center of controversy and in his life he survived the criticism

of two famous publicized scandals. Ravel made four unsuccessful attempts to gain

the Prix de Rome, the coveted prize given by the French government to a deserving

artist for a three-year study period at the famed Medici Palace in Rome. Ravel's

failure to win this prize angered his friends who wrote heatedly to the director

of the Paris Conservatory. E-mryone took sides, arguments for and against were

printed in the papers and the director of the Conservatory vas compelled to re-

sign.

Not long after this Ravel was the center of another storm. When Ravel's

Histoires Naturelles was premiered one critic accused Ravel of plagiarizing
Debussy. When the situation cleared out, Ravel was famous and his personality
dominated the Paris musical scene. 4

His later years were happy ones as he enjoyed his fame and wealth. 1; 19 28 he

visited the U. S. for an extended concert tour and liked everything he saw and
heard; America reciprocated the feeling. Ravel's Bolero was an unanticipated

success in the concert hall, six different records appeared simultaneously.
Every major orchestra was playing it and one company paid a fabulous sum for the
film rights, believing it to be some sort of opera. Ravel was greatly amused

and slightly confused about all the fuse.

Ravel never married but savored beauty in everything he saw and especially en-
joyed his household of cats.

Ravel's music, shows a life-long fascination with Spanish music, dance, and
geography. Several characteristic Ravel traits were the satiric quality, the

individual Ravel waltz, the fantasy, and finally the impressionistic vein in
his music. Whichever pattern he chose, Ravel was the master technician and
craftsman of his style.

Works

Operas
Ballets
Cantatas
Orchestral works
Chamber music
Piano solos

1



PAVANE

Ravel

20th
23

moderate-difficult

The pavane was a very popular dance of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Slow and solemn in character, it was used in masquerades as processional music

and also in religious ceremonies.

Originally a piano composition written in 1899, Ravel scored Pavane pour UM!,

:Galante defunte for small orchestra in 1912. The title has been translated
Pavane for a Dead Infanta where "Infanta" referred to the daughter of Spanish or
Portuguese Royalty; Ravel however declared that Infanta in French means an infant

and that it was a pavane for any child.

In 1929 Pavane was adulterated into a popular song hit by Peter De Rose and

titled 1121M11122:.

"



Pavane

20th
23

Ravel moderate
arr. Isaac

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
Advanced violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, (ext.), 4th finger extension.
lst violin A -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4) (ext.), 4th finger extension.
lst violin B 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, (ext.), let finger extension.

2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4.
,rd violin 2-3, (3-4) , lst finger extension.
Viola 2-3, 3-4, 1-2-3, let finger extension.
Cello -- upward extensions.

Positions: Advanced violin 1, II, III, IV.
lst violin A -- I, II, 1119 IV.
let violin B I, II, III, IV.
2nd violin -- I, III, IV.
3rd violin, I, III, IV.
Viola I, II, III.
Cello -- I, II, III, IV.
Etimbass I, II, III.

Bowing: sustained tones, legato, portato, successive down - bows, spiccato-coll4

ditacherporti, lifts, staccato, son filer.

Pissicato: R.H. in 2nd & 3rd violin, viola, cello & strintbass.

Dynamics: P, mf, f, dim., crest.

Rhythms: nothing unusual.

Meters, tempos and temyo changes: 4/4, Lento.

Doublenotes: 2nd violin, 3rd violin, viola -- o
o-P5.

Cello -- o 1 3 3

0, 1 and 3-P5ths, 146.

Harmonics: mid-string A's, D's.

Signs: ties, slurs, portato, tie-slur combinations, commas, lift, fermatas, dashes.

Vocabulary: simile, arco, also see above.

Comment: strings need vibrato and a mature singing stile.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco with the bow.

Am poach -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --
1. Legato arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (" or)
taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautille'arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. Springing, (saltando, ricochet or ate) arpeggio -- same as #1 above
except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon at the or the heel of the bow.

Cola -- the string is approaChed from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

p:apfer;-- the mute.

atacher separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the
simple detach to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand depach4 -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented deiathef-- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed
and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele
no separation between the notes.

3. Accented grand detache -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note.

4. attache ports stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are slightly separated.
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atach4'.-- (continued)

5. atachg lane( -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a marteliwithout the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patteras
3. 3-4 pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All-whole-step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 14 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12 "3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step

between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1231:12Ains-- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

rlautando or flautato ...'indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely-lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

WE as a bowing indication, 'it means that t7 loyer should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sound, =aid for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones prodw!te. "Ippy touching a string in places (nodes)

that force tha string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(tslres, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping finger" (artificial nut). 1



"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jete-- see ricochet.

Watt smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

-":Link" -- see "hook".

Loud-- see portato.

Hartele'-- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple martele(usually just marte14) bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. liusteinedmartelei same as simplemarteltr except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the marteli attack ("pinch").

3. Grand marta the simple marvels executed with the whole bow.

Harteleattack -- see #2 and #1 under martelerabme and also under "dace.

Martellato this means either martelea: a bowing that sounds like a martelet
i.e., in martele style.

'Pinch" the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
marteliattack.

Pizztcato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato,
is indicated. with a plus sign (4.). Indications as to which band is
to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (man° destra) and MI.S. (mane
sinistra).

Polai a iiciatact tbe place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (laurel, -- two or more detache ports, otes performed on the same bow stroke.

Bastes remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautillef-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son filef(sgatone) -- the long sustained tone. The best Ristof contact Is
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of

the tone with bow speed and sous4Wpoint. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding peat -- see point, at contact.

Spiccato --

Staccato

the bow is dropped from above the btring and rebounds into the air.

The faas,91,ssiLta is a series of leccatcnotes played in the same

bow direction.

a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martel strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

TAlso alled solid staccato and mexte staccato.)
01/1~VIII 111~le% 10.1.01110

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -. executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Plying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccep
except with a lighter pre=re so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante tWagmstaccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that anemia glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto) sul tastiera) or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SICNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detache or detach° porte.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detacheilance, a modified spiccato,or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
flyil!g, staccato, flying ApacikLo, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean 22Litits,
(lam).

T. The staple-shaped sign ( ri) means down-bay. This sign sometime Occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The canna or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. 'The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.,

12. The sign / over a note roans fouette or whtpped bowing.

13. The point or wedge (y ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (ortN, orgy), means an extension of one ball -step.

15. The signft (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Pr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 the lower 1/2, 1/3, i/4 of the bow.

e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/48, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 (2 the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc,

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(hi) - half position.
I - 1st position.
II - 21y1 position.

- intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.
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Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passRge

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4- octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.Continuo

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more indep,ndent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Divertimento Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Happellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several pal4s combined.

Musette

Opera buffa

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of eacb part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Program= music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.


